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Abstract

Antimicrobial resistance became a serious threat to the worldwide public

health in this century. A better understanding of the mechanisms, by which

bacteria infect host cells and how the host counteracts against the invading

pathogens, is an important subject of current research and will encourage

the development of new therapeutic treatments of bacterial infections. In-

tracellular bacteria of the Salmonella genus have been frequently used as a

model system for bacterial infections. Salmonella are ingested by contami-

nated food or water and cause gastroenteritis and typhoid fever in animals

and humans. Once inside the gastrointestinal tract, Salmonella can in-

vade intestinal epithelial cells by the induction of membrane ruffles, which

enclose bacteria in vesicles named Salmonella-containing vacuoles. A frac-

tion of these bacteria disrupts their vacuoles and enters the host cytosol.

The host cell can fight against intracellular pathogens by a process called

xenophagy. For complex systems, such as processes involved in the bacte-

rial infection of cells, computational systems biology provides approaches

to describe mathematically how these intertwined mechanisms in the cell

function. Computational systems biology allows the analysis of biological

systems at different levels of abstraction. Functional dependencies as well

as dynamic behavior can be studied. In this thesis, we used the Petri net

formalism to gain a better insight into bacterial infections and host defense

mechanisms and to predict cellular behavior that can be tested experimen-

tally. We also focused on the development of new computational methods.

In this work, the first realization of a mathematical model of the xeno-

phagic capturing of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium in epithelial

cells was developed. The existing literature provided a rich repertoire of
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molecular interactions and functional mechanisms. We manually compiled

these multiple data into a consensus model to obtain a holistic representa-

tion of how the bacterium is recognized and targeted for xenophagic degra-

dation. The mathematical model expressed in the Petri net formalism was

constructed in an iterative way of modeling and analyses. During the Petri

net development, we found a missing part in the knowledge about the reg-

ulation of xenophagic capturing. So far, the source of TBK1 activation

has not been enlightened, though TBK1 seems to play an important role

in xenophagy. To fill this gap in the understanding of the pathway, we

suggested a new mechanism of TBK1 activation upon Salmonella infection,

assuming an autoactivation of TBK1 regulated by high local concentration.

For the model verification, we analyzed the Petri net, including a compu-

tational performance of knockout experiments named in silico knockouts,

which was established in this work. The in silico knockouts of the pro-

posed Petri net are consistent with the published experimental perturbation

studies and, thus, ensures the biological credibility of the Petri net. In sil-

ico knockouts that have not been experimentally investigated yet provide

hypotheses for future investigations of the pathway.

To study the dynamic behavior of an epithelial cell infected with Salmo-

nella enterica serovar Typhimurium, a stochastic Petri net was constructed.

In experimental research, a decision like ”Which incubation time and mul-

tiplicity of infection is needed to infect half of the epithelial cells with

Salmonella?” is based on experience or practicability. A mathematical

model can help to answer these questions and improve experimental design.

The stochastic Petri net models the cell at different stages of the Salmonella

infection, including the invasion of Salmonella into the epithelial cells by

a cooperative strategy and the bacterial proliferation in the cytosol and

the Salmonella-containing vacuole. Moreover, the xenophagic degradation

of cytosolic bacteria was included. We parameterized the model by a set

of experimental data derived from different literature sources. The kinetic

parameters of the stochastic Petri net determine the time evolution of the

bacterial infection of a cell. The model captures the stochastic variation

and heterogeneity of the cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella population of

a single cell over time. For some infected cells, the Petri net predicts the
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success of xenophagy by capturing all cytosolic bacteria, and for other cells,

xenophagy is predicted to fail. The high proportion of vacuolar bacteria in

the first period of the infection becomes outnumbered by fast-replicating,

cytosolic bacteria at later stages of the infection. The model can be applied

to predict experimental parameters. For example, the stochastic Petri net

predicted the infection efficiency of epithelial cells with Salmonella, depend-

ing on the two factors, incubation time and multiplicity of infection. Thus,

the model generated valuable information for future experiments to study

Salmonella infections. Furthermore, we provided first estimations for the

kinetic parameters of the different processes involved in Salmonella-infected

cells. The stochastic Petri net is a valuable tool to examine the dynamics of

Salmonella infections in epithelial cells.

In the last part of this thesis, a novel theoretical method was intro-

duced to perform knockout experiments in silico. Experimental manipula-

tion through gene knockout or knockdown experiments has been frequently

and widely used to reveal the functional dependencies of signaling pathways.

The new concept of in silico knockouts is based on the computation of signal

flows at steady state and allows the determination of knockout behavior that

is comparable to experimental perturbation behavior. In this context, we

established the concept of Manatee invariants and demonstrated the suit-

ability of their application for in silico knockouts by reflecting biological

dependencies from the signal initiation to the response. As a proof of prin-

ciple, we applied the proposed concept of in silico knockouts to the Petri net

of the xenophagic recognition of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium

in epithelial cells. To enable the application of in silico knockouts for the

scientific community, we implemented the novel method in the software isi-

Knock. isiKnock allows the automatized performance and visualization of in

silico knockouts in signaling pathways expressed in the Petri net formalism.

In conclusion, the knockout analysis provides a valuable method to verify

computational models of signaling pathways, to detect inconsistencies in the

current knowledge of a pathway, and to predict unknown pathway behavior.

In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are the Petri net of

the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium in

epithelial cells to study the knockout behavior and the stochastic Petri net
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of an epithelial cell infected with Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium

to analyze the infection dynamics. Moreover, we established a new method

for in silico knockouts, including the concept of Manatee invariants and the

software isiKnock to automatically perform in silico knockouts. The results

of these studies are useful to a better understanding of bacterial infections

and provide valuable model analysis techniques for the field of computational

systems biology.
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Zusammenfassung

In diesem Jahrhundert wurden Antibiotika-Resistenzen zu einer zunehmen-

den Bedrohung der öffentlichen Gesundheit auf der ganzen Welt. Die bak-

teriellen Erreger verändern sich ständig und werden gegen immer mehr

Medikamente resistent. Ein wichtiger Aspekt der aktuellen Forschung ist,

die Prozesse der bakteriellen Infektion in Wirtszellen sowie deren Verteidi-

gungsstrategien gegen eingedrungene Pathogene zu untersuchen. Ein bes-

seres Verständnis dieser Mechanismen wird die Entwicklung neuer thera-

peutischer Behandlungen gegen bakterielle Infektionen fördern und ist somit

ein wichtiger Beitrag im Kampf gegen die Antibiotika-Resistenz von Bakte-

rien.

Ein ideales Modellsystem für die Erforschung bakterieller Infektionen

ist das häufig verwendete, intrazelluläre Bakterium Salmonella. Bakte-

rien der Gattung Salmonella werden durch kontaminierte Nahrung oder

Wasser aufgenommen und verursachen bei Tieren und Menschen Gastroen-

teritis und Typhus. Sobald Salmonellen in den Magen-Darm-Trakt gelangen,

können sie in die Epithelzellen des Darms eindringen. Hierbei kommt es zu

einer bakteriell-induzierten Umorganisation des Cytoskeletts der Wirtszelle.

Es bilden sich wellenförmige Aufwerfungen der Zellmembran, sogenannte

Ruffle. Salmonellen werden von diesen Membranaufwerfungen umflossen

und sind folglich in Vesikeln, den Salmonella-beinhaltenden Vakuolen, ein-

geschlossen. Bei einem Teil dieser vakuolären Bakterien kommt es zu einem

Aufbrechen der Salmonella-beinhaltenden Vakuolen und die Salmonellen

dringen in das Cytosol der Zelle vor. Im Cytosol finden die Salmonellen

optimale Lebensbedingungen vor, wie ausreichend Nährstoffe und einen neu-

tralen pH-Wert. Bei diesen Lebensbedingungen können sich die Bakterien
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mit hohen Raten replizieren. Ein Verteidigungsmechanismus der Wirtszelle

gegen intrazelluläre Pathogene ist die sogenannte antibakterielle Autophagie

oder auch Xenophagie.

Für komplexe Prozesse, wie sie beispielsweise bei der bakteriellen Infek-

tion vorzufinden sind, liefert das Forschungsgebiet der theoretischen System-

biologie Ansätze. Mit Hilfe der theoretischen Systembiologie kann mathe-

matisch beschrieben werden, wie diese ineinandergreifenden Mechanismen

der Bakterien und des Wirts in der Zelle funktionieren. Die theoretische

Systembiologie ermöglicht die Analyse von biologischen Systemen auf unter-

schiedlichen Abstraktionsebenen. Sowohl funktionale Abhängigkeiten eines

Signalwegs als auch dynamisches Verhalten kann erforscht werden. In dieser

Arbeit wurde der Petri-Netz-Formalismus angewendet, um ein besseres Ver-

ständnis der bakteriellen Infektion und der Abwehrmechanismen der Wirts-

zellen zu erhalten und um zelluläres Verhalten vorherzusagen. Ein weiterer

Fokus der Arbeit lag auf der Entwicklung neuer computergestützter Me-

thoden für die Systembiologie.

Das in dieser Arbeit erstellte Petri-Netz repräsentiert ein erstes mathe-

matisches Modell der Erkennung von Salmonella enterica serovar Typhi-

murium für den xenophagischen Abbau in Epithelzellen. Die vorhandene

Literatur liefert ein großes Repertoire an molekularen Interaktionen und

funktionalen Mechanismen dieses Prozesses. Um ein ganzheitliches Bild der

Erkennung von Salmonellen für den xenophagischen Abbau zu erhalten,

wurden die zahlreichen Informationen aus der Literatur manuell zusam-

mengetragen. Das Modell beinhaltet die Ubiquitinierung von Salmonellen

im Cytosol, die Bindung der sogenannten Autophagie-Rezeptoren NDP52,

OPTN und p62 zwischen der autophagosomalen Membran und den Ubiqui-

tinketten am Bakterium oder Galectin-8 an der aufgebrochenen Membran

der Salmonella-beinhaltenden Vakuole sowie regulatorische Prozesse. Bei

der Modellentwicklung konnten Lücken im Verständnis über die Regulations-

mechanismen der xenophagischen Erkennung aufgedeckt werden. Bisher

wurde die Quelle der TBK1-Aktivierung noch nicht gefunden, obwohl die

Kinase TBK1 eine wichtige Rolle bei der Xenophagie zu spielen scheint. Um

diese Lücke im Verständnis des Signalwegs zu schließen, wurde in dieser Ar-

beit ein neuer Mechanismus der TBK1-Aktivierung vorgeschlagen. Die Ver-
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mutung ist, dass es zu einer Autoaktivierung von TBK1 kommen kann, die

durch eine hohe lokale Konzentration von TBK1 reguliert wird. Zur Modell-

Verifikation wurde das Petri-Netz analysiert. Hierbei wurde unter anderem

eine computergestützte Vorhersage von Knockout-Experimenten etabliert

und angewendet, die sogenannte in silico Knockout-Analyse. Die Vorher-

sagen der in silico Knockout-Analyse stimmen mit den publizierten experi-

mentellen Knockout-Studien überein. Diese Übereinstimmung unterstreicht

die biologische Glaubwürdigkeit des Petri-Netz-Modells. Vorhersagen der

in silico Knockout-Analyse, die noch nicht durch ein entsprechendes experi-

mentelles Pendant in der Literatur untermauert wurden, liefern Hypothesen

für zukünftige Experimente.

Um das dynamische Verhalten einer mit Salmonellen infizierten Zelle zu

untersuchen, wurde ein stochastisches Petri-Netz erstellt, das die Infektion

von Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium in Epithelzellen beschreibt.

Entscheidungen in der experimentellen Forschung, wie beispielsweise ”Wie

lange sollte die Inkubationszeit und die Multiplizität der Infektion sein,

um die Hälfte der Epithelzellen mit Salmonellen zu infizieren?” basieren

in der Regel auf Erfahrungswerten oder Durchführbarkeit der Experimente.

Ein mathematisches Modell einer Salmonellen-infizierten Zelle kann dabei

helfen, diese Fragen zu beantworten und somit die experimentelle Planung

zu verbessern. Das stochastische Petri-Netz modelliert die Epithelzelle zu

verschiedenen Stadien der Infektion mit Salmonellen. Dieses beinhaltet das

Landen und Abheben von Salmonellen auf der Oberfläche der Epithelzelle,

die Invasion von Salmonellen in Epithelzellen an den Ruffle durch einen ko-

operativen Effekt, sowie die Replikation von Salmonellen im Cytosol und den

Salmonella-beinhaltenden Vakuolen. Des Weiteren beschreibt das Modell

die Zerstörung von cytosolischen Bakterien mittels Xenophagie. Darüber

hinaus wurden experimentelle Vorgänge in das Modell integriert, wie die

Inkubation von den zu infizierenden Epithelzellen mit dem Infektionsmedium

zu unterschiedlichen Multiplizitäten der Infektion und das Wegwaschen des

Infektionsmediums nach einer festgelegten Zeitdauer. Für die Bestimmung

der kinetischen Parameter des stochastischen Petri-Netz-Modells wurden

experimentelle, zeitaufgelöste Daten aus unterschiedlichen Literaturquell-

en verwendet. Mit Hilfe der kinetischen Parameter des Modells konnte
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die zeitliche Entwicklung der bakteriellen Infektion in einer Epithelzelle

simuliert werden. Das Modell ist in der Lage, die stochastische Variation

und Heterogenität der cytosolischen und vakuolären Salmonellen-Population

in einer einzelnen Zelle über die Zeit zu erfassen und abzubilden. Das in-

trazelluläre Wachstum ist ein Produkt der vakuolären und der cytosolischen

Proliferation. Der hohe Anteil an vakuolären Salmonellen in der ersten

Phase der Infektion wird durch schnell replizierende Salmonellen im Cytosol

zu späteren Zeitpunkten der Infektion zahlenmäßig übertroffen. Für einige

der infizierten Epithelzellen wurde vorhergesagt, dass mittels Xenophagie

alle Salmonellen im Cytosol zerstört wurden. Wiederrum in anderen Epi-

thelzellen ist es nicht gelungen, das Cytosol von sich schnell teilenden Salmo-

nellen zu befreien. Das stochastische Petri-Netz der Infektion von Salmonel-

len in Epithelzellen kann zur Vorhersage experimenteller Parameter verwen-

det werden. Zum Beispiel wurde die Infektionseffizienz von Salmonellen in

Epithelzellen in Abhängigkeit von den Faktoren Inkubationszeit und Multi-

plizität der Infektion vorhergesagt. Dies sind wichtige Informationen für die

Planung von Experimenten. Darüber hinaus wurden erste Abschätzungen

der kinetischen Parameter für die verschiedenen Prozesse der Salmonellen-

Infektion gegeben. Insgesamt stellt das Modell ein wertvolles Werkzeug zur

Untersuchung und Vorhersage der Dynamik der Salmonellen-Infektion in

Epithelzellen dar.

Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde eine neue Methode der in silico Knock-

out-Analyse vorgestellt. Die experimentelle Manipulation von Genen und

deren Produkten mittels Knockout- oder Knockdown-Experimenten wird

häufig genutzt, um die funktionalen Abhängigkeiten eines Signalwegs aufzu-

decken. Die Bestimmung von Komponenten des Signalwegs, auf die das Sys-

tem besonders sensitiv reagiert, oder die Vorhersage der Auswirkung eines

Knockouts auf die Komponenten, sind besonders wichtige Anhaltspunkte,

um das Wissen über den Signalweg zu verbessern und um damit beispiels-

weise neue Ansätze für die therapeutische Behandlung zu erlangen. Die

Methode der in silico Knockout-Analyse basiert auf der Berechnung von

Signalflüssen im Gleichgewichtszustand und erlaubt die Vorhersage des Ver-

haltens nach einem Knockout, das mit experimentellem Knockout-Verhalten

vergleichbar ist. In diesem Zusammenhang wurde das Konzept der so-
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genannten Manatee-Invarianten entwickelt. Mittels Manatee-Invarianten

können die biologischen Abhängigkeiten von der Initiierung zur Zellant-

wort eines Signalwegs aufgedeckt werden. Deshalb eignen sich Manatee-

Invarianten besonders zur Verwendung bei der in silico Knockout-Analyse.

Die in silico Knockout-Analyse stellt eine wertvolle Methode zur Aufde-

ckung von Widersprüchlichkeiten im aktuellen Kenntnisstand über einen Si-

gnalweg dar. Durch den Vergleich von experimentellem und vorhergesagtem

Knockout-Verhalten können Inkonsistenzen erkannt werden. Des Weiteren

erlauben in silico Knockout-Analysen die Vorhersage von unbekanntem Sys-

temverhalten und unterstützen somit die experimentelle Planung. Als Proof-

of-Principle für das in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Konzept der in silico Knock-

out-Analyse wurde die Methode auf das Petri-Netz zur Erkennung von Sal-

monellen für die Zerstörung mittels Xenophagie angewendet. Um die An-

wendung der in silico Knockout-Analyse für weitere biologische Fragestellun-

gen zu ermöglichen, wurde die neue Methode in der Software isiKnock imple-

mentiert. isiKnock bietet eine grafische Benutzeroberfläche für eine nutzer-

freundliche Bedienung und ermöglicht die automatisierte Durchführung und

Visualisierung der in silico Knockout-Analyse für Signalwege, die im Petri-

Netz-Formalismus beschrieben sind. Hierbei können sowohl einzelne Kom-

ponenten eines Signalwegs als auch mehrere Komponenten auf einmal aus-

geschaltet werden. Darüber hinaus bietet die Software die Möglichkeit der

Manatee-Invarianten-Analyse.

Zusammenfassend sind die Hauptbestandteile dieser Arbeit das Petri-

Netz-Modell der Erkennung von Salmonellen für den xenophagischen Ab-

bau in Epithelzellen zur Analyse des Knockout-Verhaltens und das sto-

chastische Petri-Netz-Modell einer mit Salmonellen infizierten Epithelzelle

zur Vorhersage des dynamischen Verhaltens. Zudem wurde eine neue Metho-

de für in silico Knockout-Analysen entwickelt, einschließlich des Konzepts

der Manatee-Invarianten und der Software isiKnock zur automatisierten

Durchführung von in silico Knockout-Analysen. Die Ergebnisse dieser Stu-

dien tragen zu einem besseren Verständnis der bakteriellen Infektion bei.

Darüber hinaus wurden wertvolle Methoden zur Modellanalyse im Bereich

der theoretischen Systembiologie vorgestellt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter is divided into five parts and intends to give an introduction and

motivation to the topics of this thesis, which focuses on the application and

development of theoretical methods in computational systems biology. The

aim of the first part is to introduce the biological application – the bacterial

infection with Salmonella. The importance of research on this pathogen

as a model system for bacterial infections is highlighted. The next part

provides an introduction and motivation to computational systems biology.

The third part gives an overview of the state of the art in the research

fields. Current methods to perform in silico knockouts are discussed and

their limitations are highlighted. Moreover, existing mathematical models

of biological processes associated with Salmonella infections and autophagy

are presented. The fourth part emphasizes the aim of the work. The course

of this thesis is pointed out in the last part.

1.1 Salmonella infection

Gram-negative bacteria of the Salmonella genus have been frequently used

as an exemplary model organism to study the general mechanisms involved

in bacterial infections [1,2]. Most Salmonella infections are self-limited dis-

eases, i.e., no medical treatment is required. However, in infants, elderly, or

immunocompromised patients, severe invasive infections with Salmonella oc-

cur that require antibiotic treatment [3]. Antimicrobial-resistance of Salmo-

1
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nella has increased over recent decades and became a serious health prob-

lem, especially in endemic developing countries with limited treatment op-

tions [4, 5].

Salmonella infections are caused by contaminated food or water and

are responsible for millions of infections and thousands of deaths across

the world every year [6, 7]. The most common clinical syndromes associ-

ated with Salmonella infections are enteric fever and gastroenteritis. In

human, the typhoidal Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi (Salmonella Ty-

phi) and Paratyphi cause enteric fever. Gastroenteritis is induced in human

by many non-typhoidal Salmonella enterica serovars, such as Enteritidis

and Typhimurium (Salmonella Typhimurium). Additionally, Salmonella

Typhimurium is responsible for an illness, resembling enteric fever in in-

bred mouse strains and thus serves as a suitable model organism to study

host-pathogen interactions.

After oral intake, bacteria pass through the gastrointestinal tract where

they encounter the anatomical barrier of the intestinal epithelium, see Fig-

ure 1.1. Salmonella Typhimurium can enter epithelial cells of the intes-

tine by deforming the epithelial membrane, a process named membrane

ruffling [8]. The membrane ruffles enclose the invading bacteria and form

the vacuolar membrane surrounding the bacterium termed the Salmonella-

containing vacuole (SCV) [9]. The SCV is a specialized intracellular com-

partment and constitutes a replication niche for the bacterium. Most of the

bacteria stay inside the protective enclosing of the SCV. However, a small

fraction disrupts its vacuolar membrane and inhabits the host cell cytosol,

as shown in tissue culture and inbred mouse strains [10–14]. Salmonella

Typhimurium inside the cytosol proliferates at higher rates than inside the

surrounding membrane of the SCV [11, 14–17]. For an overview of the sig-

nificant host responses that are triggered by Salmonella infections, we refer

to Coburn et al. and de Jong et al. [18, 19].

The host cells can capture and eliminate intracellular pathogens by au-

tophagy, a process that has been termed xenophagy and is also known as an-

tibacterial autophagy [20–24]. In general, macroautophagy (thereafter called

autophagy) is a conserved cellular process, which is characterized by lyso-

somal degradation of cytosolic components, such as protein aggregates and
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Figure 1.1 Salmonella infection. After oral intake, the bacteria of the Salmonella
genus come to the gastrointestinal tract. Here, the bacteria infiltrate epithelial cells of
the intestinal epithelium. Inside epithelial cells, the bacterium is enclosed by the vacuolar
membrane of the SCV. The disruption of the SCV leads to the escape of Salmonella into
the cytosol.

damaged organelles [25–27]. The cytosolic cargo is engulfed by an isolated

membrane termed phagophore or autophagosomal membrane [28]. The au-

tophagosomal membrane elongates and forms a double-membrane compart-

ment termed autophagosome. The autophagosome can fuse with lysosomes,

resulting in the destruction of the cargo. This process requires autophagy

receptors, proteins that bridge the binding between the cargo and the au-

tophagosomal membrane [29–31]. Inside the host cell, the bacteria gets

coated by ubiquitin chains [12]. The attachment of ubiquitin to a substrate

is known as ubiquitination [32,33] and is a type of post-translational modifi-

cation, like phosphorylation and acetylation. Ubiquitination is controlled by

the cooperation of three types of enzymes, E1 ubiquitin-activating enzymes,

E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes, and E3 ubiquitin-protein ligases. The

ubiquitin moieties can form chains via the linkage of the seven lysine (K)

residues K6, K11, K27, K29, K33, K48, and K63 or the N-terminal methio-

nine (M1) called linear linkage. The labeling of intracellular bacteria with

ubiquitin leads to their recognition by the autophagic machinery [12,34]. In

cell culture and in mice, xenophagy has been reported to repress the dissem-

ination of cytosol-invaded Salmonella [30, 31, 34–36]. Also, other bacteria
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have been demonstrated to be recognized by xenophagy, such as Strepto-

coccus pyogenes [37] and Mycobacterium tuberculosis [38]. The xenophagy

pathway has recently been discovered, and a better understanding of the

molecular mechanisms, by which bacteria are captured and destructed, may

lead to novel hints of potential therapeutic treatment of bacterial infectious

diseases.

1.2 Computational systems biology

Computational systems biology deals with the mathematical modeling of

biological systems, such as signaling pathways, metabolic pathways, or gene

regulatory networks [39]. Biological systems are complex and intertwined

events composed of multiple interacting and dependent components. The

main aim of computational systems biology is to describe, how these molec-

ular mechanism in the cell function, and to predict cellular behavior that

can be tested experimentally.

There are different modeling approaches available, depending on the bi-

ological question, the availability of information, and the desired level of

detail. Kinetic models are typically based on systems of ordinary differen-

tial equations and can be used to simulate the behavior of the system over

time [40, 41]. For kinetic modeling, a rather detailed knowledge of concen-

trations and kinetic parameters is necessary, but this information is often

sparse, especially for signaling pathways. For this purpose, kinetic modeling

is only suitable for processes of a manageable size that are well-understood

and with known kinetic data. For example, a kinetic model of substrate

ubiquitination and its deubiquitination has been constructed to study the

substrate discrimination by deubiquitinating enzyme (DUB) activity [42].

For many signaling pathways, a growing amount of molecular interac-

tions and functional mechanisms are known. Here, mathematical models can

capture the mechanistic insights and the relationships between the pathway

components, which are highly dependent and intertwined. A promising mod-

eling approach that is based on graph theory and focuses on the network

topology is the Petri net (PN) formalism. PN has been developed to model

systems of concurrent, nondeterministic processes. The PN formalism based
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on a well-founded mathematical theory provides well-established analysis

techniques [43, 44]. PN offer the advantage of revealing information about

the dynamic behavior and even quantitative properties of a biological system

without any prior kinetic knowledge. For example, the analysis of transi-

tion invariants (T-invariants) reveals functional modules that act at steady

state [45]. The intuitive graphical representation of PN simplifies the dia-

log between experimental and theoretical researchers. Furthermore, PN can

be extended by quantitative data of concentrations and kinetic parameters,

thus supporting hybrid modeling [46]. Since the first application of PN for a

metabolic pathway by Reddy et al. [47], PN have been increasingly used to

model and simulate biological systems. Besides metabolic pathways [47–53],

PN have been successfully applied to signaling pathways [54–58] and gene

regulatory networks [59,60].

In summary, computational systems biology is of particular importance

for testing conditions that are too elaborate or unsuitable to test experi-

mentally. The models can be used to improve experimental design and to

generate testable predictions. Additionally, mathematical models help to

organize and interpret existing experimental data to detect inconsistencies

and gaps in the present knowledge of the biological system and to predict

the system’s behavior.

1.3 State of the art

1.3.1 Computational systems biology of Salmonella infec-

tion and autophagy

In the field of bacterial infections with Salmonella, many mathematical mod-

els have been published, applying different computational approaches. An

overview about systems biological modeling of the metabolism of Salmonella

inside the host cells has been provided by Dandekar et al., including flux bal-

ance analyses and elementary flux modes approaches [61]. For example, the

metabolic network of Salmonella Typhimurium has been reconstructed by a

community-based approach [62]. Recently, a proteomic study combined with

a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network has been presented by Fiskin et
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al., providing a global view of the ubiquitinome of the host and the bacterium

in response to infections with Salmonella Typhimurium [63]. A PPI network

based on gene expression data of human peripheral blood from patients in-

fected with Salmonella Typhi, other bacterial infections, or leukemia (non-

infected) has been proposed by Dhal et al. [64]. A Gene Ontology enrich-

ment analysis [65] and graph theoretical methods has been applied to iden-

tify Salmonella Typhi-specific hubs and subnetworks. Das et al. presented

a Boolean network of the communication between the three pathogenic-

ity islands located in the genome of Salmonella, type VI secretion system

(T6SS), type III secretion system (T3SS) encoded by Salmonella pathogenic-

ity island-1 (SPI-1), and T3SS encoded by Salmonella pathogenicity island-2

(SPI-2) [66]. A kinetic model has been presented to study several strategies

of Salmonella Typhimurium accumulation in solid tumors [67]. To investi-

gate the distribution of the bacterial amount within a host cell population, a

stochastic model has been published by Brown et al. [68]. Grant et al. con-

structed a stochastic model to investigate the dynamics of bacterial growth

over the first days of an acute Salmonella infection in mice [69].

Plenty of studies have been presented to investigate the quantitative

microbial behavior in food – the field of predictive microbiology [70–74].

For an overview of mathematical modeling in predictive microbiology, see

McMeekin et al. and McDonald et al. [75,76]. The aim of this research area is

to objectively evaluate the food quality with respect to their contamination

by microorganisms.

For the infection of Salmonella in epithelial cells two mathematical mod-

els have been presented so far. Firstly, Misselwitz et al. presented a

model to study different strategies of target site selection by Salmonella

Typhimurium [77]. The model simulates Salmonella Typhimurium as lin-

ear moving particles in a three dimensional landscape, including a spherical

object, which is partially immersed into a flat surface. Misselwitz et al.

demonstrated that the accumulation of particles on the spherical object can

be achieved by the strategy of swimming in close proximity to the surface

called near surface swimming. The second model describes the invasion of

Salmonella Typhimurium in epithelial cells and is based on a system of or-

dinary differential equations [78]. Five basic steps of Salmonella invasion
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have been considered in the model: attachment to the cell, formation of ruf-

fles, attachment to a ruffle, invasion via SCV, and the vacuolar escape. The

presented model reproduces experimental measurements and thus provides

a valuable model to study the complex processes of bacterial infection. The

proliferation of bacteria in the cytosol and the SCV as well as the effects of

xenophagy on bacterial replication have not been included in the model. The

low number of invaded bacteria in a single cell causes significant stochastic

effects and leads to a high heterogeneity in the bacterial population between

individual cells [16, 17, 77, 79]. Deterministic models, such as a system of

ordinary differential equations, fail to predict the variability of the bacterial

population. Only stochastic models can capture the variations in bacterial

growth at the single-cell level.

In the research field of autophagy, particularly, PPI networks have been

applied reviewed by Ng [80]. Behrends et al. presented a global autophagy

interaction network by a proteomic analysis and the usage of existing pro-

tein interaction databases [81]. Recently, Kramer et al. have introduced a

procedure of progressive iterations of data integration, hierarchical model-

ing, and the generation of new data, which they called Active Interaction

Mapping [82]. The method has been applied to the autophagy pathway.

The outcome was a hierarchical PPI network of the autophagy process.

With regard to the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella, to our knowl-

edge, no computational systems biology approach has been presented so far.

Today, Salmonella Typhimurium is one of the best studied model organism

for xenophagic recognition. The existing literature provides a rich reper-

toire of molecular interactions and functional mechanisms of this pathway

and thereby offers an ideal basis for the development of a mathematical

model.

1.3.2 In silico knockouts and other Petri net analysis tech-

niques

A common practice, when studying the functionality of signaling pathways,

is to perform genetic perturbations, such as gene knockouts or knockdowns.

For an overview of experimental perturbation strategies, such as small in-
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terfering ribonucleic acid (siRNA), small hairpin ribonucleic acid (shRNA),

transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN), and the clustered

regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9, we refer

to Yao et al. [83]. The identification of components, to which the pathway

is particularly sensitive or insensitive and the prediction of how a perturba-

tion can affect the system, are important issues to improve the knowledge of

the pathway and to reveal, e.g., unexpected aspects of potential therapeutic

treatments. The computational performance of perturbation experiments,

here after called in silico knockouts, provides an opportunity to predict the

biological dependencies of the pathway components.

The first knockout analysis of a model in the PN formalism has been

applied by Grunwald et al. in 2008 to investigate the Duchenne muscular

dystrophy [59]. The general concept says that if a reaction of a PN is not

functional, i.e., knocked out, all T-invariants that contain the knocked out

reaction are affected and are not functional at steady state. The impact of

a reaction on the network can be measured by the number of T-invariants

the reaction is part of. The software MonaLisa performs knockouts and vi-

sualizes the affected T-invariants [84]. Additionally, Grunwald et al. have

introduced a new data structure and visualization of T-invariants in form

of a binary tree called Mauritius maps [59]. Mauritius maps clearly dis-

play the impact of reactions on the network in case of a knockout and the

dependencies of T-invariants.

Similar to the knockout of reactions, maximal common transition sets

(MCT-sets) has been knocked out [51,59,85]. MCT-sets are sets of reactions

that exclusively participate in a set of T-invariants [54]. In Minervini et al.,

a PN of the pathways of the Von Hippel-Lindau tumor suppressor has been

presented and in silico knockouts have been performed [51]. Besides the

knockout based on T-invariants or MCT-sets, simulations have been used to

analyze knockout behavior of the regulation of angiogenesis [85].

Similar to the concept of T-invariants is the concept of elementary flux

modes (EFM) [45,86,87] and extreme pathways [88] in traditional biochem-

ical modeling. For a detailed comparison between T-invariants and EFM,

we refer to Zevedei-Oancea et al., Schuster et al. and Voss et al. [52,89–91].

A comparison between EFM and extreme pathways is given by Klamt et al.
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and Palsson et al. [92, 93]. EFM and extreme pathways are predominantly

applied to metabolic pathways [86, 87, 94–99]. Wilhem et al. have intro-

duced the term structural robustness of metabolic pathways based on the

determination of EFM [100]. The measure of structural robustness is based

on the ratio of the number of EFM in the baseline situation and the num-

ber of EFM after the knockout. Structural robustness has been intensively

studied [101–106]. A similar concept is the fragility coefficient introduced by

Klamt and Gilles [107]. The fragility coefficient of a biological component is

the reciprocal of the mean size of all minimal cut sets in which the compo-

nent is part of. Minimal cut sets are based on EFM and can be considered as

the smallest group of reactions in the network, whose simultaneous knockout

ensures the breakdown of an objective reaction [107].

All these attempts, T-invariants, EFM, or extreme pathways, are based

on structural network properties and reaction stoichiometries. They aim to

decompose the network into functional modules at steady state [45]. These

modules do not necessarily function independently of the rest of the net-

work. The knockout analysis based on structural network properties and

reaction stoichiometry reveals dependencies between these modules. How-

ever, the functional modules, defined by T-invariants, EFM, or extreme

pathways, do not necessarily yield the biological causal dependencies of a

pathway from its initiation to the response. The inability of EFM to reflect

causal dependencies has been previously described by Klamt et al. [108].

The detection of all signal flows from the receptor initiation to the cell re-

sponse in signaling pathways is still a challenge. In consequence, the results

of in silco knockouts using the existing methods are not comparable with

experimental perturbation data derived from gene knockout or knockdown

experiments. Questions like ”Which effects on the pathway would have a

selective removal of pathway components by siRNA?” can not be answered

by these approaches, because they do not reveal the biological functional

dependencies. Sackmann et al. have introduced the concept of feasible T-

invariants [54], which aims to find signal flows in signaling pathways by the

combination of T-invariants.

Beside the analysis of structural network properties, in silico knock-

outs are broadly applied to logical models to analyze gene regulatory net-
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works [109–111]. For logical models, various software tools exist to per-

form in silico knockouts, e.g., GINsim [112] and BooleanNet [113]. An-

other graph-theoretical approach to study biological systems are interaction

graphs [114]. Interaction graphs are directed graphs with positive and neg-

ative interactions. A limitation of interaction graphs is their inability to

model logical AND relations. Klamt et al. introduced the dependency ma-

trix [108, 115], which is based on the calculation of shortest paths of an in-

teraction graph. The dependency matrix is a graphical representation that

illustrates the pairwise dependencies between the network components. The

software CellNetAnalyzer can be applied to analyze the dependencies of in-

teraction graphs [115]. The analysis of interdependencies has been applied,

e.g., to the T cell receptor signaling pathway [116] and the EGFR/ErbB

signaling pathway [117]. The matrix representation is an appropriate graph-

ical display of the effects of perturbations and has been frequently used in

computational systems biology [108,118] as well as in experimental systems

biology [119].

The reverse approach, to infer the network topology based on exper-

imental perturbations, has been a subject of many studies [120, 121]. For

comprehensive reviews about network inference, we refer to Albert [122] and

Markowetz and Spang [123]. The approaches often rely on methods based

on Bayesian networks. The bottleneck of these methods is the requirement

of a huge amount of data and the complexity of network inference caused by

the combinatorial explosion of the search space, meaning possible network

structure [124].

1.4 Aim of the work

The main aim of this thesis was to investigate processes that are involved in

bacterial infections using computational systems biology approaches. In this

context, one focus was the development of novel computational methods in

systems biology.

The first objective of this work was the realization of a PN of the

xenophagic capturing of Salmonella. The compilation of the known re-

actions into one network gives a holistic mathematical representation of
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the pathway. To the best of our knowledge, no mathematical model has

been presented so far, describing the process of the xenophagic capturing of

Salmonella. The construction and analysis of the model will highlight gaps

in the state-of-the-art knowledge of the pathway and aims to improve the

understanding. Particularly, the analysis of in silico knockouts can verify

the correctness and consistency of the PN model and will provide hypothe-

sis for future experiments. A better insight about the mechanisms involved

in this key defense pathway can help to counteract against antimicrobial

resistance.

A further aim of this thesis was to investigate the dynamic behavior

of Salmonella infection in epithelial cells by a stochastic PN model. A

bulk of experimental studies exists, quantifying the intracellular bacterial

population. These data enable the development of mathematical models to

predict and examine the population dynamics. Due to the high variability

of the intracellular bacterial population in the cytosol and the SCV, non-

deterministic models, such as stochastic PN, are particularly suitable to

capture the stochastic nature of bacterial proliferation on the single cell level.

Such a stochastic model of a Salmonella-infected cell can be applied as a

tool to improve experimental design and to gain insights into intracellular

population dynamics.

Another goal of this work was to postulate a novel concept of in silico

knockouts that considers the biological dependencies of signaling pathways.

The available approaches to perform in silico knockouts do not necessarily

predict effects that are comparable with experimental perturbations. For

the in silico knockout analysis, the effects of knockouts on the steady-state

behavior of the model has to be considered and a mathematical concept is

required for the identification of all possible signal flows in signaling path-

ways. Predictions of in silico knockout behavior that can be compared with

experimental perturbation studies will provide a worthwhile method to ver-

ify the topology of the network and to predict unknown knockout behavior

for the network validation by future experimental investigations. In this

context, a further objective of this work was the development of a software

to provide the automatized prediction of in silico knockout behavior for the

scientific community.
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1.5 Course of the work

The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction

and a motivation to the topic of bacterial infection with Salmonella and to

the field of computational systems biology. Here, an overview is given of the

state of the art of academic research in these areas, and the aims of this work

are set. Chapter 2 presents the basic concept of the PN formalism and thus

provides the theoretical background of the thesis. Chapter 3 gives a short

explanation about the processes involved in model construction, the experi-

mental data used in this thesis, and the applied software is listed. Chapter 4

presents and discusses the results of this work and is divided into three major

parts. First, the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella is presented

and analyzed. In this context, the current view of the xenophagic capturing

of Salmonella is summarized and discussed. The second part is concerned

with the stochastic model of a Salmonella-infected cell. The last part deals

with the method development of this thesis. Here, the proposed method of

in silico knockout, the concept of Manatee invariants, and a software for

the automatized prediction of knockout behavior are presented. Chapter 5

concludes the thesis with a summary of the results and an outlook for future

research.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

The aim of this chapter is to provide the methodical background of this

thesis. First, we introduce the basic concepts and terms of place/transition

nets (P/T nets) and discuss the interpretation of P/T nets in a biological

context. We used the abbreviation PN as a synonym for a P/T net. The next

part presents an extension of the classic PN formalism, the stochastic PN

and its stochastic simulation by Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm.

The following descriptions are based on the books by Koch et al. [43], Starke

[125], Reisig [126], Wilkinson [127], and Ingalls [128].

2.1 Petri net formalism

PN were originally developed by Carl Adam Petri in the 1960s [129]. There

are several reviews and books, which describe PN and their analysis [43,44,

125, 126]. In the following, we focus on the basic concepts and terms that

are relevant to this thesis. PN are directed, bipartite graphs and can be

mathematically defined as the quintuple PN = (P, T, F,W,M0), where

P = {p1, ..., pm} is a set of nodes,

T = {t1, ..., tn} is a set of nodes, where P and T are disjunct sets,

F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is a set of arcs (p, t) or (t, p), where p ∈ P and

t ∈ T ,

W : F → N is a function that attaches a positive, non-zero integer

number to each arc f ∈ F , its arc weight,

13
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M0 : P → N0 is the initial marking, which matches each place p a

number of marks called tokens, M0(p).

The elements of P and T are called places and transitions, respectively.

An arc connects a place with a transition and vice versa, but no arc exists

between two nodes of the same set. An arc pointing in both directions, from

a transition to a place and from the place back to the transition is called

read arc.

A pre-transition of a place p is a transition connected with place p by an

arc, pointing from the transition to the place. Accordingly, a post-transition

of a place p is a transition connected with place p through an arc in the op-

posite direction, starting at the place p and pointing towards the transition.

The set of pre- and post-transitions of a place p are defined by

•p = {t ∈ T |(t, p) ∈ F}, and p• = {t ∈ T |(p, t) ∈ F},

respectively. Analogously to the definition of pre- and post-transitions, the

set of pre-places and post-places of a transition t are indicated by

•t = {p ∈ P |(p, t) ∈ F}, and t• = {p ∈ P |(t, p) ∈ F},

respectively. A transition with only pre-places and no post-places is called

input transition. In contrast, a transition with only post-places and no pre-

places is termed output transition. Transitions that are neither input nor

output transitions are named inner transitions.

Tokens represent discrete objects held by the places of the PN. The

number of tokens on a place p defines the marking of the place p and is

denoted by

M(p) : P → N0.

The resulting distribution of tokens over all places is defined as the marking

M of the PN. The marking defines a certain state i of the PN. The PN state

with an initial marking M0 is called initial state. In a sequence of steps the

marking of the PN can change. A sequence of steps is defined by

M0
s1−→M1

s2−→M2
s3−→ ...

sn−→Mn,
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while Mi−1
si−→ Mi, i = 1, 2, ..., n is a step. A step or simulation step can

be interpreted as the occurrence or the firing of a transition. A marking

M is termed reachable marking if there is a sequence of steps to transform

the initial marking M0 to M . Another name for a sequence of steps is the

simulation or animation of the PN. A transition t has the opportunity to

fire in a given marking, i.e., is enabled or activated if the pre-places of t

carry at least as many tokens as indicated by the weight of the connecting

arcs, meaning W (•t, t) ≤M(•t). It follows that a transition t is disabled or

inactivated if W (•t, t) > M(•t). For a given marking of a place at state i,

Mi(p), the firing of an enabled transition t results in the marking

Mi+1(p) =



Mi(p)−W (p, t) +W (p, t), if p ∈ •t and p ∈ t•,

Mi(p)−W (p, t), if p ∈ •t and p /∈ t•,

Mi(p) +W (p, t), if p /∈ •t and p ∈ t•,

Mi(p), otherwise.

The firing of a transition results in the consumption of the tokens on its

pre-places and the generation of tokens on its post-places, according to the

weights of the respective arcs. This ”token flow” of ”token game” reflects

the dynamic behavior of the system.

The graphical representation of a PN is depicted in Figure 2.1. The

places are depicted as circles, the transitions as rectangles, and the tokens

as dots or numbers on the places. The arcs of a PN are illustrated as arrows

assigned by integer number corresponding to the arc weights. If no number

is indicated, the arc weight is one.

The places P1 and P2 are the pre-places of transition T1 and the places

P3 and P4 are the pre-places of transition T2. In the initial marking, both

transitions are enabled and can fire one time. In Figure 2.1, an exemplary

sequence of steps is depicted. Upon the firing of transition T1, two tokens

on place P1 and one token on place P2 are removed according to the arc

weights. One token on place P5 and two tokens on place P6 are generated,

resulting in the PN in the marking M1, see Figure 2.1B. Transition T1 is

disabled and T2 is still enabled. The firing of transition T2 removes three
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tokens on place P3 and two tokens on place P4 and produces one token on

place P6, see the PN in the marking M2 in Figure 2.1C. Now, the simulation

ends after two simulation steps, because both transitions, T1 and T2, are

disabled. Another sequence of steps from M0 −→M2 would be first the firing

of transition T2 and then the firing of transition T1.

Figure 2.1 Graphical representation of a PN and its firing. The PN is defined
by the set of places P = {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5}, the set of transitions T = {T1, T2},
the set of arcs F = {(P1, T1), (P2, T1), (P3, T2), (P4, T2), (T1, P5), (T1, P6), (T2, P6)},
and the multiset of weights W = {2, 1, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1}. (A) The PN in the initial marking
M0 = {3, 1, 6, 2, 0, 0}. Transition T1 and T2 are both enabled. (B) The transition T1
has fired, resulting in a new marking M1 = {1, 0, 6, 2, 1, 2}. Transition T1 is enabled and
transition T2 is disabled. (C) The transition T2 has fired, resulting in a new marking
M2 = {1, 0, 3, 0, 1, 3}. Transition T1 and T2 are both disabled.

2.2 Petri net analysis

There exist many methods to analyze PN, thanks to their well-defined math-

ematical representation [43, 44, 125, 126]. The topology of a PN with the

transitions t1, ..., tj , ..., tn and the places p1, ..., pi, ..., pm can be expressed by

a two-dimensional matrix C called the incidence matrix

C =



t1 . . . tj . . . tn

p1 z1,1 . . . z1,j . . . z1,n
...

...
...

...
...

...

pi zi,1 . . . zi,j . . . zi,n
...

...
...

...
...

...

pm zm,1 . . . zm,j . . . zm,n


,
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with

zi,j =



W (tj , pi), if (tj , pi) ∈ F ,

−W (pi, tj), if (pi, tj) ∈ F ,

W (tj , pi)−W (pi, tj), if (tj , pi) ∧ (pi, tj) ∈ F,

0, otherwise.

The columns of the incidence matrix correspond to the places and the rows

to the transitions of the PN. An entry zi,j of the incidence matrix denotes

the change of tokens on the place pi after the firing of transition tj . A

negative value indicates that tokens are removed on the respective place,

and tokens are generated on the place by a positive entry.

The total change of token distribution on the places is given by

∆m = C · x, (2.1)

with a Parikh vector x = (x1, ..., xj , ..., xn) and ∆m as a vector, which

contains for each position i the change of tokens held by the place pi. The

entries of the Parikh vector xj gives the number of times a transition tj ∈ T
fires. The set of non-zero entries of x is called the support of the vector x

and is defined by supp(x) = {i : xi 6= 0}.

With the help of Equation 2.1, insights of the dynamic behavior of a PN

can be obtained based on the topological structure and independent of the

initial marking. These structural analyses evaluate the so-called invariants

of the PN introduced by Lautenbach [130]. There are two types of invariants,

T-invariants and place invariants (P-invariants).

2.2.1 Transition invariants

T-invariant provide information about the system’s behavior [43,44,125,126].

A T-invariant represents a multiset of transitions with the property that the

firing of the transitions does not change the marking of the PN (∆M = 0)

and reproduces an arbitrary state of the system. The integer solutions of

the equation system

C · x = 0, (2.2)
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with the Parikh vector x and xj ≥ 0, j = 1, ..., n are T-invariants of a PN

with the transitions t1, ..., tj , ..., tn and the places p1, ..., pi, ..., pm. The set

of all T-invariants is

TI = {x|xj ≥ 0 ∧ |supp(x)| > 0},

with all vectors x as solution of Equation 2.2 and |supp(x)| as the number of

entries with xj 6= 0. The solution space of Equation 2.2 is infinite, because

each scalar multiplication of the vector x with an integer value is a solution.

To restrict the set of T-invariants to a unique set of T-invariants, minimal

T-invariants are defined. A T-invariant x ∈ TI is minimal if @y ∈ TI :

supp(y) ⊆ supp(x), i.e., its support does not contain the support of any

other T-invariant, and the greatest common divisor of all entries in x is one.

The set of minimal T-invariants is denoted by TImin.

For simplification purposes, a minimal T-invariant ti ∈ TImin is often

written as a multiset of transitions ti = {x1 · t1, ..., xj · tj , ..., xn · tn}, where

x is the Parikh vector. If each transition is part of at least one minimal T-

invariant, the PN is covered by T-invariants (CTI). In this work, we indicate

a T-invariant as a multiset of transitions, and we use the term T-invariant

to refer to a minimal T-invariant.

The transitions participating in a T-invariant induce a subnet. This

T-invariant-induced subnet contains the transitions of the T-invariant, the

connected places to these transitions, and the arcs in between. For a PN =

(P, T, F,W,M0) with the set of T-invariants TI, the T-invariant-induced

subnet for ti ∈ TI is given by

PNti = (P ′, T ′, F ′,W,M0), where (2.3)

P ′ = {p ∈ P |(p, t) ∨ (t, p) ∈ F , where t ∈ T ′},
T ′ = {t ∈ ti},
F ′ = (P ′ × T ′) ∪ (T ′ × P ′) ∩ F .

T-invariants can be categorized into different types, trivial T-invariants

and non-trivial T-invariants. Trivial T-invariants contain two transitions

and non-trivial T-invariants more than two transitions. T-invariants can
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be further classified in input-output T-invariants, input T-invariants, output

T-invariants, and cyclic T-invariants. Input-output T-invariants contain at

least one input transition, at least one output transition, and inner tran-

sitions. Input T-invariants and output T-invariants are composed of inner

transitions and at least one input transition or output transition, respec-

tively. Cyclic T-invariants contain only inner transitions.

An algorithm to determine invariants has been described by Koch and

Ackermann [131]. The computation of T-invariants, in the worst case, re-

quires exponentially growing space [132,133].

2.2.2 Place invariants

A P-invariant represents a set of places that do not change their weighted

number of tokens during any sequence of steps [43,44,125,126]. P-invariants

are the non-zero, integer solutions of the equation system

CT · x = 0, (2.4)

with the Parikh vector x, xi ≥ 0, i = 1, ...,m, and CT denotes the transpo-

sition of the incidence matrix C of a PN with the transitions t1, ..., tj , ..., tn

and the places p1, ..., pi, ..., pm. The weighted number of tokens is defined by

c = x1 ·M(p1) + ...+ xi ·M(pi) + ...+ xm ·M(pm),

with m as an arbitrary marking of PN, and x as a solution of Equation 2.4.

For a given marking, the value of c is constant for any reachable marking.

The set of all P-invariants is

PI = {x|xi ≥ 0 ∧ |supp(x)| > 0},

with all vectors x as solutions of Equation 2.4 and |supp(x)| as the number

of entries where xi 6= 0. A P-invariant x ∈ PI is minimal if @y ∈ PI :

supp(y) ⊆ supp(x), i.e., its support does not contain the support of any

other P-invariant, and the greatest common divisor of all entries in x is one.

The set of minimal P-invariants is PImin.
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For simplification purposes, minimal P-invariants are often written as

a multiset of places PImin = {x1 · p1, ..., xi · pi, ..., xm · pm}, where x is

a minimal P-invariant. If each place pi is part of at least one minimal

P-invariant the PN is covered by P-invariants (CPI). Analogously to a T-

invariant, we indicate a P-invariant as a multiset of places, and we use the

term P-invariant to refer to a minimal P-invariant.

2.3 Petri nets in systems biology

In the 1990s, for the first time, a PN has been applied to biochemical reaction

systems [47]. In the following, we briefly present the application of PN in

computational systems biology. For a more comprehensive description, we

refer to the book by Koch et al. [43] and the review of Chaouiya et al. [134].

The places of the PN are the passive part. The meaning of a place de-

pends on the level of abstraction and the biological context. Places represent

reservoirs and store units of pathway components, like proteins, protein com-

plexes, enzymes, cofactors, bacteria, or cells. Besides, a place can capture

the availability of a pathway component. In particular, in PN of signaling

pathways, places are used to model the presence of a signal, meaning the

presence of molecules required for the reaction. Furthermore, a place can

represent a potentially reachable local state, e.g., a gene in its activated and

deactivated state, or the state of the cell. In biological pathways, some com-

ponents, like cofactors, appear in many reactions. To simplify the graphical

layout of the PN, we applied so-called logical places, which are identical

graphical copies of a pathway component and thus carry the same number

of tokens on each copy.

The transitions of a PN are the active part and correspond to poten-

tial reactions or changes of the state, e.g., binding processes, dissociations,

syntheses, degradations, post-translational modifications, activations, or de-

activations. The firing of a transition can be interpreted as the occurrence

of a reaction.

The arcs of a PN indicate the causal relations between the pathway

components and the reactions. Arc weights correspond to the stoichiometric

coefficients of the reactions.
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Analogously to places, tokens can have different meanings. A token

can represent a discrete unit of a pathway component, e.g., one mole, one

molecule, one bacterium, or one cell. In PN of signaling pathways, a token

describes a signal, meaning the presence of a pathway component is above

a threshold that the reaction may occur. In this context, the token flow

represents a signal flow or information flow [108]. In contrast, in metabolic

systems there is a mass flow or substance flow [108]. A PN of a trivial

biochemical reaction is illustrated in Figure 2.2, describing the binding of

two proteins, A and B, to form a complex, AB.

Figure 2.2 PN model of a binding reaction. (A) Schematic representation of a binding
reaction. Protein A (red) and protein B (blue) form a complex, AB. (B) The PN with P =
{A,B,AB}, T = {Bind}, F = {(A,Bind), (B,Bind), (Bind,AB)}, and W = {1, 1, 1}
models the binding reaction depicted in A. The three places, A, B, and AB, represent
reservoirs of the protein A, protein B, and the protein complex AB, respectively. The
transition Bind describes a potential binding process. The PN is in the initial marking
M0 = {1, 1, 0} (upper part). After the firing of transition Bind, the resulting marking of
the PN is M1 = {0, 0, 1} (lower part).

Normally, a PN represents only a part of the biological system, like a

pathway, or a small process and not the whole cell as a system. There are two

ways to model the interface to the environment. In the open system, input

and output transitions are introduced, for sources and sinks, respectively.

In the closed system, the PN has no input and output transitions and places

forming the boundaries to the system’s environment.

For the analysis and verification of biochemical PN models, the invariants

are of particular importance. The incidence matrix is equivalent to the

stoichiometry matrix in biochemistry.
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2.3.1 Transition invariants

T-invariant-induced subnets describe functional modules, which can fire at

steady state and thereby reflect the basic dynamics of the biological system.

The concept of T-invariant is similar to that of EFM [45,86,87] and extreme

pathways [88] in traditional biochemical modeling [52,89–91].

In biochemical PN models that are modeled as open systems, each T-

invariant should represent a biologically meaningful module of the system.

A trivial T-invariant that contains only inner transitions often represents a

forward and backward reaction. A trivial T-invariant composed of an input

and output transition commonly represents the synthesis and the degrada-

tion of a pathway component. Input-output T-invariants frequently describe

the ways of signal flows through the biological pathway. Signal flows going

from, e.g., a receptor initiation to a regulatory loop are represented by in-

put T-invariants and signal flows starting from, e.g., a regulatory loop and

going to the cell response are represented by output T-invariants. Cyclic T-

invariants describe cyclic processes, like regulatory loops or amplifications.

Biochemical PN models should fulfill the CTI property. Otherwise, transi-

tions that are not part of any T-invariant do not participate in the system’s

behavior.

The application of T-invariant analysis to signaling pathways has been

questioned because T-invariants describe functional modules at steady state

and signaling pathways often do not behave like steady-state processes. In

signaling pathways, the signal acts like a short and transient process. Nev-

ertheless, invariants have been reported to be suitable for the analysis of

signaling pathways [54–58]. Behre and Schuster assumed that after a tran-

sient signal, all components of the pathway have to be regenerated before

the next signal occurs, and thus the steady state can be assumed averaged

over a long time period [135].

Figure 2.3 shows an example of a biochemical PN and its correspond-

ing T-invariants. The PN contains two T-invariants, the input-output T-

invariant ti1 and the trivial T-invariant ti2. ti1 represents the synthesis

of substance A (transition Syn), the activation of substance A (transition

Act), and the degradation of the activated substance (transition Deg). ti2
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describes the activation of substance A (transition Act) and its inhibition

(transition Inh).

Figure 2.3 A PN of a biological process and its T-invariants. The PN represents
the activation of substance A. The unactivated substance (place A) can be synthesized
by transition Syn. Substance A can be activated by transition Act and inhibited by
transition Inh. The activated substance (place A* ) can be degraded by transition Deg.
The PN contains two T-invariant, ti1 and ti2.

2.3.2 Place invariants

A P-invariant expresses a substance balance at steady state and represents

the conservation of a pathway component. Analogously to T-invariants, each

P-invariant should have a biological interpretation. In case of a PN modeled

as an open system, P-invariants are often sparse. A more strict verification

criterium is to transform the PN in a closed system, e.g., by the deletion of

all input and output transitions and checking the biological interpretation

of the P-invariants of the transformed PN. PN that are modeled as a closed

system have more P-invariants and ideally, should be CPI.

A small example of a P-invariant is indicated by the PN in Figure 2.4.

This PN models an enzyme that is neither synthesized nor degraded. The en-

zyme contributes to the enzyme-catalyzed reaction of the Michaelis-Menten

kinetics [136]. The PN contains one P-invariant, pi1 = {E,ES}. The

weighted sum of marking of the places E and ES, c = M(E) + M(ES),

is always constant in every reachable marking of the PN. The P-invariant

pi1 represents the conservation of the enzyme E. The amount of enzyme

present in the system stays always the same, independent of the system’s

state, because the enzyme is neither produced nor consumed in the network.

In contrast, the substrate S is synthesized and the product P is degradated,

and therefore do not participate in a P-invariant.
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Figure 2.4 A PN of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction inspired by the Michaelis-
Menten kinetics and its P-invariant The PN contains one P-invariant, pi1, which
includes the places E and ES. Meaning, the weighted sum of tokens on these places is
not changed during the simulation.

2.4 Stochastic Petri net

We describe the dynamic behavior of PN in Section Petri net formalism. The

simulation of a PN has been defined as a sequence of steps. In a standard

PN model, a step need no time, as, e.g., a biochemical reaction would take.

To model the progression of a system over time, the standard PN has to

be extended. Here, a stochastic Petri net (SPN) provides a method to

simulate a biochemical system in a stochastic manner over time [127]. In

an SPN, each transition is associated with a stochastic rate constant, and

including its pre- and post-places, describes a random process. A place in

an SPN is equivalent to a random variable, and the tokens hold by a place

correspond to the values a random variable can attain. The simulation of an

SPN is usually performed by the application of Gillespie’s exact stochastic

simulation algorithm (SSA) [137,138].

2.4.1 Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm

Gillespie’s exact SSA is a numerical simulation algorithm of the chemical

master equation [137, 138]. Each simulation run is an individual trajectory

in the phase space described by the chemical master equation. The algo-

rithm simulates each reaction or firing of a transition individually and moves

forward in time from one firing of a transition to the next. In the following,

we give a short introduction to the algorithm. For a more comprehensive

explanation, we refer to Gillespie [137,138] and the books by Wilkinson [127]

and Ingalls [128].

The input of the exact SSA is the initial marking M0 and the stochastic
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rate constants ci, which are related to the deterministic rate constants ki.

The exact SSA consists of the following steps:

1. Initialization step The time t is initialized to zero.

2. Determining reaction propensities For a PN with |T | transitions,

each transition or reaction is associated to a reaction propensity ai,

i = 1, 2, ..., |T |. The reaction propensities are calculated from the

marking and the stochastic rate constants, according to the order of

the reaction. The propensity of a reaction is the probability of a

reaction occurrence per time unit, e.g., second (sec), minute (min), or

hour (h).

3. Generating two random numbers Two uniformly distributed ran-

dom numbers r1 and r2 in the interval [0, 1] are computed.

4. Determining the next time point The waiting time τ for the firing

is computed from the exponential distribution function p(0 ≤ τ ≤ t) =

a0e
−a0τ , where a0 =

∑r
i=1 ai is the sum of the reaction propensities.

The waiting time τ is determined by using the random number, r1,

τ =
1

a0
ln(

1

r1
).

5. Determining the next transition The probability that the transi-

tion Ti will occur is proportional to the reaction propensity, ai, and is

given by

P (Ti) =
ai
a0
.

The next occurring transition is chosen using the second random num-

ber, r2.

6. Updating step After a transition has fired the time is increased by

τ and the reaction propensities are recalculated because the marking

M has changed.

7. Iteration The process is repeated until the time reaches a predefined

value, the simulation time.
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Chapter 3

Material and Methods

This chapter is divided into three parts and summarizes the material and

the methodical procedures used in this thesis. The first part describes gen-

eral procedure of the development of a PN model. In the next part, the

experimental data are depicted on which the mathematical models in this

thesis are based. The software applied for this work is listed in the last part.

3.1 Development of Petri net models

The development of PN models to describe a biological system can be divided

into the following steps, whereby it is often necessary to make iterations

between the steps.

3.1.1 Data collection

Initially, molecular interactions and functional mechanisms known about the

biological process have to be manually collected. The main source for these

information is the existing literature. The number of relevant publications

can get quite large, especially for well-known pathways. A lot of databases

exist summarizing literature data. Important databases for signaling path-

ways are the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [139],

BioModels [140], and the Reactome Knowledgebase [141]. An overview

about protein-protein interaction and pathway databases can be found at

http://www.pathguide.org/. However, recently discovered processes often

27
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have not yet been integrated. Here, literature is the only source to model

these poorly understood pathways. The selected information of the biologi-

cal process of interest is often inconsistent and incomplete. One of the key

challenges is to organize and evaluate the selected information and their in-

tegration into one consensus, mathematically consistent model. Particular

attention should be given to the model organism used for the experiments.

In different model organism or even cell types, the pathway may be quite

different.

For the extension of the PN into a quantitative model, additional quanti-

tative experimental data have to be gathered. Appropriate data are concen-

trations or numbers of pathway components at different time-points. Sources

for quantitative experimental data are published data, own experiments, or

databases that include kinetic information, such as BRaunschweig ENzyme

DAtabase (BRENDA) [142].

3.1.2 Model construction

Usually, the construction of the model starts with a small PN based on

a few references or a few reactions of the biological system. Afterwards

the topology of the PN is analyzed to find structures that contradict the

biological knowledge, see Subsection Model analysis. To resolve the identi-

fied inconsistencies, the selected data should be repeatedly studied and the

wrongly extended structures of the PN should be modified. Providing that

no inconsistencies were found, the PN can be, step by step, extended by

further reactions that are essential for the biological process. After each

model extension, the PN should be analyzed and verified.

For quantitative modeling, the kinetic parameters have to be integrated.

Based on time-resolved data, the kinetic parameters of the model can be

determined or estimated. The parameters of an SPN can be estimated by

manual parameter fitting or by parameter estimation methods [143].

3.1.3 Model analysis

The PN formalism provides multiple techniques to check the PN model

for consistency and correctness [43]. The verification of the PN includes
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the T-invariant and P-invariant analysis. Another verification criterion is

to simulate the PN and to check the biologically meaningful token flow.

The methods presented in this work, the Manatee invariant analysis and

the in silico knockout analysis, provide further verification techniques. The

comparison of in silico knockouts with experimental knockout or knockdown

studies allow to detect inconsistencies. A method to perform a in silico

knockout analysis is introduced in this thesis. The biologically meaningful

token flow can be checked by the simulation of the PN.

For the verification of an SPN, the simulation of the model should be able

to reproduce the known, quantiative experimental data. To check this re-

producibility, the model should be simulated and the token numbers, which

represent concentrations or molecule numbers over time, have to be com-

pared with the time-resolved quantitative data. If the model can not repro-

duce the experiments, the kinetic parameters have to be refined or the PN

topology could be wrong.

Finally, when the mathematical model is capable to reproduce the ex-

perimental data, the model can be applied for the prediction of system‘s

behavior. Now, the actual iterative model development starts [39] by the

generation of predictions, which can be tested in future experiments called

model validation. For example, the simulated effects of in silico knockouts

provide valuable predictions for model validation.

3.2 Experimental data

For the two PN models presented in this thesis, multiple experimental data

were collected. Depending on the level of abstraction of the model, the data

range from functional information to quantitative, time-resolved data.

3.2.1 The Petri net of the xenophagic capturing of Salmo-

nella in epithelial cells

The PN is based on molecular interactions and functional mechanisms com-

piled from the literature. A list of the references is given in Table A2 in the
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appendix. All known processes of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella

that has been biochemically proven in epithelial cells (primarily strain HeLa)

are included in the network. HeLa cells derived from a human cervical cancer

are the commonly used epithelial cell line to study host-Salmonella interac-

tions in vitro. In public databases, such as KEGG [139], BioModels [140],

the Reactome Knowledgebase [141], and BRENDA [142] information of the

xenophagic recognition of Salmonella is not available at present time.

3.2.2 The stochastic Petri net of a Salmonella-infected ep-

ithelial cell

The SPN was parameterized by literature data from different sources, see

Table 4.5. The model is mainly based on semi-quantitative single-cell studies

from Malik-Kale et al., Knodler et al., and Misselwitz et al. [16, 17, 77,

79]. In these studies, HeLa cells as a cell model for epithelial cells have

been infected with Salmonella and analyzed by fluorescence microscopy or

live cell imaging. For an overview of the techniques for monitoring the

intracellular Salmonella population, we refer to the reviews of Knodler et

al. and Castanheira et al. [144,145].

3.3 Software

For the construction, simulation, and analysis of the PN, we used the open-

source tool MonaLisa [84]. MonaLisa is a freely available software and pro-

vides a user-friendly graphical user interface (GUI) to easily build and appro-

priately visualize PN models. The tool supports qualitative and quantitative

modeling. For the stochastic simulation of the SPN, we applied Gillespie’s

exact SSA [146]. The simulation results are further processed and visualized

using R [147]. For the analysis of Manatee invariants and in silico knock-

outs, we applied the software isiKnock developed in the scope of this work.

isiKnock is available on sourceforge https://sourceforge.net/projects/

molbi-isiknock/.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/molbi-isiknock/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/molbi-isiknock/


Chapter 4

Results and Discussion

This chapter is divided into three sections. The first two sections de-

scribe the two mathematical models of this work, the PN model of the

xenophagic capturing of Salmonella Typhimurium, in the following referred

to as Salmonella, in epithelial cells and the stochastic PN model of an in-

fected epithelial cell with Salmonella. The last section deals with the method

development of this thesis. Here, the novel method of in silico knockouts

and the concept of Manatee invariants are presented. Furthermore, we in-

troduce a tool named isiKnock, which allows the automatized prediction of

in silico knockout behavior.

Partial results of this thesis have already been published and parts of

the following descriptions are based on these publications. The PN of the

xenophagic capturing of Salmonella and the concept of in silico knockouts

have been published in PLoS Computational Biology [57]. The concept of

Manatee invariants developed in cooperation with Leonie Amstein and Jörg

Ackermann has been published in BMC Systems Biology [148].

4.1 The Petri net of the xenophagic capturing of

Salmonella in epithelial cells

In this section, we present a mathematical model of the xenophagic captur-

ing of Salmonella in epithelial cells described in the PN formalism. At first,

the current view of the selective recognition of Salmonella to the xenophagy

31
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pathway is reviewed and discussed, which serves as the basis for the devel-

opment of the PN model. The various information of molecular interactions

and functional mechanisms published in the last years are combined into

one consensus model. This PN model is presented and analyzed in the next

part, including the analysis of T-invariants, P-invariants, and the novel con-

cept of Manatee invariants, which is described in Subsection The concept

of Manatee invariants. Furthermore, we applied the proposed method of

in silico knockouts (see Subsection The concept of in silico knockouts) to

examine the knockout behavior of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella

and to compare the results with experimental perturbation data for model

verification.

4.1.1 The xenophagic capturing of Salmonella

In the last years, various information of molecular interactions and func-

tional mechanisms about the recognition and guidance of Salmonella to

xenophagy has been elucidated and published in diverse publications. We

combined the information of the state of the art in this research field into a

schematic representation of the process, see Figure 4.1.

The following description of the pathway is based on the references used

to build the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella in epithelial cells

by Scheidel et al. [57]. It has to be noted that the research area of xenophagy

is in focus of ongoing research. After our publication has been published in

December 2016 [57], novel important findings have been elucidated. These

aspects can be included to the PN in future work and are summarized in

Subsection Possible extensions of the Petri net model.

Salmonella can infiltrate epithelial cells by a mechanism that is charac-

terized by membrane ruffling [8], see Figure 4.1 upper part. The invaded

bacterium is enclosed by the SCV [9]. Inside the cell, the bacteria stay in

the SCV or can disrupt their vacuoles and get access to the cytosol [13,34].

At first, the escaping bacterium is inside a damaged SCV, which is partially

exposed to the cytosol. Later, the bacterium can lose the membrane remains

of the SCV and is free within the cytosol. It is assumed that both Salmonella

inside a damaged SCV and the cytosol are captured by the xenophagy path-
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Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella
in epithelial cells. Inside epithelial cells, Salmonella are localized in the SCV. A small
fraction of these bacteria disrupts the SCV. Bacteria with cytosolic access can be inside
a damaged SCV or free in the cytosol. (A) Galectin-8-dependent xenophagic recogni-
tion. Galectin-8 binds to host glycan on the damaged SCV and recruits NDP52, which in
turn binds LC3/GABARAP proteins on the autophagosomal membrane. (B) Galectin-
8-dependent and ubiquitin-dependent xenophagic recognition. Besides galectin-8 recruit-
ment, partially cytosolic bacteria get ubiquitinated by LRSAM1 and other E3 ubiquitin
ligases. The autophagy receptors p62, NDP52, and OPTN bind to the ubiquitin chains
and link the bacterium to LC3/GABARAP proteins on the autophagic membrane. OPTN
phosphorylation by TBK1 enhances the binding affinity of OPTN with LC3 proteins.
The hypothetical mechanism of TBK1 activation is depicted in the detailed view. (C)
Ubiquitin-dependent xenophagic recognition of Salmonella inside the cytosol, i.e., without
SCV membrane remains. (D) Nutrient-dependent regulation of xenophagy. Intracellular
AA starvation is induced by SCV damage, resulting in the inactivation of mTORC1. In-
activated mTORC1 dissociates from the ULK1 complex, recovers the kinase activity of
the ULK1 complex and is required for the autophagosomal membrane formation. The
intracellular AA level normalizes, and mTORC1 localizes at the surface of the SCV and
gets reactivated.
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way for degradation [34].

Galectin-8-dependent xenophagic recognition

Due to the disruption of the vacuolar membrane, host glycans, which are

localized to the luminal side of the vacuole, are exposed to the cytosol. The

cytosolic lectin, galectin-8, can bind to these glycans and targets Salmonella

inside the damaged SCV for xenophagy [36], see Figure 4.1A. After recruit-

ment of galectin-8 to the damaged SCV, the autophagy receptor nuclear dot

protein 52 (NDP52) binds to galectin-8 [36, 149]. Autophagy receptors are

like adaptor proteins that link components recruited to the bacterial surface,

like galectin-8 or ubiquitin, with the xenophagic pathway by the binding

to proteins of the microtubule-associated protein 1 light chain 3 (LC3)/γ-

aminobutyric acid receptor-associated protein (GABARAP) family [29–31,

36]. The LC3/GABARAP protein family consists of seven members, two

splicing variants of LC3A, LC3B, LC3C, GABARAP, GABARAPL1, and

GABARAPL2, which are human orthologs of the autophagy-related pro-

tein 8 (Atg8) in yeast. The interaction of NDP52 with both galectin-8 and

LC3/GABARAP proteins on the autophagosomal membrane targets the

bacterium to the autophagic machinery.

Ubiquitin-dependent xenophagic recognition

Salmonella with cytosolic access immediately recruit polyubiquitin chains,

forming a dense coat around the bacteria [12]. Both Salmonella inside a

damaged SCV and free cytosolic bacteria accumulate ubiquitin chains, see

Figure 4.1B and 4.1C, respectively. It remains unknown, whether bacterial

components or host proteins attached to the bacterial surface are ubiqui-

tinated. Another explanation may be the autoubiquitination of E3 ubiq-

uitin ligases. One E3 ubiquitin ligase, the leucine-rich repeat and sterile

α motif-containing 1 (LRSAM1), has been reported to participate in the

ubiquitination of Salmonella [150, 151]. The bacterium is decorated by a

ubiquitin coat, containing multiple linkage types, at least K48-, K63-, and

linear-conjugated ubiquitin chains [152, 153]. However, LRSAM1 has been

shown to form predominantly other chain types, K6- and K27-conjugated
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ubiquitin chains [150]. The presence of multiple linkage types suggests the

participation of other unknown E3 ubiquitin ligases in the ubiquitination of

Salmonella, in addition to LRSAM1.

Simultaneously, the autophagy receptors NDP52 [31], p62 [29], and opti-

neurin (OPTN) [30] can bind to LC3/GABARAP proteins on the autophago-

somal membrane and to ubiquitin chains on the bacterium. All three au-

tophagy receptors are recruited to Salmonella and carry the ubiquitinated

bacteria to the autophagic pathway. The missing of one of these three au-

tophagy receptors results in an increased replication of Salmonella inside

the cell [29–31,154], and the missing of two of the three autophagy receptor

does not additively enhance this effect [30, 154]. Therefore, all three au-

tophagy receptors non-redundantly and independently of each other protect

the cell from cytosolic Salmonella. This behavior indicates distinct functions

of NDP52, p62, and OPTN in restricting Salmonella proliferation, besides

their role as autophagy receptors.

For instance, the autophagy receptors differ in their preference to bind

poly-ubiquitin chains of different linkage types. p62 preferentially binds

K63-linked poly-ubiquitin chains, but it can also bind K48-linked poly-

ubiquitin chains and mono-ubiquitin [23]. OPTN binds to linear ubiquitin

chains and K63-linked poly-ubiquitin chains [30, 155] and in its phosphory-

lated state to nearly all linkage types [156]. NDP52 binds to mono-ubiquitin,

other binding affinities need to be studied in further experiments [154]. An-

other point of difference is that only NDP52 can interact with galectin-8 [36]

and selectively binds to LC3C [157]. In contrast, p62 interacts with all pro-

teins of the LC3/GABARAP protein family to the same extent [157]. More-

over, NDP52 binds the serine/threonine-protein kinase TANK-binding ki-

nase 1 (TBK1) and recruits TBK1 in a complex with adaptor proteins, NAK-

associated protein 1 (NAP1) or similar to NAP1 TBK1 adaptor (SINT-

BAD), to ubiquitinated Salmonella [31]. The unique feature of OPTN is

the increased binding affinity to LC3 proteins and ubiquitin as a result of

its phosphorylation by TBK1 [30,156,158,159].
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TBK1-dependent enhancement of xenophagic capturing

Activated TBK1 leads to the polyphosphorylation of OPTN at serine-177.

Serine-177 is adjacent to the N-terminal LC3-interacting region (LIR) motif

of OPTN, which facilitates the binding with LC3 proteins. The phospho-

rylation of OPTN at serine-177 enhances the binding affinity to LC3B by

changing the hydrogen bond formation. This enhanced binding affinity has

been shown to restrict the replication of Salmonella [30]. TBK1 can be acti-

vated by the pattern recognition receptor Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4). The

TLR4 signaling can be triggered in response to lipopolysaccharides (LPS),

which are components of the cell wall of Gram-negative bacteria, such as

Salmonella. The knockdown of TBK1 in the HeLa cell line results in an

enhanced Salmonella proliferation [30, 31, 160], although TLR4 is not func-

tional in HeLa cells due to the missing of the accessory protein, MD2. This

suggests that there are unknown mechanisms, resulting in the activation of

TBK1.

To explain TBK1 activation upon Salmonella infection in HeLa cells,

we assumed a mechanism of TBK1 activation by autophosphorylation, see

detailed view in Figure 4.1. The inactive form of TBK1 is a dimer, which

can form higher order oligomer structures [161–164]. In the inactive state,

without oligomerization, autophosphorylation is prevented, because the two

kinase domains are located on the opposite sides of the dimer [163]. In

consequence of the oligomerization, TBK1 is activated by autophosphoryla-

tion. The NAP1/SINTBAD-NDP52 complex and OPTN recruit TBK1 to

ubiquitinated Salmonella [30, 31]. We hypothesized that the recruitment of

TBK1 by NDP52 and OPTN results in a local enrichment of TBK1 dimers.

This high local concentration of TBK1 dimers may allow for oligomerization,

which in turn results in the autophosphorylation of TBK1. The controlled

activation of TBK1 by localization has previously been suggested in a re-

view by Helgason et al. [165]. Actually, NDP52 and OPTN are located in

the same local domain around Salmonella, separately from p62 [30,154]. An

interesting point for future research is to test whether TBK1 is localized

in the same domain as NDP52 and OPTN. Additionally, NAP1 has been

demonstrated to promote the oligomerization of TBK1 in human embryonic
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kidney 293T cells [166].

A recent study by Richter et al. describes a similar mechanism of TBK1

activation and its role in the selective autophagy of damaged mitochon-

dria [156]. They reported that phosphorylation of the ubiquitin binding

in ABIN and NEMO (UBAN) domain of OPTN by TBK1 promotes the

binding of OPTN to ubiquitin. In turn, the optimal activation of TBK1

requires the interaction of OPTN with K63-linked polyubiquitin or linear-

polyubiquitin [155]. Moreover, K63-linked ubiquitination of TBK1 itself has

been shown to be essential for its kinase activity [161]. The higher bind-

ing affinity of OPTN to ubiquitin chains in a complex with TBK1 may

amplify the high local concentration and autoactivation of TBK1. Further

studies have to clarify whether TBK1 activation by autophosphorylation

is orchestrated by a high concentration of TBK1 in local domains around

the bacterium to facilitate xenophagy of Salmonella. Besides OPTN, TBK1

also phosphorylates the other autophagy receptors, p62 and NDP52 [156,

167,168], which may promote Salmonella xenophagy.

The activation of TBK1 to facilitate xenophagy can be of pharma-

ceutical interest. Intestinal epithelial cells (IEC), which are in vivo in-

vaded by Salmonella, do only sparsely express TLR4 [169] and are LPS-

hyporesponsive, due to the high concentration of LPS in the gut lumen [170].

Here, the autoactivation of TBK1 by high local concentration may be a

mechanism to promote Salmonella xenophagy and to protect the host cell

from cytosolic bacteria.

Nutrient-dependent regulation of xenophagy The xenophagy of Sal-

monella is assumed to be regulated by the intracellular nutrient level. Amino

acid (AA) starvation is caused by escaping bacteria from the SCV and thus,

results in an induction of xenophagy [171, 172], see Figure 4.1D. The AA

starvation at approximately ∼1 h post infection (p.i.) is a host-driven

process, which is provoked by the disruption of the vacuolar membrane of

the SCV and not by metabolizing bacteria inside the cytosol. Thereupon,

the protein kinase mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is inhibited.

mTOR is together with the regulatory-associated protein of mTOR (Rap-

tor) and mammalian lethal with SEC13 protein 8 (mLST8) a subunit of
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the mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1). Inactivated mTORC1 dissociates from

the uncoordinated 51-like kinase 1 (ULK1) complex, which is formed by

ULK1, focal adhesion kinase family interacting protein of 200 kD (FIP200),

autophagy-related protein 13 (ATG13), and autophagy-related protein 101

(ATG101) [173]. Afterwards, the ULK1 complex recovers its kinase activ-

ity, which is suggested to be required for the formation of the autophago-

somal membrane. At 3-4 h p.i., the intracellular AA level normalizes, and

mTORC1 accumulates around the SCV and gets reactivated.

Probably, the reactivation of mTORC1 may be the reason for the escape

of Salmonella from xenophagy in later time points of the infection and for

the inefficiency of Salmonella xenophagy [11,14–17]. To elucidate the mech-

anisms, leading to AA starvation and particularly how bacteria trigger AA

normalization are important topics for therapeutic research.

4.1.2 Petri net annotation and topology

We constructed a PN model to mathematically describe the processes of the

xenophagic capturing of Salmonella in epithelial cells, graphically summa-

rized in Figure 4.1. For each pathway component a place and for each reac-

tion a transition was assigned. A complete list of the literature references is

given by Table A2 in the appendix. To provide a PN without P-invariants

for the knockout analysis, the PN presented in this work slightly differs

from the PN model published by Scheidel et al. [57], see Subsection In silico

knockout of Petri net models with P-invariants for more information about

the effects of P-invariant on the in silico knockouts.

The PN consists of 63 places and 75 transitions connected by 195 arcs.

A graphical representation of the PN is depicted in Figure 4.2. The places

and transitions of the PN and their biological interpretation are listed in

Table A1 and Table A2 in the appendix, respectively.
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The PN is modeled as an open system and comprises ten input and

seven output transitions. An input transition that is named ”SynX ” rep-

resents the synthesis of a pathway component X. The input transition Fm-

TORC1:ULK1c describes the syntheses of the compounds of the mTORC1

and the ULK1 complex and their formation to a complex, the mTORC1-

ULK1 complex. The input transition Inv depicts the invasion of Salmonella

into the epithelial cell. Output transitions that are marked by the letters

”Deg” refer to degradations of captured Salmonella inside the autophago-

some, and the output transition Out represents the removal of the complex

between mTORC1 and the ULK1 complex from the SCV. Modifier com-

ponents, such as ubiquitin and phosphate, are not explicitly modeled as a

place in the PN. Ubiquitination is indirectly modeled by transitions starting

with the initial letter ”U ”, and phosphorylation is performed by the tran-

sitions F5 and F6. Recruitments of pathway components are modeled by

transitions labeled with the initial letter ”R” and complex formations by the

initial letter ”F”. Transitions that are marked by the letter ”S” represent

the forwarding of a signal. Transitions with the initial letter ”I ” and ”A”

refer to inactivation and activation processes, respectively.

Places that are named, e.g., ”Y:X ” describe complexes of the pathway

components Y and X. Places whose names start with ”Sig” are introduced

for technical reasons and represent signals, indicating that a certain pathway

component has bound to the complex. Each of the seven places starting

with the letters ”Ap” represents the bacterium, which is trapped by the

LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane.

The places of the PN and the tokens carried by these places have different

interpretations, see Table 4.1. Places, like Scyt or S:Gal8, are similar to

reservoirs that store units of pathway components, e.g., Salmonella inside

the cytosol or galectin-8-positive Salmonella, respectively. A token held by

these places represents one bacterium at different locations in the cell or

one bacterium labeled by various proteins. Places, such as Gal8, NDP52,

or p62, model the presence of a signal, meaning that the threshold level

of molecules required for the reaction is reached. A token on these places

represents the availability of sufficient molecules for the occurrence of the

reaction. Places, such as SCVdamage or AA describe states, e.g., the signal
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that the SCV is damaged or the signal representing a normal AA level in

the cell, respectively.

Table 4.1 Places of the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella in ep-
ithelial cells and their interpretation.

Interpretation Places

Store units of path-
way components

SCV, SdamagedSCV, S:Gal8:NDP52, Scyt, S:Gal8, S:Gal8:Ub, S:Gal8:-
Ub:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS,
S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,
S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:-
p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1,
S:Ub, S:Ub:p62, S:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:NDP52, S:Ub:NDP52:NS, S:-
Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Ub:NDP52:-
OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Ub:-
NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, Ap:S:Gal8:NDP52, Ap:S:Gal8:-
Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Ap:S:-
Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62,
Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:-
TBK1

Capture the visibil-
ity of a component

Gal8, NDP52, OPTN, p62, LRSAM1, E3ligase, diTBK1, NS,
LC3/GABARAP:AM, mTORC1:ULK1c, mTORC1:ULK1c:SCV,
mTORC1inactive, ULK1c

Represent a state SCVdamage, SigAA, AA, AAstarvation, SigAutophagyInduction, Sig-
AAstarvation, SigNDP52, SigNDP52i, SigOPTN, SigOPTNi, Sigp62,
Sigp62i, SigNS, SigNSi, SigdiTBK1, SigdiTBK1i, SigdiTBK1ii, Sig-
diTBK1iii

In the following, we describe some sub-structures of the PN model in a

more detailed way that differ from ordinary biochemical reactions, such as

binding processes, dissociations, or phosphorylations.

ULK1 complex-dependent induction of autophagy

It is suggested that the kinase activity of the ULK1 complex is required

for the formation of the autophagosomal membrane. The formation of the

autophagosomal membrane is a complex process, consisting of multiple pro-

teins and complexes and was out of scope to be modeled of this work. To

still model the ULK1 complex-dependent induction of autophagy, the pro-

cess can be described in a more abstract manner, see Figure 4.3.

Here, read arcs offer the opportunity to model the activation of a pro-

cess by the availability of a component. Figure 4.3A shows the induc-

tion of LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane modeled by a

read arc. The LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane (place

LC3/GABARAP:AM ) can only be formed if the ULK1 complex (place
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Figure 4.3 PN topology of the ULK1 complex-dependent induction of au-
tophagy (A) The PN structure abstracts the induction of autophagy by ULK1 in form of
a read arc. (B) The read arc was dissolved by an additional place, SigAutophagyInduction.

ULK1c) is present. However, the use of read arcs hampers the analysis

of invariants, as they are not reflected by the incidence matrix. We modeled

the ULK1-dependent induction of autophagy by the PN structure depicted

in Figure 4.3B. Here, the read arc was dissolved by an additional, techni-

cal place, SigAutophagyInduction, representing a signal of autophagy induc-

tion and a transition, which reproduces the ULK1 complex and forms the

LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane. Similar structures

are used at various points of the PN model.

Formation of multicomponent complexes

The formation of complexes that consist of multiple components can occur

in various ways. The complex of ubiquitinated Salmonella with the three

autophagy receptors is one example of a small multicomponent complex.

All three autophagy receptors, p62, NDP52, and OPTN, can bind almost

simultaneously and independently of each other to the ubiquitinated coat

of the bacterium [29–31, 154]. Figure 4.4A illustrates a PN model, which

models the binding of all possible orders of binding events of the autophagy

receptors to the ubiquitin chains around Salmonella. For only three proteins,

their are six possible binding orders, but by adding further proteins the

problem raises with n!, where n is the number of proteins. The modeling

of all possible orders of binding events leads to huge and interconnected

network structures due to the combinatorial complexity. The problem of

combinatorial complexity of protein complexes in pathways is well-known,

reviewed by Hlavacek et al. [174].

To reduce the complexity of the network structure, we modeled the au-

tophagy receptor binding by the PN depicted in Figure 4.4B. The PN models

the binding of the three autophagy receptors to ubiquitinated Salmonella,
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Figure 4.4 PN topology of the autophagy receptor binding to ubiquitinated
Salmonella. (A) Complex and highly interconnected structure of the PN of the au-
tophagy receptor binding. The PN models all possible orders of binding events of the
three autophagy receptors, p62, OPTN, and NDP52. (B) Simplified PN of the autophagy
receptor binding.

by three separate transitions, resulting in the formation of the complexes,

ubiquitinated Salmonella with p62 (place S:Ub:p62 ), with NDP52 (place

S:Ub:NDP52 ), and with OPTN (place S:Ub:OPTN ). When the complexes

have formed, a signal can be generated on the places Sigp62i, SigNDP52i,

and SigOPTNi, respectively. A token on these places represents the pres-

ence of a required amount of the certain autophagy receptor associated with

ubiquitinated Salmonella. If all places, Sigp62i, SigNDP52i, and SigOPTNi,

hold at least one token, all three autophagy receptors have been recruited in

a sufficient amount to Salmonella and the complex of the three autophagy

receptors and ubiquitinated Salmonella can form. In comparison to the PN

depicted in Figure 4.4A, which models the binding of all possible orders of

binding events, the simplified PN in Figure 4.4B does not model a complex

that is composed of only two of the three autophagy receptors. However,

due to the fact that all three autophagy receptors are required and two au-

tophagy receptors are not sufficient to lead Salmonella to xenophagy, it is

not necessary to model all intermediate complexes. This PN topology was

also applied to model the autophagy receptor binding to galectin-8-positive

and ubiquitin-positive Salmonella. We used similar structures to model the

binding of NAP1/SINTBAD to NDP52.
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Autoactivation of TBK1

The mechanism of TBK1 activation is modeled by the PN topology de-

picted in Figure 4.5. The PN models the binding of TBK1 dimers by two

separate transitions, whose firing results in the formation of TBK1-positive

Salmonella. Then, a signal is generated on the places SigdiTBK1ii and

SigdiTBK1iii. A token on these places represents the presence of a required

amount of TBK1 dimers recruited to ubiquitinated Salmonella. If the places

SigdiTBK1ii and SigdiTBK1iii hold at least one token, the TBK1 dimers

are present in a sufficient amount to form oligomers for their autoactivation

in microdomains around ubiquitinated Salmonella, and in turn OPTN is

phosphorylated. This structure was also applied to model TBK1 activation

at the surface of galectin-8-positive and ubiquitin-positive Salmonella.

Figure 4.5 PN topology of the TBK1 activation. The PN topology abstracts the
oligomerization of TBK1 and phosphorylation of OPTN.

Obviously, it is an oversimplification to model the complex mechanisms,

leading to the activation of TBK1, by such a simple network structure de-

picted in Figure 4.5A. The PN does not include any spatial components,

which are essential for the controlled autoactivation of TBK1 by high lo-

cal concentrations. Nevertheless, the level of detail is sufficient to generate

predictions of the dependencies between the components of the pathway.

Possible extensions of the Petri net model

To reduce the complexity of the PN, we had to make some abstractions.

We neglected that the bacterium can escape from its damaged vacuole at
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later time points of infection. If the bacterium is once in the ubiquitin- and

galectin-8-dependent xenophagic recognition pathway, it can not loose its

galectin-8-positive vacuole and enters the ubiquitin-dependent xenophagic

recognition pathway.

Besides galectin-8 and ubiquitin, the second messenger diacylglycerol

(DAG) is recruited to the SCV in an early phase after infection and re-

stricts Salmonella replication [175]. It has not yet been finally clarified

whether DAG-positive Salmonella is linked to the xenophagy pathway or a

process called LC3-associated phagocytosis (LAP) [176,177]. The depletion

of the DAG-dependent pathway and the ubiquitin-dependent xenophagic

recognition has been demonstrated to result in an additive effect of LC3-

recruitment to Salmonella [175], indicating independent pathways. Electron

microscopic studies would be required to clearly distinguish between LAP

and xenophagy.

In addition to the three autophagy receptors, p62, NPD52, and OPTN,

a fourth receptor, Tax1-binding protein 1 (TAX1BP1), seems to play an

important role in the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella [178]. The inhibi-

tion of TAX1BP1 together with NDP52 results in an additive effect on the

restriction of Salmonella proliferation, and TAX1BP1 may even partially

compensate the knockdown of NDP52. TAX1BP1 is not included in the

PN, since it is unclear whether TAX1BP1 alone is sufficient for autophagic

degradation of Salmonella or the combination with the other autophagy re-

ceptors, OPTN and p62, is required to link the bacterium to the autophagy

pathway.

After the publication of the PN model of the xenophagic capturing of

Salmonella by Scheidel et al. in December 2016 [57], novel important as-

pects have been published. In our model, we assumed that, in addition to

LRSAM1, further E3 ubiquitin ligases participate in the ubiquitination of

Salmonella. In two recent studies, two of these E3 ubiquitin ligases have now

been detected, ariadne RBR E3 ubiquitin protein ligase 1 (ARIH1) [179] and

HOIL-1-interacting protein (HOIP) [180]. In addition, OTU deubiquitinase

with linear linkage specificity (OTULIN) has been identified as a DUB for

M1-linked ubiquitin chains around Salmonella. The depletion of OTULIN

results in an enhanced linear ubiquitination of the bacterium and restricts
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bacterial proliferation [181]. In a recent study, a mechanism for the reactiva-

tion of mTORC1 has been demonstrated in macrophages [182]. The kinase

AMPK, a negative regulator of mTOR, is targeted for lysosomal degrada-

tion by Salmonella, which in turn decreases autophagy. These new insights

about the pathway can be extended in future work.

4.1.3 Invariant analysis

Place invariants of the Petri net

The PN model contains no P-invariants. The missing of P-invariants is usual

for PN modeled as an open system. Each pathway component in the PN

can be produced and degraded, i.e., the sum of tokens on the places stays

not always constant.

For a more strict verification criterium, we deleted all input and output

transitions to transform the PN from an open system into a closed system.

The PN modeled as a closed system contains twelve P-invariants. The P-

invariants and their biological interpretation are listed in Table A3 in the

appendix. 61 of the 63 places are part of P-invariants. The remaining two

places are SCVdamage and LC3/GABARAP:AM. The place SCVdamage,

which represents the signal of the disruption of the SCV, is not part of any

P-invariant, because the number of tokens on this place is not constant.

The signal can be generated and is lost after the induction of AA starva-

tion in the cytosol. The place LC3/GABARAP:AM, which describes the

LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane, is not part of any P-

invariant, because the autophagic membrane is formed and degraded, thus

the number of tokens on this place is not constant.

Figure 4.6 shows the PN without input and output transitions. The

places of an exemplary P-invariant, pi4, are highlighted in red. pi4 represents

the conservation of NDP52, indicating that NDP52 is neither produced nor

consumed in the PN. All 27 places, composing pi4, describe NDP52 itself or

complexes that contain NDP52 as a component.

Errors in the PN topology can be revealed by the analysis of P-invariants.

For example, a mistake in the PN model would be identified, if a place

that is part of pi4 represent a complex that does not include NDP52 or a
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Figure 4.6 Exemplary P-invariant of the PN. The P-invariant (pi4, red-highlighted)
contains 27 places and represents the conservation of NDP52 in the system. NDP52 is a
component of 43% of the places, demonstrating its key role in xenophagic capturing of
Salmonella in epithelial cells.

place, representing a complex that includes NDP52, is not part of the P-

invariant. In the final PN model depicted in Figure 4.6 no such mistakes in

the PN topology could be detected, all twelve P-invariants have a meaningful

biological interpretation, see Table A3 in the appendix.

For the basic pathway components, the number of complexes that con-

tain the corresponding component, in other words, the number of places of

each P-invariant is listed in Figure 4.7.

Not surprisingly, the P-invariant that comprises the most places repre-

sents Salmonella (pi7). 32 of the 63 places belong to this P-invariant. The

second biggest P-invariants represent NDP52 (pi4), LRSAM1 (pi5), and the

unknown E3 ligase (pi9), each formed by 27 of the 63 places, underlining

the key role of NDP52 and ubiquitination in xenophagy. The smallest P-

invariant describes the complex mTORC1 (pi8) formed by only three of the

63 places.
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Figure 4.7 Bar chart of the P-invariants. The bar chart depicts all P-invariants of the
PN in Figure 4.6 and their biological interpretation ordered according to their size.

Transition invariants of the Petri net

The PN fulfills the CTI property and consists of 19 T-invariants, which all

have a meaningful, biological interpretation, see Table A4 in the appendix.

One T-invariant, ti19, is a trivial T-invariant, containing two transitions,

SynAA and DegAA. The remaining 18 T-invariants are input-output T-

invariants, of which 16 T-invariants, ti1-ti16, represent alternative ways of

signal flow of the xenophagic recognition of Salmonella. T-invariant ti17

describes the escape of the bacterium from its vacuole, without a capturing

to the autophagy pathway. T-invariant ti18 describes the functional module

of mTORC1 regulation by the AA level in the cytosol.

The induced subnet of the exemplary T-invariant ti9, PNti9 , is high-

lighted in Figure 4.8 (red part) and represents the ubiquitin-dependent

capturing of free cytosolic Salmonella to the xenophagic pathway, with-

out NAP1/SINTBAD binding and OPTN phosphorylation. The xenophagy

pathway is dependent on the AA level-dependent regulation of mTORC1.

The regulation of mTORC1 by the cytosolic AA level is not part of PNti9 .

The mTORC1 regulation by the cytosolic AA level is reflected by the in-

duced subnet of T-invariant ti18, PNti18 , see Figure 4.8 blue part.

These two T-invariants, ti9 and ti18, in an exemplary way demonstrate

that T-invariants describe functional modules, which do not reflect all bio-

logical dependencies. The regulation of mTORC1 is influenced by the dis-

ruption of the SCV, and the generation of the autophagosomal membrane is
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dependent on the regulation of mTORC1 and the cytosolic AA level. These

functional dependencies are not indicated by the T-invariants.

Figure 4.8 Exemplary T-invariants of the PN. T-invariant ti9 represents the
ubiquitin-dependent xenophagic recognition of free cytosol Salmonella (PNti9 , red-
colored). T-invariant ti18 represents the regulation of mTORC1 by the cytosolic AA
level (PNti18 , blue-colored). T-invariant ti19 is a trivial T-invariant, containing the two
transitions SynAA and DegAA (PNti19 , green-colored).

Manatee invariants of the Petri net

The novel concept of Manatee invariants, which are linear combinations of

T-invariants, was developed in this work, see Subsection The concept of

Manatee invariants for a description of the method. Here, we applied the

Manatee invariant analysis to the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Sal-

monella in epithelial cells.

The 19 T-invariants of the PN compose 19 Manatee invariants listed in

Table A5 in the appendix. The subnet induced by ti19, PNti19 , contains no

P-invariants. Therefore, ti19 is also a Manatee invariant, mi19 = ti19.

The subnet induced by ti18, PNti18 , comprises two P-invariants. The first

P-invariant is formed by the places AAstarvation and SigAAstarvation and

the second P-invariant by the places AA and SigAA. The linear combination
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of ti18 with ti19 resolves the second P-invariant, but the induced subnet of

these two T-invariants, PNti18+ti19 , still includes the P-invariant formed by

the places AAstarvation and SigAAstarvation. The linear combination with

any of the T-invariants ti1-ti17 removes this P-invariant of PNti18+ti19 and

results in 17 Manatee invariants,

mi1 = ti1 + ti18 + ti19,

mi2 = ti2 + ti18 + ti19,

..., and

mi17 = ti17 + ti18 + ti19.

Figure 4.9 Exemplary Manatee invariant of the PN. The subnet induced by Manatee
invariant mi9 = ti9 +ti18 +ti19, PNmi9 , is highlighted in red and represents the ubiquitin-
dependent xenophagic recognition, which is dependent on the regulation of mTORC1 by
the cytosolic AA level.

Each subnet induced by ti1-ti16 has two P-invariants. The first P-

invariant is formed by the places ULK1c and SigAutophagyInduction and

the second P-invariant by the places AA and AAstarvation. The linear com-
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bination with ti18 and ti19 resolves both P-invariants. The subnet induced

by ti17, PNti17 , has one P-invariant, containing the places AA and AAs-

tarvation. The linear combination with ti19 removes this P-invariant and

results in the Manatee invariant mi18 = ti17 + ti19.

Figure 4.9 illustrates the induced subnet of the exemplary Manatee in-

variant mi9, PNmi9 . Manatee invariant mi9 is a linear combination of the

T-invariants ti9, ti18, and ti19, see Figure 4.8. In contrast to the T-invariants,

Manatee invariant mi9 is able to capture the biological dependencies of the

pathway. The ability of Manatee invariants to reveal the biological depen-

dencies is of particular relevance for the computation of in silico knockouts.

4.1.4 In silico knockout analysis

To examine the model behavior in case of perturbations, we performed an in

silico knockout analysis. At first, we analyzed the impact of transitions on

the PN model as a whole. Then, we investigated the pairwise dependencies

of the transitions on the places of the PN.

Impact of transitions on the Petri net

The impact of each input transition on the PN is illustrated in Table 4.2

in descending order. Transition SynAA has the highest impact on the PN,

100% of the Manatee invariants are affected. Transition SynAA represents

the generation of the AA level in the cytosol. The regulation of the AA

level is important for the induction of autophagy. The second highest im-

pact on the PN model has transition Inv by affecting 95% of the Manatee

invariants. The knockout of transition Inv indicates that the bacterium can

not invade into the cell. One Manatee invariant, mi19, remains unaffected

from these knockouts, representing the generation of the cytosolic AA. The

generation of AA is a general process that is independent of the bacterium

invasion. The third greatest impact has transition FmTORC1:ULK1c by

affecting 89% of the Manatee invariants. The knockout of transition Fm-

TORC1:ULK1c disables the syntheses of the components of the mTORC1

and ULK1 complex and their complex formation, which are essential for the

induction of autophagy.
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Table 4.2 In silico knockouts and their impact on the PN of the xenophagic
capturing of Salmonella in epithelial cells. The impact of each input transition, i.e.,
the number and percentage of affected Manatee invariants, in descending order.

Knocked out tran-
sitions

Number of affected
Manatee invariants

Percentage of affected
Manatee invariants

SynAA 19 100%
Inv 18 95%
FmTORC1:ULK1c 17 89%
SynNDP52 16 84%
Synp62 15 79%
SynOPTN 15 79%
SynLRSAM1 15 79%
SynE3ligase 15 79%
SynNS 12 63%
SynGal8 11 58%
SynTBK1 10 53%

The knockout of transition SynNDP52 affects 84% of the Manatee in-

variants. All 16 Manatee invariants mi1-mi16, representing alternative ways

of signal flow of carrying Salmonella to the xenophagic degradation, are af-

fected by this knockout. This high impact demonstrates the central role of

NDP52 in participating in all ways of signal flow that lead to the xenophagic

recognition of Salmonella. The knockout of the other autophagy recep-

tors p62 and OPTN (transitions Synp62 and SynOPTN, respectively) also

have a high impact on the pathway. 15 ways of signal flow of recogniz-

ing Salmonella for xenophagy are affected by each of these knockouts, but

one way of signal flow stays always unaffected, representing the galectin-8-

dependent xenophagic recognition. An equal effect can be observed by the

knockout of transitions SynLRSAM1 and SynE3ligase, which represent the

E3-ligases that are responsible for the ubiquitination of cytosolic Salmonella.

The input transition with the lowest impact is SynTBK1, 53% of the Man-

atee invariants are affected. Transition SynTBK1 represents the synthesis

and dimerization of TBK1. TBK1 enhances the autophagic degradation of

Salmonella, but seems not to be an essential factor.

Pairwise dependencies of the Petri net

To investigate the influence of perturbations, like impaired protein synthe-

ses, on the components of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella pathway,

we applied the in silico knockout analysis established in this thesis, see Sub-
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section The concept of in silico knockouts. The application of the knockout

analysis to the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella in epithelial

cells provides a proof of principle for the novel method. The computation of

the in silico knockouts was performed by using the software isiKnock with

the settings, Manatee invariants and Integrate output reaction, see Subsec-

tion The software isiKnock.

The pairwise dependencies between transitions and places are compactly

represented in the in silico knockout matrix, see Figure 4.10. Ten input

transitions are assigned to the rows of the matrix and 45 places to the

columns, composing a matrix of 450 entries. The knockout of the ten tran-

sitions describes the impaired invasion of Salmonella (transition Inv) and

the impaired expression of proteins or complexes (transition SynE3ligase,

SynLRSAM1, SynGal8, Synp62, SynNDP52, SynOPTN, SynNS, SynTBK1,

FmTORC1:ULK1c).

The 45 columns represent all pathway components that are involved in

the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella. The remaining 18 places of the

PN, which are not depicted in the matrix are places that describe signals.

Each of the 450 matrix entries shows the predicted effect of one in silico

knockout to a certain component of the xenophagy pathway. 262 entries

were predicted to be unaffected places (green) and 188 entries to be affected

places (red).

For affected places, the amount of the corresponding pathway compo-

nents in the experiment should be reduced in comparison to the normal,

non-perturbed condition. In general, a similar amount of the pathway com-

ponents should be observed for unaffected places. Due to quantitative effects

of dividing bacteria, an experimental perturbation of a protein that impairs

the xenophagic degradation of Salmonella can lead to a higher amount of

bacteria inside the cell. In this case, an increased amount of pathway compo-

nent can be observed for an unaffected place that represents the bacterium

and is not in contradiction to the prediction.
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In general, in silico knockout predictions could not match with experi-

mental perturbation data because of

• a wrong topological structure of the PN, which does not describe the

correct biological dependencies,

• the experimental perturbation effects are contradictory, i.e., the same

perturbation experiment results in different outcomes,

• the incorporation of literature knowledge for different cell lines can

lead to inconsistent results, and

• the experimental knockout behavior is influenced by alternative path-

ways that are not part of the PN.

We found experimental perturbation data for 52 of the 450 matrix entries

in ten studies [29–31, 36, 149–151, 154, 157, 160]. In these experiments, gene

knockouts or knockdowns have been performed, and knockout effects on cer-

tain pathway components have been observed. 19 of the 52 experimentally

investigated entries are unaffected places and 33 are affected places. For

all the seven places, representing bacteria trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, Ap:-

S:Gal8:NDP52, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:-

NS:TBK1, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:-

p62:NS, and Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1, the knockout ef-

fects are considered as experimentally investigated, if the fraction of LC3/-

GABARAP-positive Salmonella has been observed in the experiments.

Further 54 of the 450 matrix entries are obvious from the biological per-

ception, e.g., the impaired invasion of Salmonella consequently affects the

presence of bacteria in the SCV. No experimental data are currently avail-

able for the remaining 344 entries, which represent hypotheses of knockout

behavior that can be tested by future experimental investigations.

In the following, the effects of each in silico knockout will be consid-

ered, experimentally investigated effects are outlined, and some interesting

knockout behavior for future experimental studies will be highlighted.
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In silico knockout of the invasion of Salmonella The knockout of

transition Inv generated 35 unaffected and 10 affected places and repre-

sents an impairment of the invasion process of Salmonella into the cells, see

Figure 4.10. As a matter of course, all pathway components that include

the bacterium are affected by this knockout. The AA starvation, which is

provoked by the SCV disruption [171, 172], is affected by the impaired in-

vasion and all processes triggered by AA starvation, which are the inactiva-

tion of mTORC1, activation of the ULK1 complex, mTORC1 accumulation

and reactivation around the SCV, and the formation of the autophagoso-

mal membrane. The proteins that are involved in the xenophagic capturing

of Salmonella (places E3ligase, LRSAM1, Gal8, p62, NDP52, OPTN, NS,

diTBK1, and mTORC1:ULK1c) are unaffected by this knockout and can

still be produced in cells.

In silico knockout of LRSAM1 and the unknown E3 ligase The

knockouts of the transitions SynLRSAM1 and SynE3ligase led to the same

effects, 25 affected and 20 unaffected places and represent an impaired ex-

pression of LRSAM1 and the other unknown E3 ubiquitin ligase, respec-

tively. In consequence, all pathway components that include the ubiquiti-

nated bacterium are affected by these knockouts and the E3 ubiquitin ligase

itself.

The treatment of HeLa cells with siRNA against LRSAM1 (siLRSAM1)

has been shown to reduce the association of Salmonella with ubiquitin, p62,

NDP52, LC3 proteins, and the fraction of Salmonella within autophago-

somes [150,151]. In accordance with these results, the in silico knockout of

LRSAM1 affects ubiquitinated Salmonella (places S:Ub and S:Gal8:Ub), the

recruitment of p62 (places S:Ub:p62 and S:Gal8:Ub:p62 ), NDP52 (places

S:Ub:NDP52 and S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52 ), and the LC3/GABARAP-positive

autophagosomal membrane (the seven places representing bacteria trapped

by the LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane) to Salmonella,

see Figure 4.10. Furthermore, the recruitment of the autophagy receptor

OPTN to the bacterium is affected by the in silico knockout of LRSAM1

(places S:Ub:OPTN and S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN ). The reduced localization of

OPTN to Salmonella upon the knockout or knockdown of LRSAM1 remains
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to be examined in future studies.

The perturbation of other E3 ubiquitin ligases involved in the ubiquiti-

nation of Salmonella have to be performed to evaluate their effect on the

complexes involved in the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella. In two re-

cent studies, two of these E3 ubiquitin ligases have already been identified,

ARIH1 [179] and HOIP [180].

In silico knockout of galectin-8 The knockout of transition SynGal8

resulted in 16 affected and 29 unaffected places and describes an impairment

of the synthesis of galectin-8. This knockout affects all pathway components

that include galectin-8 and galectin-8 itself.

A reduced fraction of NDP52-positive Salmonella at 1 h p.i. has been

observed in HeLa cells depleted of galectin-8 [36,149]. The in silico knockout

of galectin-8 affected the binding of NDP52 to galectin-8-positive Salmonella

(places S:Gal8:NDP52 and S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52 ), but the binding of NDP52

to ubiquitinated Salmonella (place S:Ub:NDP52 ) was unaffected by this

knockout, see Figure 4.10. In siRNA against galectin-8 (siGal8)-treated

cells, only a small amount of about 1-2% of Salmonella stayed NDP52-

colocalized at 1 h p.i. [36, 149]. The recruitment of NDP52 to Salmonella

at 4 h p.i. seems not to be inhibited [36], which may be explained by the

recruitment of NDP52 by ubiquitin and independent of galectin-8 at later

time points of the infection.

The treatment of HeLa cells with siGal8 has been shown to reduce the

fraction of LC3-positive Salmonella [36]. In accordance with this observa-

tion, the in silico knockout of galectin-8 affected four of the seven places

representing bacteria trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-positive autophago-

somal membrane, see Figure 4.10.

In silico knockout of p62 17 affected and 28 unaffected places resulted

from the knockout of transition Synp62, which represents an impaired ex-

pression of p62. As a matter of course, all pathway components that include

p62 are affected by this knockout and p62 itself.

In p62-depleted HeLa cells, a reduced percentage of LC3-positive Salmo-

nella has been observed [29, 154]. In accordance, the in silico knockout
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of p62 affected six of the seven places representing bacteria trapped by

the LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane, see Figure 4.10.

The percentage of NDP52-positive Salmonella is the same in p62-depleted

HeLa cells, indicating an independent recruitment of p62 and NDP52 to

Salmonella [154]. The in silico knockout of p62 revealed also no effect on the

recruitment of NDP52 to Salmonella (places S:Gal:NDP52, S:Ub:NDP52,

and S:Gal:Ub:NDP52 ). Furthermore, the localization of OPTN to Salmo-

nella is not affected by the in silico knockout of p62 (places S:Ub:OPTN

and S:Gal:Ub:OPTN ). There are no studies available examining whether

OPTN localization to Salmonella is independent of p62.

In silico knockout of NDP52 The knockout of transition SynNPD52

describes an impaired expression of the protein NDP52 and predicted 21

affected and 24 unaffected places. In consequence, this knockout affects all

pathway components that include NDP52 and NDP52 itself.

An increased fraction of ubiquitinated Salmonella has been observed in

HeLa cells depleted of NDP52 [31]. In comparison, the in silico knockout

of NDP52 did not affect the ubiquitination of Salmonella (places S:Ub and

S:Gal8:Ub), see Figure 4.10. The experimentally observed increase of ubiq-

uitinated Salmonella may be caused by a higher fraction of cytosolic bacteria

due to an inoperable xenophagic degradation and not by a direct effect of

NDP52 on the process of ubiquitination.

The treatment of HeLa cells with siRNA against NDP52 (siNDP52)

has no influence on the binding of p62 to Salmonella [154]. Likewise,

the in silico knockout of NDP52 revealed no effect on the recruitment

of p62 to Salmonella (places S:Ub:p62 and S:Gal8:Ub:p62 ) and did not

affect the recruitment of OPTN to Salmonella (places S:Ub:OPTN and

S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN ), see Figure 4.10. There are no studies available examin-

ing whether OPTN localization to Salmonella is independent of NDP52.

No effect on galectin-8-positive Salmonella has been observed for HeLa

cells depleted of NDP52 [36]. In accordance, the in silico knockout of NDP52

did not affect the localization of galectin-8 to the bacterium (place S:Gal8 ),

see Figure 4.10.

Moreover, the transfection of HeLa cells with siNDP52 has been demon-
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strated to reduce the fraction of LC3/GABARAP-positive Salmonella [31,

154, 157]. The in silico knockout of NDP52 also showed a negative ef-

fect on the binding of the LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal mem-

brane by affecting all seven places representing bacteria trapped by the

LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal membrane, see Figure 4.10.

In silico knockout of OPTN The knockout of transition SynOPTN

resulted in 17 affected and 28 unaffected places and describes an impairment

of the expression of the protein OPTN. All pathway components that include

OPTN are affected by this knockout and OPTN itself.

Experimental perturbation studies of OPTN that observe the influence

of OPTN on the pathway components included in the PN are not available in

the literature so far. The in silico knockout of OPTN predicted, for instance,

no influence on the recruitment of NDP52, p62, and NAP1/SINTBAD to

Salmonella (places S:Ub:NDP52, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52, S:Ub:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:-

p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, and S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS ),

see Figure 4.10. Theses hypotheses can be experimentally validated in fur-

ther studies.

In silico knockout of NAP1/SINTBAD The PN predicted 13 af-

fected and 32 unaffected places by the knockout of transition SynNS, which

represents an impaired synthesis of NAP1/SINTBAD. All pathway com-

ponents that include NAP1/SINTBAD are affected by this knockout and

NAP1/SINTBAD itself. In the literature, experimental perturbation stud-

ies of NAP1/SINTBAD that observe the effect of NAP1/SINTBAD on any

pathway components included in the PN are not available so far.

In silico knockout of TBK1 The knockout of transition SynTBK1 re-

sults in 7 affected and 38 unaffected places and describes an impaired ex-

pression of the kinase TBK1. As a matter of course, this knockout affects

all pathway components that include TBK1 and the TBK1 itself.

In TBK1-depleted HeLa cells, no effect on galectin-8-positive Salmonella

has been observed [36]. In agreement with this observation, the in silico

knockout of TBK1 did not affect the galectin-8 binding to Salmonella (place
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S:Gal8 ), see Figure 4.10.

A similar fraction of Salmonella mutant sifA− that is positive for OPTN

has been observed for HeLa cells depleted of TBK1 [30]. In comparison, the

in silico knockout of TBK1 likewise did not affect the recruitment of OPTN

to Salmonella (places S:Ub:OPTN and S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN ), see Figure 4.10.

The treatment of HeLa cells with siRNA against TBK1 (siTBK1) has been

demonstrated to reduce the fraction of Salmonella mutant sifA− that is pos-

itive for phosphorylated OPTN (pS177) [30]. In accordance with the exper-

imental perturbation behavior, the in silico knockout of TBK1 affected the

phosphorylation of OPTN (places S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1

and S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1 ).

In Tbk1−/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF), an increased associa-

tion of ubiquitin with Salmonella has been observed [160]. The fraction of

ubiquitinated Salmonella enhances from 2 to 4 h p.i. The increased asso-

ciation of ubiquitin with Salmonella has also been demonstrated in HeLa

cells at 4 h p.i. [160]. In comparison, the in silico knockout of TBK1 showed

no effect on the ubiquitination of Salmonella (places S:Ub and S:Gal8:Ub).

A higher fraction of ubiquitinated Salmonella in siTBK1-treated cells can

be explained by an enhanced number of bacteria inside the cytosol caused

by the impaired xenophagic degradation of Salmonella due to the TBK1-

depletion and not by a direct effect of TBK1 on the process of ubiquitination.

Another explanation may be that another function of TBK1, besides OPTN

phosphorylation, may lead to a higher amount of ubiquitinated Salmonella.

TBK1 has been reported to maintain the integrity of the SCV [160]. In

contrast to the increased fraction of ubiquitinated Salmonella in Tbk1−/−

MEF and siTBK1-treated HeLa cells, a reduced fraction of ubiquitinated

Salmonella sifA− in HeLa cells transfected with siTBK1 has been reported

4 h p.i. [30]. The Salmonella sifA− is a mutant of Salmonella that remains

predominantly in the cytosol.

In silico knockout of the mTORC1-ULK1 complex The knockout

of transition FmTORC1:ULK1c predicted 12 affected and 33 unaffected

places and describes an impairment of the synthesis and formation of the

protein complex mTORC1-ULK1. All pathway components that include
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the mTORC1 or the ULK1 complex are affected by this knockout and the

mTORC1-ULK1 complex itself.

In summary, for each of the ten in silico knockouts, the observed knock-

out behavior was in accordance with the expected. Experimental pertur-

bation data were found for 52 of 450 predictions and matched in all of the

cases. This underlines the correctness and consistency of the PN model of

the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella and provides a proof of principle of

the proposed concept of in silico knockouts, see Subsection The concept of

in silico knockouts.

4.2 The stochastic Petri net of a Salmonella-in-

fected epithelial cell

To investigate the dynamics of a Salmonella-infected cell, we developed an

SPN that models a HeLa cell infected with Salmonella Typhimurium under

experimental conditions. One simulation trajectory or simulation run of the

SPN represents the infection of one individual cell. In the following, we first

give an overview of the general biological processes that are included in the

model and present the global architecture of the SPN.

4.2.1 The infection of epithelial cells with Salmonella

In experimental research, the epithelial cells are incubated within an infec-

tion medium that contains the bacteria. The infection medium or culture

medium varies in its average number of Salmonella that are added per cell

named the multiplicity of infection (MOI). The epithelial cells are incubated

with the infection medium for a specific period of time called the incuba-

tion time or infection time. After the infection time, the cells are washed

to remove non-invaded bacteria. During the infection time, the bacterium

can land on the surface of the cell, see Figure 4.11. Salmonella have been

observed to swim in close proximity to the cell surface, a process that has

been termed near surface swimming [77]. After some time of near surface

swimming, the bacterium can take off from the cell surface.
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Alternatively, Salmonella can dock to the cell surface via the needle-like

structure of the T3SS encoded by SPI-1 [10–12,34]. Effector proteins are in-

jected by SPI-1-encoded T3SS and trigger a rearrangement of the cytoskele-

ton, resulting in a ruffling of the cell membrane around the bacterium [8]. A

region of ruffled membrane on the cell surface is termed ruffle or membrane

ruffle. Such a ruffle on the cell surface forms an obstacle, where further

bacteria encounter during near surface swimming. In a cooperative manner,

Salmonella are assumed to use preexisting ruffles to invade the epithelial

cell [77, 183]. We called the process of cooperative invasion by preexisting

ruffles ruffle joining.

Figure 4.11 Schematic representation of the infection of a epithelial cell with
Salmonella. Upon the bacteria are added to epithelial cells, they first land on the cell
surface and perform a near surface swimming. Some bacteria take off again and swim back
to the medium. Other bacteria invade the cells in a cooperative manner by the initiation
of a ruffle, which is joined by further bacteria. Invasive Salmonella are enclosed within
the SCV and start to replicate. Some bacteria enter to the cytosol, where they can be
captured and degradated by xenophagy. Later in the infection, the cells populated by
Salmonella die.

Once inside the epithelial cell, the bacterium is surrounded by the SCV.

The majority of bacteria stays inside the SCV and start to replicate. A

fraction of Salmonella disrupts the membrane of the SCV and enters the

cytosol [10–12,34]. The cytosolic bacteria can be recognized and degradated
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by xenophagy [29–31,34–36]. At late time points of the infection, i.e., when

the number of bacteria inside the cell is high, the epithelial cell seems to

die [16].

4.2.2 Topology of the stochastic Petri net

We constructed an SPN that contains the processes of a Salmonella-infected

epithelial cell that are illustrated in Figure 4.11. Table A6 in the appendix

lists all places, their biological meaning, and their initial marking. The

transitions and their stochastic rate constants are described in Table A7 in

the appendix.

The graphical representation of the SPN model is illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.12. We graphically grouped the SPN into seven functional parts:

• generation of the infection medium (Figure 4.12, yellow part)

• washing of the epithelial cell (Figure 4.12, green part)

• Salmonella at different states of the infection (Figure 4.12, black part)

– landing and take off

– ruffle initiation and joining

– entering the SCV and the cytosol

– bacterial proliferation

• fate of the epithelial cell (Figure 4.12, purple part)

• xenophagic capturing of cytosolic Salmonella (Figure 4.12, turquoise

part)

• divisibility of Salmonella (Figure 4.12, red part)

• cell death (Figure 4.12, blue part)

In the following, each part of the SPN is described. The arcs of the reac-

tion equations are named after the transitions. Each transition is associated

to a stochastic rate constant termed ctransition name .
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Figure 4.12 The SPN of a Salmonella-infected epithelial cell. The SPN is graphi-
cally grouped into seven functional parts: generation of the infection medium (yellow part),
washing process (green part), Salmonella at different states of the infection (black part),
fate of the cell (purple part), xenophagic capturing of cytosolic Salmonella (turquoise
part), divisibility of the bacteria in the cytosol and vacuole (red part), and the cell death
(blue part). All gray places are logical places. The depicted tokens represent the initial
marking. For a description of the places and transition, see Table A6 and Table A7 in the
appendix.
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Generation of the infection medium

The MOI is the ratio of bacteria in the infection medium to cells. For

the infection of cells with bacteria, often a particular MOI is indicated in

the experiment. However, the actual MOI may differ due to uncertainty in

the experimental measurements by the generation of the infection medium.

Also, the number of bacteria to infect an individual cell may vary from the

indicated MOI due to an irregular distribution of the infection medium. For

example, an indicated MOI of 100 in an experiment can be generated by

1000 bacteria in the infection medium to infect 10 cells. In average, 100

bacteria can potentially infect an individual cell. The number of bacteria to

infect an individual cell can deviate from the MOI of 100.

To simulate the stochastic fluctuations of the number of bacteria to infect

an individual cell, the generation of the infection medium is modeled by the

processes

MediumGen
remove−→ ∅,

MediumGen
add−→ SalMediumStart ,

where the initial marking of the place MediumGen restricts the maximum

number of bacteria to infect an individual cell. The marking of SalMedium-

Start represents the actual number of Salmonella in the medium to infect

an individual cell.

For M0(MediumGen) = 2000, the simulations are limited to the maxi-

mum MOI of 2000. Each token on MediumGen represents a bacterium that

can either choose to be added to the infection medium by transition add or

to be removed by transition remove. The transitions remove and add are

associated with the stochastic rate constants cremove and cadd , respectively.

The probability distribution of the MOI of one simulation, i.e., the num-

ber of bacteria to infect an individual cell is given by the binomial distribu-

tion

B(m|p, n) =

(
n

m

)
pm(1− p)n−m,

where m = number of bacteria per individual cell, n = M0(MediumGen),
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and p = cadd
cremove+cadd

.

The MOI, i.e., the averaged number of bacteria per cell, is given by

MOI = M0(MediumGen)× cadd

cremove + cadd
.

Washing of the epithelial cell

The infection time ends with the washing of the cells to remove non-invaded

Salmonella. The initiation of the washing process is modeled by the pro-

cesses

WashIni
wash count−→ WashCounter + WashIni ,

1000 WashCounter + WashIni
wash start−→ WashSig ,

with M0(WashIni) = 1, M0(WashCounter) = 0, and M0(WashSig) = 0.

The place WashIni represents a signal for the one-time initiation of the

washing process. The place WashCounter describes a time counter, and

WashSig represents the signal for the onset of the washing process.

For M0(WashIni) = 1, tokens are accumulated on place WashCounter

by the occurrence of transition wash count. After the place WashCounter

reaches 1000 tokens, the transition wash start generates one token on place

WashSig. The token on WashIni is removed, i.e., M(WashIni) = 0 to

prevent the initiation of further washing processes. For M0(WashSig) = 1,

the washing process starts, and non-invaded bacteria in the infection medium

or on the cell surface are removed by the three processes:

SalMediumStart + WashSig
washing1−→ WashSig ,

SalMedium + WashSig
washing2−→ WashSig ,

SalSurface + WashSig
washing3−→ WashSig ,

where SalMediumStart, SalMedium, and SalSurface are all places that rep-

resent Salmonella outside the cell.
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Landing and take off

We assumed that Salmonella need some time to adjust to the medium at

the beginning of the infection time. To model this adjustment, the number

of Salmonella in the medium is represented by two places, SalMediumStart

and SalMedium. SalMediumStart represents the bacteria in the medium at

the beginning of the infection time and SalMedium represents the adapted

bacteria in the medium. We assumed that after a first landing on the cell

surface the bacterium has been adapted to the infection medium.

The first landing is modeled by the process

SalMediumStart
firstlanding−→ SalSurface,

where the place SalSurface denotes the number of bacteria on the cell sur-

face, with M0(SalSurface) = 0. After some time of near surface swimming,

the bacterium can take off from the cell surface:

SalSurface
take off−→ SalMedium,

with M0(SalMedium) = 0. The occurrence of the process take off leads to

the take off of one bacterium from the cell surface back to the medium. Af-

terwards, the bacterium is adapted to the medium. The landing of adapted

Salmonella on the cell surface is modeled by the process

SalMedium
landing−→ SalSurface.

Ruffle initiation and joining

It has been observed that Salmonella form ruffles on the cell surface [8]. The

formation of a new ruffle is modeled by the process

SalSurface + CapSurface
initiation−→ SalRuffle + NrRuffle + CapSurface,

with M0(CapSurface) = 1, M0(SalRuffle) = 0, and M0(NrRuffle) = 0. The

place SalRuffle denotes the total number of bacteria located in ruffles. The

place CapSurface describes a signal for the capability of the cell surface to
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accept additional bacteria, and NrRuffle counts the number of ruffles on the

cell surface.

For M0(CapSurface) = 1, sufficient space on the cell surface is left to

form a new ruffle by transition initiation. The counter NrRuffle increases

each time a new ruffle is initiated. Note that the attachment of Salmonella to

the cell via the SPI-1-encoded T3SS has been shown to be irreversible [184].

In the SPN, a bacteria located in a ruffle will never leave the ruffle again.

It is assumed that the cooperative invasion is caused by bacteria joining

preexisting ruffles [77,183]. We modeled the ruffle joining of Salmonella by

the process

SalSurface + NrRuffle + CapSurface
joining−→ SalRuffle

+NrRuffle + CapSurface.

If at least one ruffle has formed on the cell surface, i.e., M(NrRuffle) ≥ 1, a

bacterium can join a ruffle by transition joining. For M(CapSurface) = 1,

the cell surface has sufficient space that bacteria can join ruffles.

The entry of Salmonella into epithelial cells has been observed to occur

at a limited number of possible entry points [8, 77, 185, 186]. Typically, one

to three ruffles are formed on the cell surface. Multiple bacteria has been

viewed in the localization of one ruffle [16, 187]. For high MOI, physical

limitations of bacterial invasion in HeLa cells infected with Salmonella Typhi

has been shown [185].

We modeled the physical limitations by a maximum number of ruffles

on the cell surface, i.e., by the limiting process

4 NrRuffle + CapSurface
cap reached−→ 4 NrRuffle.

If the number of ruffles on the cell surface reaches four, i.e., M(NrRuffle) =

4, transition cap reached takes place and the marking of CapSurface drops

to zero. For M(CapSurface) = 0, additional bacteria on the cell surface can

not be accepted. Further physical limitations may concern the number of

bacteria on the surface or the number of internalized bacteria.
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Entering the SCV and the cytosol

Inside the cell, the decision of a bacterium to get cytosolic or stay in the

vacuole seems not to be an independent choice, but appears to be more

a cell-dependent process [78]. We assumed that there are cells with the

capability to host cytosolic Salmonella, i.e., cytosolic-capable cells and there

are also cytosolic-incapable cells, see Subsection Fate of the epithelial cell for

a detailed description. However, it has been observed that cells containing

cytosolic Salmonella can additionally contain vacuolar bacteria [17]. We

assumed that in cells with the ability to harbor cytosolic Salmonella, the

individual bacterium can still decide whether to go into the cytosol or to

stay in the vacuole.

The process of Salmonella staying in the SCV is modeled by

SalRuffle
stay vac−→ SalVac,

with M0(SalVac) = 0. The place SalVac denotes the total number of bacte-

ria in the SCV. The process of Salmonella entering the cytosol is modeled

by

SalRuffle + CellCyt
enter cyt−→ SalCyt + CellCyt ,

with M0(CellCyt) = 0 and M0(SalCyt) = 0. The place CellCyt describes

a signal for the capability of the cell to host cytosolic bacteria, for more

information see Subsection Fate of the epithelial cell. The place SalCyt

represents the total number of Salmonella with cytosolic access. Only if

M(CellCyt) = 1, transition get cyt can produce tokens on SalCyt. In other

words, only if the cell is cytosolic-capable, a bacterium can reach the cytosol

by the occurrence of transition get cyt.

In the SPN model, Salmonella are directly removed from the ruffle to

the cytosol. For reasons of simplification, we did not included an intermedi-

ated step, where the bacterium is first located in a damaged SCV and then

becomes cytosolic. It has been shown that the vacuolar escape seems to be

an early event, which happens soon after the internalization [17], and the

damaged SCV is a transient state between the intact SCV and bacteria free
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in the cytosol [145].

In summary, cytosolic-capable cells, i.e., M(CellCyt) = 1, can result

in cells with exclusively Salmonella in the cytosol, cells with exclusively

Salmonella in the SCV, cells with cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella, or

uninfected cells without invaded bacteria. Cells with exclusively Salmonella

in SCV or uninfected cells can origin from cytosolic-incapable cells, i.e.,

M(CellCyt) = 0.

Bacterial proliferation

The proliferation of Salmonella in the cytosol and the SCV is modeled by

the second order autocatalytic reactions

SalCyt + DiviCyt
pro cyt−→ 2 SalCyt ,

SalVac + DiviVac
pro vac−→ 2 SalVac,

where DiviCyt and DiviVac were introduced to model the lag phase and

the stationary phase of cytosolic and vacuolar proliferation, respectively, see

Subsection Divisibility of Salmonella. Each time transition pro cyt takes

place, a token is removed from places SalCyt and DiviCyt, and two tokens

are produced on SalCyt, i.e., one bacterium in the cytosol multiplies to two

bacteria. In the same way, transition pro vac represents the proliferation of

vacuolar Salmonella.

Fate of the epithelial cell

It has been suggested that the opportunity of Salmonella to get access to the

cytosol may not only be the decision of the individual bacterium but is rather

a cell-dependent process [78]. In case of an independent escape strategy, the

chance of a cell to host cytosolic Salmonella would raise with the number of

invaded bacteria or increasing MOI. On the contrary, it has been reported

that the fraction of cytosolic Salmonella is independent from the MOI [78].

We assumed that only in a subpopulation of cells, the bacterium can escape

from the SCV and enters the cytosol.

The decision whether a cell is able to host cytosolic Salmonella is mod-
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eled by the processes

Decision
cell cyt−→ CellCyt ,

Decision
cell vac−→ CellVac.

The place Decision with the initial markingM0(Decision) = 1 represents the

cell before the decision to become a cytosolic-capable or cytosolic-incapable

cell. By the firing of transition cell cyt or cell vac, a token can either be

produced on place CellCyt or on place CellVac. M(CellCyt) = 1 represents

a cytosolic-capable cell, whereas M(CellVac) = 1 represents a cytosolic-

incapable cell.

Xenophagic capturing of cytosolic Salmonella

Salmonella inside the cytosol recognized by xenophagic pathway [29–31,34–

36]. The process of xenophagic degradation is depicted in the turquoise part

of the SPN in Figure 4.12. The degradation of Salmonella by xenophagy is

modeled by the process

SalCyt + XenoSig
xeno deg−→ XenoSig ,

withM0(XenoSig) = 0. The place XenoSig represents the signal for xenopha-

gic degradation. The xenophagic degradation is active if M(XenoSig) = 1,

otherwise xenophagy is inactive. For M(XenoSig) = 1, tokens are consumed

on place SalCyt by the firing of transition xeno deg. In other words, bacteria

are removed from the cytosol via xenophagic degradation.

Xenophagy has been shown to restrict the growth of Salmonella [30,

31, 34–36]. On the other hand, in some cases, cytosolic Salmonella seem

to evade xenophagic recognition and replicate with high rates inside the

cytosol [14, 16, 17]. Xenophagy has been suggested to capture cytosolic

Salmonella only in the early phase of infection [34, 171, 172]. Around 3-

4 h p.i. the autophagic targeting may be prevented by the reactivation of

mTOR [171, 172]. There are also assumptions that Salmonella can benefit

from the autophagy pathway [188]. Summarized, the xenophagic recogni-

tion of cytosolic Salmonella is temporally restricted to the early phase of
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the infection and xenophagy is not in all cells able to completely suppress

the bacterial growth in the cytosol.

The initiation and termination of xenophagy is induced by the process

SigCyt2 + SalCyt
xeno sig−→ XenoIni + XenoEnd + SalCyt ,

with M0(SigCyt2) = 1, M0(XenoIni) = 0, and M0(XenoEnd) = 0. The

place SigCyt2 represents a signal for the presence of Salmonella in the cy-

tosol. The place XenoIni denotes a signal for the initiation and XenoEnd

a signal for the termination of xenophagy. If one bacterium reaches the

cytosol, i.e., M(SalCyt) ≥ 1, by the firing of transition xeno sig, the to-

ken is consumed from SigCyt2 and produced on XenoIni and XenoEnd,

i.e., M(XenoIni) = M(XenoEnd) = 1. In other words, the signals for the

initiation and termination of xenophagy are induced.

Xenophagy is initiated by the processes

XenoIni
xeno ini count−→ XenoIni + XenoIniCounter ,

1000 XenoIniCounter + XenoIni
xeno ini−→ XenoSig ,

with M0(XenoIniCounter) = 0. The place XenoIniCounter describes a time

counter. For M(XenoIni) = 1, tokens are accumulated on place XenoIni-

Counter by transition xeno ini count. If the time counter, place XenoIni-

Counter, reaches 1000 tokens, transition xeno ini generates one token on

place XenoSig to activate xenophagic degradation. By the firing of this

transition, the token on XenoIni is removed, i.e., M(XenoIni) = 0, to stop

the time counter and prevent further xenophagy initiations. Equivalent to

the initiation of xenophagy, the termination of xenophagy is modeled by the

processes

XenoEnd
xeno end count−→ XenoEnd + XenoEndCounter ,

1000XenoEndCounter + XenoEnd + XenoSig
xeno end−→ ∅,

with M0(XenoEndCounter) = 0.
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Divisibility of Salmonella

The doubling time of bacteria is dependent on their environmental condi-

tions, such as space, nutrients, pH, and temperature [189,190]. A change in

the environmental conditions leads to a lag phase, a time period the bacteria

need to adjust to the new environment. During this time, the bacterial pro-

liferation is impaired. Also later in the infection, the proliferation decreases

due to limited space and nutrients. This phase of bacterial growth is called

stationary phase.

We combined the effects of the lag phase and stationary phase on the

bacterial growth into a feature that we call divisibility. The divisibility is

dependent on the adaptability and the capacity. Under adaptability, we

understand the effects of the lag phase on the bacterial proliferation. The

capacity represents the effects of the stationary phase. The divisibility of

cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella is represented by the places DiviCyt and

DiviVac, respectively. In the following, we focus on the explanation of the

processes that affect the divisibility of cytosolic Salmonella. The divisibility

of the vacuolar Salmonella is modeled in the same way.

The adaptability to the cytosol modeled by the place AdaCyt can be

increased by the processes

SigCyt1 + SalCyt
adasig cyt−→ AdaIniCyt + SalCyt ,

AdaIniCyt
ada cyt−→ AdaCyt + AdaIniCyt ,

with M0(SigCyt1) = 1, M0(AdaIniCyt) = 0, and M0(AdaCyt) = 0. The

place SigCyt1 describes a signal for the presence of Salmonella in the cytosol,

the place AdaIniCyt represents a signal for the initiation of the adaptability

process of Salmonella in the cytosol, and the place AdaCyt represents the

adaptability to the cytosol.

If a bacterium reaches the cytosol, i.e., M(SalCyt) ≥ 1, the token on Sig-

Cyt1 is consumed and produced on place AdaIniCyt by transition adasig cyt.

For M(AdaIniCyt) = 1, the adaptability, i.e., place AdaCyt, increases by the

firing of transition ada cyt.

Each time a token is produced on place AdaCyt, it is consumed and
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produced on place DiviCyt by the process

AdaCyt + CapCyt
divi cyt−→ DiviCyt ,

where the place CapCyt represents the capacity of the cytosol.

To compute the cytosolic capacity of HeLa cells, we assumed a vol-

ume of 2600 µm3 [191]. Salmonella have been reported to be 2-5 µm in

length with a diameter in the range of 0.7-1.5 µm [192]. This results in

an average bacteria volume of πr2 h = 3.14 µm3, with r = 0.55 µm and

h = 3.5 µm. As theoretical upper limit, 828 bacteria fit into one HeLa cell.

Due to cellular structures and geometrical reasons, this theoretical upper

limit is overestimated. We suggested up to 700 bacteria per HeLa cell, i.e.,

M0(CapCyt) = 700. The capacity can also be interpreted as a measure for

the restricting environmental conditions, like nutrient availability or space.

The maximum divisibility of cytosolic Salmonella is dependent on the ini-

tial marking of CapCyt and thusmaxM(DiviCyt) = 700. ForM(DiviCyt) =

700, Salmonella proliferate with the highest achievable doubling time, see

Subsection Bacterial proliferation. Each time a bacterium multiplies, a to-

ken on DiviCyt is consumed. This reduces the doubling time by reason of

a lack of space or nutrients and resembles the stationary phase, when the

number of cytosolic bacteria converges towards 700.

Equivalent to the divisibility of cytosolic Salmonella, the divisibility of

Salmonella in the SCV is modeled by the processes

SigVac + SalVac
adasig vac−→ AdaIniVac + SalVac,

AdaIniVac
ada vac−→ AdaVac + AdaIniVac,

AdaVac + CapVac
divi vac−→ DiviVac.

with M0(CapVac) = 150, i.e., suggesting a maximum space for in total up

to 150 bacteria enclosed in the SCV.
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Cell death

To model the death of infected cells with cytosolic Salmonella, we included

the processes

700 SalCyt
death cyt1−→ DeathSigCyt ,

SalCyt + DeathSigCyt
death cyt2−→ DeathSigCyt ,

with M0(DeathSigCyt) = 0. The place DeathSigCyt represents a signal that

the cell undergoes cell death due to a high number of cytosolic Salmonella. If

the number of Salmonella in the cytosol reaches 700, i.e., M(SalCyt) ≥ 700,

the 700 tokens on place SalCyt are consumed by transition death cyt1. We

defined 700 as the upper limit of bacteria in the cytosol in HeLa cells, see

Subsection Divisibility of Salmonella. Remaining tokens on place SalCyt

are removed by transition death cyt2. Equivalent to the death of cells with

cytosolic Salmonella, the death of cells with vacuolar Salmonella is modeled

by the processes

150 SalVac
death vac1−→ DeathSigVac,

SalVac + DeathSigVac
death vac2−→ DeathSigVac,

where the place DeathSigVac represents a signal that the cell undergoes cell

death due to a high number of vacuolar Salmonella.

For cells containing cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella, we included the

processes

SalVac + DeathSigCyt
death1−→ DeathSigCyt ,

SalCyt + DeathSigVac
death2−→ DeathSigVac,

to remove vacuolar bacteria in cells that die as a result of a high number

of cytosolic bacteria and to degrade cytosolic bacteria in cells that die as a

result of a high number of vacuolar bacteria, respectively.

The SPN models cell death like a process that happens in late time points

of the infection, when the number of intracellular bacteria is high as it has

been observed by Malik-Kale et al. [16]. In polarized, human IEC, Knodler et
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al. supposed that cell death represents a strategy of bacterial dissemination

into neighboring cells [14]. They assumed that colonic epithelial cells are

occupied by a huge amount of cytosolic Salmonella and are extruded from

the epithelium monolayer into the intestinal lumen and undergo caspase-1-

dependent cell death.

4.2.3 Parametrization and verification of the stochastic Petri

net

The kinetic parameters of the SPN model can be divided into three sets.

The first set is formed by processes that take place immediately after the

process has the possibility to occur, i.e., when the transition gets enabled.

These processes are all characterized by a stochastic rate constant with a

high value of 1000 1/sec. The following 18 parameters belong to this first

group: cwash start , cwashing1 , cwashing2 , cwashing3 , cdivi cyt , cdivi vac , cadasig cyt ,

cadasig vac , cxeno sig , ccap reached , cxeno ini count , cxeno end count , cdeath1 , cdeath2 ,

cdeath cyt1 , cdeath cyt2 , cdeath vac1 , and cdeath vac2 .

The second set are parameters that model the desired experimental con-

ditions, like the MOI (cremove and cadd ) and the infection time (cwash count).

Table 4.3 summarizes values of the stochastic rate constants cremove and cadd

for MOI in the range of 4 to 500. Depending on the required MOI for the

simulation, the stochastic rate constants cremove and cadd were chosen. The

generation of the infection medium occurs on a short timescale of 10−3 sec.

Table 4.3 Parameters for the MOI. Values of the stochastic rate constants cremove and
cadd are listed for various MOI, given M0(MediumGen) = 2000.

MOI cremove [1/sec] cadd [1/sec]

500 750 250
250 875 125
125 937.5 62.5
75 962.5 37.5
63 968.5 31.5
50 975 25
31 984.5 15.5
16 992 8
8 996 4
4 998 2

Depending on the desired infection time for the simulation, the stochas-

tic rate constant cwash count was selected. Table 4.4 summarizes values of
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cwash count for infection times in the range of 5 to 30 min.

Table 4.4 Parameters for the infection time. Values of the stochastic rate constant
cwash count for various infection times are listed.

Infection time [min] cwash count [1/sec]

5 3.33
9 1.85
10 1.67
15 1.11
20 0.83
25 0.66
30 0.56

A common indication of experimental measurements is the time period

p.i., which represents the time interval between the washing and the mea-

surement. For the SPN, the time period p.i. is given by the simulation time

minus the infection time.

For example, an experimental measurement of infected cells at 20 min

p.i. with 10 min infection time and MOI of 50 can be simulated by the

SPN model with a simulation time of 30 min and the stochastic rate con-

stants cremove = 975 1/sec, cadd = 25 1/sec (see Table 4.3), and cwash count =

1.67 1/sec (see Table 4.4). Note that the infection time and the MOI of

one individual simulation can differ in stochastic variation from the average

infection time and the MOI listed in Table 4.4 and Table 4.3, respectively.

The third set of parameters determines the dynamics of the stages of a

Salmonella infection, see Table 4.5. The 16 entries in Table 4.5 give first

kinetic parameters describing the Salmonella infection in epithelial cells.

For each parameter, the source of the experimental data is listed. Only for

the adjustment of the time period of the lag phases, cada cyt and cada vac , no

experimental data were available.

Parametrization of transitions firstlanding , landing , and take off

The median time period of near surface swimming has been observed to be

1.5 sec [77]. We assumed an exponential distributed time period of near

surface swimming. This determined the stochastic rate constant ctake off for

transition take off, which is given by

ctake off = 1/1.5 sec = 0.67 1/sec.
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Table 4.5 Kinetic parameters of a Salmonella-infected epithelial cell.

Parameter Value [1/sec] Source

cfirstlanding 0.0019 Misselwitz et al. [77, 79]
clanding 0.0384 Misselwitz et al. [77]
ctake off 0.67 Misselwitz et al. [77]
cinitiation 0.0005 Misselwitz et al. [77, 79]
cjoining 0.005 Misselwitz et al. [77]
cget cyt 0.004 Knodler et al. [17]
cstay vac 0.006 Knodler et al. [17]
cpro cyt 0.000000595 Malik-Kale et al. [16]
cpro vac 0.000000411 Malik-Kale et al. [16]
ccell cyt 350 Thurston et al. [31]
ccell vac 650 Thurston et al. [31]
cxeno ini 0.56 Tattoli et al. [171,172], Birmingham et al. [34]
cxeno end 0.069 Tattoli et al. [171,172]
cxeno deg 0.00037 Knodler et al. [17], Malik-Kale et al. [16]
cada cyt 0.167 NA
cada vac 0.036 NA

The concentration of Salmonella in proximity to the cell surface has been

measured by fluorescence microscopy [77]. 2.75× 10−4 Salmonella per µm2

have been reported for a MOI of 1.5. Assuming an adherent HeLa cell with

a diameter of 20 µm and an area of 314 µm2, in average 0.0864 Salmonella

are in proximity to the cell surface of one cell. Under steady-state conditions

of landing and take off, the mean number of Salmonella near the cell surface

of one individual cell is given by

〈M(SalSurface)〉 =
clanding

ctake off
× 〈M(SalMedium)〉,

which determines the stochastic rate constant clanding = 0.0384 1/sec for

〈M(SalSurface)〉 = 0.0864, ctake off = 0.67 1/sec, and 〈M(SalMedium)〉 =

MOI = 1.5.

For the stochastic rate constant cfirstlanding , we chose a 20 times lower

value than for the stochastic rate constant clanding , i.e.,

cfirstlanding =
clanding

20
= 0.0019 1/sec

to reproduce the experimental data by Misselwitz et al. [77, 79], see Fig-

ure 4.13A and Figure 4.13B.
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Parametrization of transitions initiation and joining

The stochastic rate constants cinitiation and cjoining were adapted to repro-

duce the experimental data shown by Misselwitz et al. [77, 79]. In their

experiment, 150 HeLa cells have been incubated with Salmonella for 9 min

at MOI in the range of 4-500. The percentage of cells possessing at least one

ruffle has been quantified. We simulated the SPN 2000 times for the same

conditions as in the experiment, i.e., 9 min infection time and correspond-

ing MOI. Figure 4.13A depicts the mean fraction of cells possessing ruffles.

For our choice of the stochastic rate constant cinitiation = 0.0005 1/sec, the

simulation reproduces the experimental data of Misselwitz et al. [77], see

Figure 4.13A.

Since the formation of ruffles requires the irreversible binding of at least

one bacterium [184], the percentage of cells possessing ruffles can also be

considered as the proportion of infected cells. The fraction of infected cells

is called the infection efficiency. Figure 4.13B shows the infection efficiency

of Salmonella for a infection time of 20 min and a MOI ranging from 1 to

1024. The predicted infection efficiency is in accordance with the measured

infection efficiency by Misselwitz et al. [79], see Figure 4.13B.

To model a significant cooperative effect of bacterial invasion [77, 183],

the probability of bacteria joining preexisting ruffles has to be chosen higher

than the probability of the formation of a new ruffle, i.e., cjoining > cinitiation .

The stochastic rate constant cjoining is adapted to reproduce the experimen-

tal data of Misselwitz et al., Figure 10B middle [77]. In their experiment, the

number of Salmonella per ruffle, above and under the cell surface, has been

quantified four times in 25 HeLa cells. In the SPN, we do not distinguish

between bacteria above and under the cell surface of a ruffle. To compare

the simulations with the experimental data, we summed up the number of

bacteria above and under the cell surface presented by Misselwitz et al.,

Figure 10B middle [77] to the total number of Salmonella per membrane

ruffle, see gray line in Figure 4.13C. In accordance with the experimental

conditions, we simulated the SPN with an infection time of 9 min at various

MOI in the range of 4 to 500. For each MOI, the number of bacteria per

membrane ruffle was quantified in the simulations with at least one ruffle,
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i.e., M(NrRuffle) ≥ 1. The stochastic rate constant cjoining = 0.005 1/sec

of joining ruffles, which is 10 times higher than the stochastic rate constant

cinitiation = 0.0005 1/sec of ruffle initiation, reproduces the experimental

data of Misselwitz et al., see Figure 4.13C. The number of Salmonella per

ruffle increases with enhancing MOI. At a common MOI in the range of 63

to 125, there are three to five bacteria located in one ruffle. For high MOI,

e.g., 500, the number of bacteria clustering on a ruffle reaches 13 bacteria.

Figure 4.13 Invasion of Salmonella in epithelial cells. The black lines indicate
the simulated data and the gray lines the experimental data presented by Misselwitz et
al. [77, 79]. (A) Percentage of cells possessing ruffles (9 min infection time). (B) Infec-
tion efficiency, i.e., proportion of infected cells (20 min infection time). (C) Number of
Salmonella per ruffle (9 min infection time). (D) Number of invaded Salmonella per cell.
For each MOI, the number of invaded Salmonella per cell were computed by multiplying
the number of Salmonella per membrane ruffle in B with the fraction of cells possessing
ruffles in A. The dashed lines are extrapolated from low MOI, assuming a linear increase
of invasion.

In accordance to Misselwitz et al., Figure 10B right [77], we multiplied
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the fraction of cells possessing ruffles (see Figure 4.13A) with the number

of Salmonella per ruffle (see Figure 4.13C). Misselwitz et al. named the

product as ”invaded Salmonella per cell”. Figure 4.13D shows the number

of invaded Salmonella per cell for increasing MOI in the range of 4 to 500.

By the assumption of no cooperative behavior of the bacterial invasion, a

linear increase would be expected. We extrapolated from low MOI to high

MOI, see Figure 4.13D dashed lines. The extrapolated line is much lower

than the simulated data, displaying the cooperative invasion of Salmonella.

The cooperative effect of bacterial invasion by clustering on ruffles has been

experimentally demonstrated by Misselwitz et al. [77], see gray lines in Fig-

ure 4.13C. The predicted invaded Salmonella per cell are in agreement with

the experimental data. The simulation of the SPN model demonstrates that

the cooperative effect of Salmonella shown in the experiments [77, 183] can

be reproduced by a 10 times higher probability of ruffle joining than ruffle

initiation, this corresponds to cjoining = 10× cinitiation , see Table 4.5.

It can be assumed that the area of ruffled membrane, containing multiple

bacteria is considerably larger than the size of ruffles with one or only a

few bacteria. An increase in the ruffle size, i.e., an expansion of the size

of the obstacles on the cell surface, may enhance the cooperative effect of

ruffle joining by further bacteria. Since the simulation of the SPN are in

quantitative accordance with the experimental measurements [77, 79], see

Figure 4.13B, we did not include a dependency between the geometric size

of a ruffle and the ruffle joining into the SPN.

Parametrization of transitions get cyt and stay vac

The proportion of cytosolic or vacuolar Salmonella in cytosolic-capable cells

is determined by the stochastic rate constants cget cyt and cstay vac of the

transitions get cyt and stay vac, respectively. The stochastic rate constants

cget cyt and cstay vac were chosen to reproduce the experimental data shown

by Knodler et al. in Figure 2 [17]. Knodler et al. infected HeLa cells with

Salmonella and enumerated the bacterial load and the fraction of cytosolic

Salmonella in cells that contain at least one cytosolic bacterium. The bacte-

rial load is the number of total bacteria, i.e., vacuolar and cytosolic, per cell.
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HeLa cells have been infected with Salmonella at MOI in the range of 50-100

and have been quantified at 1 h p.i. Unfortunately, there are no experimen-

tal data available immediately after the infection. At 1 h p.i., there can be

effects of xenophagy and proliferation, see Subsection Xenophagic capturing

of cytosolic Salmonella and Subsection Bacterial proliferation, respectively.

According to the experimental conditions, the SPN was simulated at an

average MOI of 75 for 1 h and 10 min (incl. 10 min infection time). A

high number of 3000 simulation runs was performed, which results in 240

cells with cytosolic Salmonella, i.e., M(SalCyt) ≥ 1. For these simula-

tions, the total number of bacteria (vacuolar and cytosolic) and the fraction

of cytosolic Salmonella from the total bacterial load were quantified, see

Figure 4.14. Except for stochastic variations, the simulation results are in

quantitative accordance with the experimental data for cget cyt = 0.004 1/sec

and cstay vac = 0.006 1/sec, compare with Knodler et al., Figure 2 [17].

Figure 4.14 Predicted bacterial load of cells with cytosolic Salmonella. In
240 simulated cells that are predicted to include at least one cytosolic bacteria, i.e.,
M(SalCyt) ≥ 1, the number and the composition of the bacterial load were quantified
at 1 h p.i. (10 min infection time, MOI of 75). (A) The percentage of cells are scored for
each the bacterial load (number of total bacteria, i.e., vacuolar and cytosolic, per cell).
(B) The fraction of cytosolic Salmonella from the total bacterial load for cells containing
1-5 bacteria, 6-10 bacteria, and >10 bacteria. Each dot depicts one simulation, i.e., one
cell. The simulated data fit the experimental data presented by Knodler et al. in Figure
2 [17].

Similar to the distributions measured experimentally [17], the predicted

bacterial load in cells with cytosolic Salmonella is broadly distributed, rang-

ing from 1 to more than 10 bacteria per cell, see Figure 4.14A. The fraction

of cytosolic Salmonella in cells with a high bacterial load (6-10 bacteria,
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and >10 bacteria per cell) is in most of the cases lower than the fraction

of vacuolar Salmonella, see Figure 4.14B. If a correlation between the SCV

damage and the bacterial load exists, we would expect a higher number of

cytosolic bacteria in cells with a high bacterial load. The simulation data

agree with the hypothesis about no correlation between the SCV damage

and the bacterial load of the cells [17].

Parametrization of transitions pro cyt and pro vac

For the adjustment of the proliferation rate of cytosolic and vacuolar Salmo-

nella, the stochastic rate constants cpro cyt and cpro vac of transitions pro cyt

and pro vac have to be determined. The proliferation inside the cytosol

has been demonstrated to be much faster than inside the SCV, due to ideal

life conditions, such as a nutrient-rich environment, sufficient space, and

neutral pH [11, 14, 15, 17, 144, 193]. The term hyper-replication has been

introduced to describe this phenotype of fast-replicating Salmonella inside

the cytosol, which results in more than 50-100 bacteria per cell [14, 17]. In

colonic epithelial cells, a doubling time of ∼20 min for cytosolic Salmonella

has been observed [14]. In HeLa cells, Malik-Kale et al. observed the growth

of cytosolic Salmonella [16]. To distinguish between cytosolic and vacuolar

bacteria, they used fluorescent dextran, a marker of the endocytic pathway

that accumulates within the SCV [193]. To reproduce the experimental data

of Malik-Kale et al., Figure 4A [16], we chose a slightly slower doubling time

of 40 min for cytosolic Salmonella in HeLa cells. This corresponds to a

proliferation rate of 0.000417 Salmonella/sec and determines the stochastic

rate constant cpro cyt , which is given by

cpro cyt =
0.000417

maxM(DiviCyt)
1/sec = 0.000000595 1/sec,

where maxM(DiviCyt) = 700.

The simulated growth of Salmonella in the cytosol is depicted in Fig-

ure 4.15A. For ten simulation runs, where M(SalCyt) ≥ 1, we plotted the

fold change vs. 2.5 h p.i. of cytosolic Salmonella. The predicted cy-

tosolic growth by the SPN model is similar to the experimental growth

of dextran-negative (cytosolic) Salmonella, compare with Malik-Kale et al.,
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Figure 4A [16]. Similar to the cytosolic growth observed experimentally, a

late onset of proliferation between 4 and 5 h p.i. was predicted by the SPN.

In the simulations, the late onset is caused by the xenophagic degradation

of cytolic Salmonella in the first hours of the infection and not by a long

lag phase of cytosolic bacteria, see Subsection Xenophagic capturing of cy-

tosolic Salmonella. We assumed that in the early hours of the infection the

xenophagic recognition and degradation restricts the bacterial growth in the

cytosol and causes the late onset of proliferation between 4 and 5 h p.i. This

suggestion is encouraged, by the detection of bacterial growth of cytosolic

bacteria as early as 4 h p.i. in NDP52-depleted cells [31].

Figure 4.15 Simulated growth of cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella. The fold
change vs. 2.5 h p.i. of (A) cytosolic Salmonella and (B) vacuolar Salmonella was quan-
tified in 10 min intervals for the indicated time points (10 min infection time, MOI of 50).
The mean fold change is depicted by the thick line. The predicted growth of Salmonella
is similar to the experimental growth shown by Malik-Kale et al. in Figure 4 [16].

In colonic epithelial cells, the average doubling time for Salmonella inside

the SCV and the cytosol has been measured to be ≥95 min [14]. Conse-

quently, the proliferation inside the SCV has to be much slower than inside

the cytosol. Malik-Kale et al. measured a 3 fold increase from 2.5 to 9 h p.i.

for vacuolar Salmonella [16]. This corresponds to a doubling time of ap-

proximately ∼4 h 30 min for vacuolar bacteria and results in a proliferation

rate of 0.0000617 Salmonella/sec. To achieve a maximum doubling time of

4 h 30 min for a bacterium, the stochastic rate constant was set to

cpro vac =
0.0000617

maxM(DiviVac)
1/sec = 0.000000411 1/sec,
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where maxM(DiviVac) = 150.

The predicted growth of vacuolar Salmonella is shown in Figure 4.15B.

For ten simulation runs, where M(SalVac) ≥ 1, the fold change of vacuolar

Salmonella was quantified. The predicted growth of vacuolar Salmonella is

similar to the experimental growth of dextran-positive (vacuolar) Salmonella

depicted by Malik-Kale et al. in Figure 4B [16].

Parametrization of transitions cell cyt and cell vac

The chance of a cell to become cytosolic-capable or cytosolic-incapable is

determined by the ratio of the stochastic rate constants ccell cyt and ccell vac

of the transitions cell cyt and cell vac, respectively. The fraction of cells

with hyper-replicating Salmonella, i.e., cells suggested to contain cytosolic

Salmonella, has been determined to be around 8% for all measured MOI in

the range of 25 to 800 [78]. In another study, ∼10% of cells has been detected

to contain ubiquitinated bacteria at 2 and 4 h p.i. [31]. Ubiquitin has been

demonstrated to serve as a marker for Salmonella present in the cytosol [12].

Knodler et al. reported that approximately 9% of the cells harbors hyper-

replicating Salmonella at 8 h p.i. [17]. In a study of Malik-Kale et al., at

6 h p.i. ∼15% of the infected cells contained cytosolic Salmonella, which

were stained with anti-LPS antibody [16]. They also reported that at 8 h p.i.

approximately 10% of the cells contained hyper-replicating Salmonella.

Xenophagy has been shown to restrict the proliferation of Salmonella in

the cytosol [30, 31, 34–36]. For this reason, the 8% to 15% of cells, contain-

ing cytosolic bacteria [12, 16, 17, 31, 78] is not necessarily the fraction of the

cytosolic-capable cells. In a study of Thurston et al., the autophagy receptor

NDP52 has been depleted and the fraction of HeLa cells containing ubiqui-

tinated Salmonella has been determined for 2 and 4 h p.i. [31]. At 2 h p.i.,

∼23% of the cells contains cytosolic Salmonella and ∼45% at 4 h p.i.

Based on these experimental findings, we assumed a model, where around

35% of the cells are cytosolic-capable. To generate 35% of cytosolic-capable

and 65% cytosolic-incapable cells, the stochastic rate constant was set to

ccell cyt = 350 1/sec and ccell vac = 650 1/sec.
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Parametrization of transitions xeno ini , xeno end , and xeno deg

To specify in which period of time xenophagy is active, i.e., M(XenoSig) = 1,

the stochastic rate constants cxeno ini and cxeno end of the transitions xeno ini

and xeno end have to be adjusted. It has been suggested that xenophagy is

induced by AA starvation, which in turn is triggered by membrane damage

and is only active in the early time of the infection [171, 172]. Further-

more, at 1 h p.i., 20% of total bacteria are already associated with LC3

proteins [34]. We chose cxeno ini = 0.56 1/sec to activate xenophagy, i.e.,

M(XenoSig) = 1, after ∼30 min the first bacterium reaches the cytosol. At

3-4 h p.i., xenophagy has been reported to be prevented by intracellular AA

level normalization and reactivation of mTOR [171, 172]. The stochastic

rate constant cxeno end = 0.069 1/sec leads to the deactivation of xenophagy,

i.e., M(XenoSig) = 0, after ∼4 h the first bacterium reaches the cytosol.

The efficiency of xenophagic degradation can be configured by the sto-

chastic rate constant cxeno deg of transition xeno deg. We determined the

stochastic rate constant cxeno deg by reproducing the experimental data of

Malik-Kale et al. [16] and Knodler et al. [17]. From their infected cells,

9.2±3.2% or 10±4% contained hyper-replicating Salmonella at 8 h p.i. [16,

17]. We predicted a fraction of 8.2% cells with cytosolic, hyper-replicating

Salmonella at 8 h p.i. for cxeno deg = 0.00037 1/sec, see Figure 4.17.

In a simplified way, the SPN models xenophagy as a signal that is either

present or absent. If xenophagy is active, i.e., M(XenoSig) = 1, the prob-

ability of an individual bacterium to be degradated by transition xeno deg

is always constant. Maybe, the initiation and termination of xenophagy

is more a continuous process in which the efficiency of xenophagy varies,

depending from time point of the infection.

Parametrization of transitions ada cyt and ada vac

By the adjustment of the stochastic rate constants cada cyt and cada vac of

transitions ada cyt and ada vac, respectively, the time period of the lag

phase of cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella can be changed. Unfortunately,

there are no experimental data available about the lag phase of Salmonella

inside a HeLa cell. It has been observed that bacterial growth in the cytosol
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is initiated around 4 h p.i. [16]. However, we assumed that this is caused

by xenophagic degradation in the first hours of the infection and not by a

long lag phase, see Subsection Parametrization of transitions pro cyt and

pro vac. We determined the stochastic rate constant cada cyt = 0.167 1/sec

to produce the highest achievable doubling time, i.e., M(DiviCyt) = 700,

after ∼1 h the first bacterium reaches the cytosol. To achieve a maximum

doubling time after ∼1 h the first bacterium reaches the SCV, we chose the

stochastic rate constant cada vac = 0.036 1/sec.

In summary, the proposed 16 parameters listed Table 4.5 give the first

estimations of the kinetic rates of a Salmonella-infected cell. For this set

of parameters, the SPN reproduces the experimental data from the publica-

tions we used to parameterize the SPN. In future work, the parameters of

the SPN have to be validated in an iterative way [39], by quantitative pre-

dictions that can be tested in future experiments. Especially, to elucidate

the role of xenophagy in the late onset of bacterial proliferation inside the

cytosol, further experiments would be instructive.

4.2.4 Predictions of the stochastic Petri net

In the following, we applied the SPN model as a tool to predict the effects

of the infection time and the MOI on the infection efficiency and to simulate

the composition and distribution of the bacterial load.

Infection efficiency

The SPN predicted the infection efficiency of Salmonella in HeLa cells for

MOI in the range of 4 to 500 and infection times in the range of 5 to

30 min, see Figure 4.16. As expected, the predicted infection efficiency

enhances with increasing MOI and infection time. For example, for a high

MOI of 500, nearly 100% of the cells are predicted to be infected with

Salmonella from an infection time of 15 min. For a low MOI, e.g., MOI

of 4, even for a high infection time of 30 min, only around 12% of the

cells are infected. Depending on the biological questions, the MOI and the

infection time have to be selected for the experiments. A low MOI can
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be experimentally motivated by the avoidance of multiple infection events

of an individual cell. The predictions of the SPN model provide valuable

information for future experiments to study Salmonella infections.

Figure 4.16 Predicted infection efficiency of epithelial cells with Salmonella. The
infection efficiency, i.e., percentage of infected cells, was predicted for MOI ranging from
4 to 500 and infection times ranging from 5 to 30 min.

Composition of the bacterial load

To investigate the composition and distribution of the bacterial load per

cell over time, we predicted the number of bacteria for ∼150 infected cells

(M(SalCyt) ≥ 1 or M(SalCyt) ≥ 1), see Figure 4.17. Each dot represents

the total number of Salmonella in one cell. The simulation results are in

quantitative accordance with the experimental data shown in Malik-Kale et

al., Figure 1B [16] and Knodler et al., Figure 1 [17]. In their experiments,

intracellular Salmonella has been enumerated by fluorescence microscopy

and no distinction has been made between cytosol or vacuolar Salmonella.

In the simulation, we can differentiate between cytosol or vacuolar bacteria.

A gray dot in Figure 4.17 depicts the predicted bacterial number of one

individual cell with exclusively Salmonella in SCV. A black dot represents

the total number of bacteria per cell, including cytosolic Salmonella.

At 2 h p.i., all of the cells contain less than 20 bacteria, independent of
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Figure 4.17 Predicted composition and distribution of the bacterial load. The
bacterial load was counted per infected cell, i.e., M(SalCyt) ≥ 1 or M(SalCyt) ≥ 1
(n = ∼150 cells, 10 min infection time, MOI of 50). Each dot represents the total bacterial
load of one cell, i.e., number of cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella. Cells depicted by gray
dots contain cytosolic bacteria and by black dots host exclusively bacteria inside the SCV.

their location in the cytosol or the SCV. At 8 h p.i., the cells have separated

into two groups. The first group represents cells hosting exclusively vacuolar

bacteria. These cells show bacterial growth at this time point of the infec-

tion, but most of the cells still contain less than 20 bacteria. The maximum

is 53 vacuolar bacteria in one cell at 8 h p.i. By contrast, in the second

group, all of the cells contain more than 100 bacteria. In the experiments of

Malik-Kale et al. [16] and Knodler et al. [17], it was assumed that this group

represents the hyper-replicating cytosolic Salmonella. The simulation of the

SPN supports this hypothesis. All cells that contain more than 100 bacteria

at 8 h p.i. are predicted to harbor cytosolic Salmonella. Note that these

cells can also include vacuolar Salmonella. A proportion of 8.2% of the cells

belongs to this second group of cytosolic Salmonella, which is in agreement

with the fraction of hyper-replicating bacteria measured in the experiments,

9.2 ± 3.2% in Knodler et al. [17] and 10 ± 4% in Malik-Kale et al. [16]. At

16 h p.i., the number of bacteria per cell is broadly distributed, ranging from

two to more than 100 Salmonella per cell. All cells are predicted to host
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exclusively vacuolar Salmonella. All cells that contain cytosolic Salmonella

have died at this late phase of infection, see Subsection Cell death. The

cells with more than 100 Salmonella per cell are predicted to be cells with

bacteria enclosed in SCV.

The term hyper-replication for cells with more than 50-100 bacteria per

cell has been proposed to describe cells with fast-replicating Salmonella in-

side the cytosol [14, 17]. The simulation of the SPN demonstrates that

slow-growing vacuolar bacteria can also reach more than 50-100 bacteria

at late time points of the infection. According to the definition of hyper-

replication [14, 17], these cells would be classified as hyper-replicative and

thereby misidentified as cell with cytosol bacteria. The term hyper-replication

to describe cytosolic Salmonella based on the bacterial number is valid at

8 h p.i., but not at 2 h p.i. and 16 h p.i., see Figure 4.17.

4.3 Method development in computational systems

biology

In this section, the developed methods of this work are described. We in-

troduced a novel concept of in silico knockouts, which considers the effects

of knockouts on the steady-state behavior of the model and the functional

dependencies of a pathway. In this context, we established the concept of

Manatee invariants, which are linear combinations of T-invariants, and their

suitability for in silico knockouts by reflecting the biological dependencies

from the signal initiation to the cell response. Furthermore, we developed

a tool named isiKnock to facilitate the automatized prediction of in silico

knockout behavior.

4.3.1 The concept of in silico knockouts

The concept of in silico knockouts developed in this thesis rests on the

method described by Grunwald et al. [59], which is based on T-invariants.

Transitions of a PN can be knocked out, i.e., are not functional or impaired.

A T-invariant, ti ∈ TI, is called affected by the knockout, if the knocked out

transition t is part of the T-invariant, i.e., t ∈ ti, and unaffected, otherwise.
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The impact of a transition on the network can be measured by the number

or percentage of affected T-invariants.

For a knocked out transition t, the set of affected T-invariants TIaffected

is given by

TIaffected(t) = {ti ∈ TI|t ∈ ti},

with ti is a T-invariant and TI is the set of all T-invariants of the PN.

Accordingly, the set of unaffected T-invariants TIunaffected is defined by

TIunaffected(t) = {ti ∈ TI|t /∈ ti}.

For the knockout of several transitions tj , ..., tk, the sets of affected and

unaffected T-invariants are given by

TIaffected(tj , ..., tk) = TIaffected(tj) ∪ ... ∪ TIaffected(tk) and

TIunaffected(tj , ..., tk) = TIunaffected(tj) ∩ ... ∩ TIunaffected(tk),

respectively.

In experimental perturbation studies, commonly the synthesis of a pro-

tein is impaired to investigate which pathway components are affected. Ac-

cordingly, guided from the biological question, it is important to know the

influence of a knocked out transition, e.g., a protein synthesis reaction, on

the places of the PN.

We define a place p as unaffected by the knockout of a transition t if

∃t′ ∈ •p|∃ti ∈ TIunaffected(t) ∧ t′ ∈ ti,

where •p is the set a pre-transitions of the place p. In contrast, a place p is

affected by the knockout of a transition t if

@t′ ∈ •p|∃ti ∈ TIunaffected(t) ∧ t′ ∈ ti.

In other words, if there exists a pre-transition of a place that is part

of an unaffected T-invariant, the place is called unaffected and otherwise a

place is called affected.
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From the biological perspective, a pathway component represented by a

place in the PN is affected by the knockout if their is no way to produce the

component under steady-state conditions. Otherwise, if there is still at least

one way to produce the pathway component at steady state, the component

is unaffected by the knockout.

We visualize the pairwise influences of each knocked out transition to

each place by a matrix representation named in silico knockout matrix.

The entries of the in silico knockout matrix for a PN with the transitions

t1, ..., tj , ..., tn and the places p1, ..., pi, ..., pm is given by

zi,j =

0, if ∃t ∈ •p|∃ti ∈ TIunaffected(tj) ∧ t ∈ ti

1, if @t ∈ •p|∃ti ∈ TIunaffected(tj) ∧ t ∈ ti.
(4.1)

The value 0 of the entry zi,j indicates that place pi is unaffected by the

knockout of transition tj , and 1 stands for an affected place. Each of the

n matrix rows stands for a knocked out transition, whereas each of the m

matrix columns represents a place. The binary values of the matrix entries

are visualized by either a red or a green circle. The value 0 is color-coded

by a green circle, representing an unaffected place, and the value 1 by a red

circle, representing an affected place. In other words, a green entry indicates

that the turnover of the pathway component j is functional under steady-

state conditions if reaction i is knocked out. For a red entry, the turnover of

the pathway component j is not functional at steady state. Under the term

turnover we understand the balance between the synthesis or production

and degradation of a pathway component [194].

In the following, we want to consider the concept of in silico knockout

on a small PN example, see Figure 4.18A. The example PN models the

synthesis of two proteins, A and B, the binding of these proteins to form

a complex, AB, and the outflow of the complex to the environment. The

PN is composed of one T-invariant, ti1 = {SynA, SynB,Bin,Out}, which

contains all the transitions of the PN, i.e., the PN fulfills the CTI property.

The knockout of any transition affects the T-invariant ti1. Thus, the impact

of each transition on the network is 100%.

The in silico knockout matrix of the PN in Figure 4.18A is depicted
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Figure 4.18 A small PN example and its in silico knockout matrix. (A) The
PN consists of three places, protein A, protein B, and protein complex AB, and four
transitions, SynA, SynB, Bin, and Out. The PN fulfills the CTI property and consists of
one T-invariant, ti1 = {SynA, SynB,Bin,Out}. (B) The in silico knockout matrix of the
PN shown in part A. All matrix entries are visualized by red circles, representing affected
places.

in Figure 4.18B. The four rows of the matrix represent the knocked out

transitions of the PN, SynA, SynB, Bin, and Out. The three columns stand

for the places of the PN, A, B, and AB. From the biological perspective, each

column of the matrix represents a pathway component. Each row represents

an impairment of a reaction, depending on the biological interpretation of

the transition that is knocked out.

Input transitions produce tokens, and therefore they often represent the

synthesis or the production of pathway components. The knockout of an in-

put transition is related to an experimental gene knockout or knockdown. In

the example PN, the knockout of the input transition SynA or SynB blocks

the synthesis of protein A or protein B, respectively. Inner transitions of-

ten represent specific biochemical reactions, such us binding processes or

phosphorylations. The knockout of an inner transition can symbolize the

disruption of an individual protein interaction domain or phosphorylation

site without disrupting the entire protein. In the example PN, the knockout

of the inner transition Bind could stand for a deletion of the interaction do-

main, which enables the binding of protein A to protein B. The knockout of

output transitions, which consume pathway components, can experimentally

represent the blockage of underlying pathways. For example, if the response

of a signaling pathway is modeled by an output transition, representing,

e.g., cell death or autophagy, the knockout of this transition represents the

deletion of proteins that are essential for these underlying pathways. In

the example PN, the knockout of the output transition Out hampers the

outflow of the complex to the environment and can stand for perturbing an
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underlying pathway that is dependent on the protein complex AB.

For the example PN in Figure 4.18A, all entries of the in silico knockout

matrix are red (see Figure 4.18B), i.e., all pathway components are affected

by each knockout, and their turnover is not functional. For example, the

knockout of transition SynA, indicating that the synthesis of protein A is

impaired, has an effect on protein B. If protein A is knocked out, protein A

can not bind to protein B, which leads to an accumulation of protein B, and

the turnover of protein B becomes not functional. However, an experimental

knockout or knockdown of protein A would have no effect on protein B. If

the synthesis of protein A is not functional, protein B would be unaffected,

and the turnover takes place. The accumulation of protein B would enhance

its consumption, what in the long run recovers the turnover of protein B.

In general, PN models of signaling pathways do not include for each

pathway component a degradation reaction, i.e., for each place an output

transition. The degradation reactions can be ignored under basic conditions,

because we are interested in the signal flows that lead to the respective cell

response. Under knockout conditions, these degradation reactions become

more important. To achieve comparable results with experimental knockout

or knockdown experiments, we extended the concept of in silico knockouts

by considering these degradation reactions to ensure the turnover of pathway

components under knockout conditions. For each place that is listed in the

knockout matrix, we add an additional output transition. Figure 4.19A

shows the modified PN. Three output transitions for the places A, B, and

AB are appended. These output transitions, DegA, DegB, and DegAB, can

be interpreted as degradation processes of protein A, protein B, and protein

complex AB, respectively. The modified PN has four T-invariants

ti1 = {SynA, SynB, Bin, Out},
ti2 = {SynA, DegA},
ti3 = {SynB, DegB}, and

ti4 = {SynA, SynB, Bin, DegAB}.

One of the T-invariants, ti1, is also a T-invariant of the original PN in

Figure 4.18A and three new T-invariants, ti2-ti4, exist. ti2 and ti3 repre-

sents the turnover of the proteins A and B, respectively. ti4 describes the
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turnover of the protein complex AB, including the synthesis of the complex

compounds, proteins A and B, the complex formation, and its degradation.

Figure 4.19 The small PN example with additional output transitions and its in
silico knockout matrix. (A) The PN depicted in Figure 4.18A with additional output
transitions, DegA, DegB, and DegAB. (B) The in silico knockout matrix of the PN shown
in part A.

The in silico knockout matrix for the PN with additional output tran-

sitions in Figure 4.19A is shown in Figure 4.19B. Now, seven entries of the

knockout matrix switch from red to green. For example, the knockout of

transition SynA has no influence on protein B, which is in accordance with

an experimental knockout or knockdown of protein A. If the synthesis of

protein A is knocked out, the turnover of protein B can still be functional

at steady state. The additional output transition ensures the turnover at

steady state, only if the place is unaffected by the knockout and reveals in

silico knockouts that are comparable with experimental gene knockouts or

knockdowns.

For the in silico knockout analysis, the PN should fulfill the CTI prop-

erty, but formally the presented method can also be applied to PN that

are not CTI. Parts of the PN that are not part of any T-invariant-induced

subnet will always be interpreted as affected by the knockout.

A PN of a biological pathway is in general not a directed chain of reac-

tions that transmit the signal from the initiation to the response. Many

regulatory mechanisms, such as feedback loops, exist that influence up-

stream signaling processes and make signaling pathways highly intercon-

nected [41, 195]. These regulatory mechanisms cause cycles in the network

structure. This results in the decomposition of the pathways into func-

tional modules at steady state expressed by T-invariants. Cycles in the

PN topology are often expressed by P-invariants of the subnets induced

by T-invariants. Consequently, the T-invariant analysis can not necessarily
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reveal entire signal flows in signaling pathways and therefore T-invariants

not always reflect the biological dependencies. For an example, see the T-

invariants of the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella illustrated

in Figure 4.8 in Subsection Transition invariants of the Petri net. The sim-

ilar concept of EFM has been previously described as inapt to reflect causal

dependencies of pathways [108].

For this reason, the in silico knockout analysis based on T-invariants

can lead to results that are in contradiction to the expected knockout be-

havior from experimental perturbation studies. To get biologically compa-

rable results for networks with cyclic structures, a linear combination of

T-invariants, the Manatee invariants, can be applied for the computation of

in silico knockouts.

4.3.2 The concept of Manatee invariants

We developed the concept of Manatee invariants to uncover entire signal

flows in pathways from the signal initiation to the cell response [148]. The

method is based on the concept of feasible T-invariants presented by Sack-

mann et al. [54]. In the following, we give a short explanation of Manatee

invariants and discuss the benefit to perform in silico knockouts based on

Manatee invariants. For a more detailed and formal definition, we refer to

Amstein et al. [148].

Equivalent to the Definition 2.3 of a subnet induced by a T-invariant in

Chapter Theoretical Background, the subnet induced by a Manatee invari-

ant, mi, is PNmi. A linear combination of T-invariants is called a Manatee

invariant, mi, if its induced subnet PNmi contains no P-invariants, except

those are P-invariants of the whole PN.

A small example of a Manatee invariant is given by the PN depicted in

Figure 4.20. The PN models an enzyme-catalyzed reaction, inspired by the

Michaelis-Menten reaction kinetics [136]. The PN has four places and six

transitions. The places S, E, ES, and P represent a substrate S, an enzyme

E, the complex ES of the enzyme and the substrate, and a product P, respec-

tively. The PN fulfills the CTI-property and consists of two T-invariants,

ti1 = {SynS,Bind,Diss,DegP} and ti2 = {SynE,DegE}. ti1 represents
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the generation of substrate S, its binding to enzyme E, its catalyzation by

E into product P, and the degradation of P. ti2 describes the turnover of

enzyme E.

Figure 4.20 A PN of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. The PN consists of two T-
invariants, ti1 = {SynS,Bind,Diss,DegP} and ti2 = {SynE,DegE}, and two Manatees
invariants, mi1 = ti1 + ti2 = {SynS,Bind,Diss,DegP, SynE,DegE} and mi2 = ti2 =
{SynE,DegE}.

The PN in Figure 4.20 has no P-invariants. The ti1-induced subnet,

PNti1 , contains one P-invariant, pi1 = {E,ES}. pi1 covers the cyclic struc-

ture of the PN and represents the conservation of enzyme E. This cyclic

structure causes the decomposition of the PN into the two T-invariants, ti1

and ti2. The two T-invariants uncouple the process of the enzyme-catalyzed

reaction into two functional modules that can operate at steady state. From

the biological perspective, the catalyzation of the substrate S is functionally

dependent on the synthesis of the enzyme E. Therefore, the functionality of

ti1 is dependent on transition SynE, which is part of ti2.

This small PN example points out the property of T-invariants to de-

scribe functional modules at steady state and their deficiency to reflect the

biological dependencies. The concept of Manatee invariants combines T-

invariants to recover the functional dependencies at steady state.

T-invariant ti1 does not fulfill the property of a Manatee invariant be-

cause of P-invariant pi1 of PNti1 . The linear combination of ti1 and ti2

induces a PN, PNti1+ti2 , that fulfills the property of a Manatee invariant by

the lack of P-invariants and forms the Manatee invariant

mi1 = ti1 + ti2 = {SynS,Bind,Diss,DegP, SynE,DegE}.

The subnet induced by ti2, PNti2 , contains no P-invariants and for this
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reason, ti2 is per definition also a Manatee invariant,

mi2 = ti2 = {SynE,DegE}.

The algorithm for the contruction of Manatee invariants can be found in

Amstein et al. [148].

In silico knockout based on Manatee invariants

The advantage of performing in silico knockouts based on Manatee invari-

ants in contrast to T-invariants can be illustrated by the small PN depicted

in Figure 4.20. For the in silico knockout analysis, additional output tran-

sitions, OutS, OutE, OutES, and OutP, are added to the places included in

the knockout matrix, see Figure 4.21A.

Figure 4.21 The Petri net of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction and its in silico
knockout matrices. (A) The PN depicted in Figure 4.20 with additional output tran-
sitions, OutS, OutE, OutES, and OutP. (B) The in silico knockout matrix based on T-
invariants of the PN in part A. (C) The in silico knockout matrix based on Manatee
invariants of the PN in part A.

The T-invariants of the PN depicted in Figure 4.21A are

ti1 = {Bind, Diss, SynS, DegP},
ti2 = {SynE, DegE},
ti3 = {SynS, OutS},
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ti4 = {SynE, OutE},
ti5 = {Bind, Diss, SynS, OutP}, and

ti6 = {Bind, SynS, SynE, OutES}.

The T-invariants ti1 and ti2 are equivalent to the T-invariants ti1 and

ti2 of the original PN without output transitions, see Figure 4.20. The

additional output transitions generate four further T-invariants, ti3-ti6.

We knocked out all transitions of the PN, SynS, Bind, Diss, DegP, SynE,

and DegE. Figure 4.21B shows the resulting knockout matrix based on the

T-invariants. For example, the knockout of transition SynS affects the places

S, ES, and P. Place E is unaffected by this knockout. The knockout be-

havior is in accordance with the expected biological knockout effects. The

experimental knockout of the production of a substrate S would affect the

substrate S itself, the enyzme-substrate complex ES can not be formed, and

product P can not be produced. In contrast, the knockout of transition SynE

is in contradiction with the expected experimental knockout behavior, by

not affecting any place of the PN. One would expect that the experimen-

tal knockout of the synthesis of enzyme E affects the enzyme E itself, the

enzyme-substrate complex ES can not be formed, and product P can not be

produced. This misleading result is caused by the deficiency of T-invariants

to reflect all biological dependencies.

The Manatee invariants of the PN shown in Figure 4.21A are

mi1 = ti2 = {SynE, DegE},
mi2 = ti3 = {SynS, OutS},
mi3 = ti4 = {SynE, OutE},
mi4 = ti6 = {Bind, SynS, SynE, OutES},
mi5 = ti1 + ti2= {Bind, Diss, SynS, DegP, SynE, DegE},
mi6 = ti1 + ti4= {Bind, Diss, SynS, DegP, SynE, OutE},
mi7 = ti1 + ti6= {2*Bind, Diss, DegP, 2*SynS, SynE, OutES},
mi8 = ti5 + ti2= {Bind, Diss, SynS, SynE, DegE, OutP},
mi9 = ti5 + ti4= {Bind, Diss, SynS, SynE, OutE, OutP}, and

mi10 =ti5 + ti6= {2*Bind, Diss, 2*SynS, SynE, OutES, OutP}.

The T-invariants ti2, ti3, ti4, and ti6 are also Manatee invariants, mi1-

mi4, because the induced subnets of these T-invariants contain no P-invari-
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ants. In contrast, both ti1 and ti5 comprise the P-invariant pi1 = {E,ES}
and thereby do not fulfill the property of a Manatee invariant. The linear

combination of either ti1 or ti5 with ti2, ti4, or ti6 abolish pi1 by coupling

the synthesis of the enzyme E, transition SynE, with the catalyzation of the

substrate S. The resulting T-invariant-induced subnets PNti1+ti2 , PNti1+ti4 ,

PNti1+ti6 , PNti5+ti2 , PNti5+ti4 , and PNti5+ti6 exhibit no P-invariants. In

each case, they fulfill the property of a Manatee invariant and form the

Manatee invariants mi5-mi10.

Figure 4.22 Column-wise computation of the knockout matrix. Four PN are
generated from the PN shown in Figure 4.20. Each PN contains an additional output
transition, OutS, OutE, OutES, or OutP. For each PN, a matrix is computed and then
combined to the knockout matrix in Figure 4.21C.

Figure 4.21C illustrates the resulting knockout matrix based on the Man-

atee invariants. In comparison to the knockout of transition SynE based on

T-invariants, see Figure 4.21B, the knockout of SynE based on Manatee

invariants does not affect place S but affects places ES, E, and P. From the
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biological perspective, we would expect that the knockout of the synthesis

of an enzyme E affects the enzyme E itself, the formation of the enzyme-

substrate complex ES, and the production of the product P. In contrast to

the knockout based on T-invariants, the knockout based on Manatee invari-

ants correctly reveals the expected biological knockout behavior.

For some PN topologies, the additional output transitions may lead to

invariants with more than one output transition included. To prevent such

side-effects caused by multiple output transitions, the computation of the

knockout matrix is performed column by column, see Figure 4.22. For each

of the four places, a PN that contains one additional output transition is

generated. Now, a knockout matrix with one column is computed for each

of the four PN. The resulting four matrices can be combined to the knockout

matrix in Figure 4.21C.

In silico knockout of Petri net models with P-invariants

The influence of P-invariants on the knockout behavior is illustrated by the

small PN depicted in Figure 4.23A. The PN describes the same process of an

enzyme-catalyzed reaction as depicted in Figure 4.20, except the transitions

SynE and DegE. Here, it is assumed that the enzyme E is always present in

the cell and need not to be produced or consumed. For the simulation of the

PN, at least one token has to be assigned to the places E or ES. The lack

of SynE and DegE cause a P-invariant, pi1, containing the places E and

ES. The PN exhibits one T-invariant and an equivalent Manatee invariant,

mi1 = ti1 = {SynS,Bind,Diss,DegP}.

For the computation of in silico knockouts, an additional output transi-

tions is added to each place, see Figure 4.23B. The additional output tran-

sitions generate two further T-invariants, ti2 = {SynS,OutS} and ti3 =

{Bind,Diss, SynS,OutP}. The additional output transitions OutE and

OutES of the places E and ES, which are contained in pi1, are both not

part of any T-invariant. Therefore, the PN does not fulfill the CTI prop-

erty.

Resulting from the constant marking of the places that are part of a

P-invariant, the pathway components that represent the P-invariant are not
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Figure 4.23 The PN of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction with a P-invariant. (A) The
PN consists of one T-invariant, ti1 = {SynS,Bind,Diss,DegP}, one Manatee invariant,
mi1 = ti1, and one P-invariant, pi1 = {E,ES} (gray-colored). (B) The PN from A with
additional output transitions, OutS, OutE, OutES, and OutP.

produced or degraded. In other words, places of a P-invariant have no

input or output transitions, which produce or degrade tokens, respectively.

The addition of output transitions on places that are part of a P-invariant

leads to a consumption of the tokens on these places, thus the marking of

these places is not constant anymore and as a consequence the P-invariant

dissolves. Furthermore, the additional output transition, which consumes

the pathway component, is not part of any T-invariant, because the pathway

component is never produced in the network.

The PN in Figure 4.23B exhibits one Manatee invariant mi1 = ti2 =

{SynS,OutS}. ti1 and ti3 are no Manatee invariants, because their induced

subnets, PNti1 and PNti3 , each contains the P-invariant pi1′ = {E,ES}
that is no P-invariant of the PN. A linear combination of the T-invariants

can not resolve pi1′ and hence does not result in further Manatee invariants.

Thus, additional output transitions for places that are part of a P-

invariant induce a PN that does not fulfill the CTI property. Due to the

fact that the in silico knockout analysis operates on T-invariants or Man-

atee invariants, additional output transitions on places that are part of a

P-invariant can produce misleading results. Figure 4.24A shows the PN

with additional output transitions only for the places that are not part of

any P-invariant, OutS and OutP. The places E and ES of pi1 have not

received additional output transitions. The omission of additional output

transitions for places that are part of a P-invariant is equivalent to the de-
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termination of Manatee invariants only for the parts of the PN that fulfills

the CTI property.

Figure 4.24 The Petri net of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction with a P-invariant
and its in silico knockout matrix. (A) The PN in Figure 4.20 with additional output
transitions, OutS and OutP. The PN contains three T-invariants, three Manatee invari-
ants, and one P-invariant (gray-colored). (B) The in silico knockout matrix based on
T-invariants or Manatee invariants of the PN from part A. The columns of the places E
and ES, which are part of the P-invariant, are grayed out.

The PN contains three T-invariants and the equivalent Manatee invari-

ants,

ti1 = mi1 = {Bind, Diss, SynS, DegP},
ti2 = mi2 = {SynS, OutS}, and

ti3 = mi3 = {Bind, Diss, SynS, OutP}.

The corresponding knockout matrix, which is the same for T-invariants

and Manatee invariants, is depicted in Figure 4.24B. The places E and ES

differ from the knockout behavior shown in Figure 4.21C, which is based on

the PN without P-invariants and includes the transitions SynE and DegE.

For example, the knockout of transition Diss affects the places E and ES.

For the PN that does not model the synthesis of the enzyme E, this knockout

behavior is correct, enzyme E can only be produced by the dissociation of the

enzyme-substrate complex ES and in consequence, if enzyme E is affected,

the enzyme-substrate complex ES is affected too. But under experimental

conditions, such a knockout behavior can not be observed. The knockout

of the dissociation of the enzyme-substrate complex ES would only affect

product P and not E or the complex ES, because in the cell, the enzyme can

still be produced and bind to substrate S. For this reason, we recommend

to build PN models that are free of P-invariants or to exclude places of a

P-invariant from the knockout analysis, because they can cause knockout

predictions that contradict the expected experimental knockout behavior.
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4.3.3 The software isiKnock

To automate in silico knockout analyses, we developed a software called isi-

Knock. The software is open source and is available on sourceforge https:

//sourceforge.net/projects/molbi-isiknock/. The software concept

and design as well as the software verification and preparation of the tu-

torial was my contribution to this work. Heiko Giese performed the im-

plementation of isiKnock, based on a prototype, which was developed in

the Bachelor thesis of Börje Schweizer [196]. The algorithms used for the

determination of T-invariants and Manatee invariants was implemented by

Jörg Ackermann and has been presented in Koch and Ackermann [131] and

Amstein et al. [148], respectively.

The general flowchart depicted in Figure 4.25 illustrates the workflow of

the software. In the following, we outline the functionalities of isiKnock. For

a comprehensive explanation of the functionalities based on a example PN,

we refer to the tutorial on http://www.bioinformatik.uni-frankfurt.

de/tools/isiKnock/index.php.

At first, the user can load a PN in the file formats systems biology

markup language (SBML, Level 3 Version 1) [197] or PNT from the soft-

ware Integrated Net Analyzer (INA) [198]. A PN editor that allows the

export of PNT or SBML files is, e.g., MonaLisa [84]. When loading the file,

the P-invariants and the parts of the PN that fulfill the CTI property are

computed. The in silico knockout analysis can also be applied to PN that

are not CTI. Places and transitions of parts of the PN that are not CTI can

not be included in the analysis.

Once the PN is loaded, the properties of the PN, such as the name of

the file, number of transitions (named reactions), and places (named species)

are displayed. When the knockout panel is enabled, the user can change the

settings, and select the transitions and places for the in silico knockouts via

the GUI, see Figure 4.26.

https://sourceforge.net/projects/molbi-isiknock/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/molbi-isiknock/
http://www.bioinformatik.uni-frankfurt.de/tools/isiKnock/index.php
http://www.bioinformatik.uni-frankfurt.de/tools/isiKnock/index.php
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We provide two algorithms for the computation of Manatee invariants,

Manatee invariants (fast search) and Manatee invariants (exhaustive search).

By default, the Manatee invariants (fast search) is selected. This efficient al-

gorithm provides much faster knockout results, but may not find all Manatee

invariants. Therefore, the predicted knockout behavior may not reflect all

biological dependencies. However, for our tested PN of the xenophagic cap-

turing of Salmonella in epithelial cells, the results of the fast search and the

exhaustive search were the same. By selecting Manatee invariants (exhaus-

tive search), a brute force algorithm searches all possible Manatee invariants

by covering the whole search space. The user has the option to perform the

analysis based on Manatee invariants or on T-invariants. The T-invariants

and Manatee invariants can be saved in text files with the file extensions

”.inv” and ”.man”, respectively. For networks that contain cyclic structures,

we recommend to perform the computation based on Manatee invariants.

However, it should be noted that the computation of in silico knockouts

based on Manatee invariants is computationally hard for PN exhibiting a

huge number of T-invariants. As the determination of T-invariants requires

exponential space [132, 133], the computation of Manatee invariants, in the

worst case, takes at least exponential space.

The default setting selects all transitions and places of the PN. However,

the places that are part of a P-invariant, transitions that are not part of

any T-invariant, and places that have only pre-transitions, which are not

included in a T-invariant, are deactivated and can not be selected. The

user has the option to re-enable the places that are part of a P-invariant.

Besides these deactivated transitions and places, the remaining transitions

and places can be individually selected or deselected by the user. There is

the option to select all transitions or all places of the PN at once or to select

all the input transitions of the PN, which often represent protein syntheses.

All selected transitions will be knocked out and are included, together all

the selected places, in the in silico knockout matrix. In the default settings,

the software adds additional output transitions to the selected places.

After all settings are defined and the transitions and places that should

be displayed in the matrix are selected, the computation of the knockout

analysis can be started. An additional output transition is added to one of
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Figure 4.26 The GUI of the software isiKnock. The left part shows the start window
of isiKnock. The right part depicts the in silico knockout matrix for the PN of the
xenophagic capturing of Salmonella in epithelial cells, illustrated in Figure 4.2.

the selected places. Then, the invariants of the modified PN are computed

and the knockout matrix column for the selected place is generated. For

each of the selected places, a PN is created, invariants are computed, and

a matrix column is generated. At the end of the column-wise computation,

all columns are combined to form the knockout matrix. There is also an

option to compute the knockout matrix without additional output transi-

tions. When the computation terminates, a new window opens showing the

in silico knockout matrix.

The layout of the matrix can be adjusted by the user; the names of places

and transitions can be edited, the colors can be adapted, and the order of

the matrix entries can be changed. By default, a matrix entry is green, if the

place is unaffected by the knockout and red if the place is affected. Moreover,

the matrix entries can be clustered to detect groups of transitions that effect

the system or places that are influenced by the system in a similar manner.

Furthermore, a multiple knockout can be included by an additional row in

the matrix, representing the combined knockout of all transitions in the

matrix. The performance of multiple perturbations in experimental systems

biology has been reviewed by Jansen to obtain the greatest knowledge with
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the lowest costs [206]. The user can export the matrix as comma-separated

values (CSV) file with the extension ”.csv” or as a picture in the graphics

file format portable network graphics (PNG) with the extension ”.png” or

scalable vector graphics (SVG) with the the extension ”.svg”.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

This chapter summarizes the main findings of this thesis, which are

1. the PN model of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella enterica

serovar Typhimurium in epithelial cells and predictions of the knock-

out behavior,

2. the SPN of an infected epithelial cell with Salmonella enterica serovar

Typhimurium and predictions of the quantitative dynamics of Salmo-

nella infections,

3. the novel model analysis techniques of in silico knockouts and Manatee

invariants, and

4. the software isiKnock to automatically perform in silico knockouts.

In the following, the achievements as well as the limitations of these studies

are stated and suggestions for further research are described.

The first contribution was the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmo-

nella, which was manually compiled by collecting information from literature

sources into a consensus model, representing the first realization of a compu-

tational model of this pathway. During the process of model development,

we found a missing part in the knowledge about the source of TBK1 activa-

tion upon Salmonella infection. We suggested a new mechanism of autoac-

tivation of TBK1 around Salmonella by oligomerization triggered by high

local concentration of TBK1 dimers. Future work will reveal whether the

109
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autoactivation of TBK1, controlled by its intracellular localization around

the bacterium, results in an enhanced xenophagic degradation of Salmonella.

We demonstrated the consistency and the correctness of the PN model,

by the analyses of T-invariants, P-invariants, Manatee invariants, and in

silico knockouts. We found experimental perturbation data for 52 of 450

predictions. These data match in all of the cases with the in silico knockout

predictions. The PN reflects the current knowledge of the xenophagic cap-

turing of Salmonella, which is partly based on these perturbation studies and

hence is in accordance with existing experimental data. Nevertheless, poten-

tial inconsistencies and errors in either the network topology or the knowl-

edge of the pathway would have revealed by the knockout analysis. The

complete accordance of the in silico knockout predictions with the exper-

imental perturbations verifies the correctness and the biological credibility

of the PN model and provides a proof of principle for the new concept of in

silico knockouts. Also, the complete accordance demonstrates the accuracy

of the reference papers by not presenting conflicting experimental perturba-

tion effects and underlines the correctness of the state-of-the-art knowledge

of the pathway. Additionally, the 344 knockout predictions, for which no ex-

perimental perturbation have been published and which are not biologically

obvious, can be validated in future experiments. Thus, the results from the

in silico knockout analysis provided a basis for future investigations of the

pathway.

The field of xenophagy is subject of ongoing research. Therefore, the

presented model depicts not a complete representation of this biological

system. Many interactions are still unknown and thereby not part of the

model. Some interactions have been proven in multiple experiments and

reported in diverse references, others have only been presented in a single

paper. Additionally, the experiments are performed under different condi-

tions. We included those interactions that have been proven in mammalian

epithelial cell lines, mainly HeLa cells. The pathway of xenophagic captur-

ing of Salmonella in vivo, e.g., in the intestinal epithelium, may differ from

the interactions found in the HeLa cell model [193]. However, since in vivo

data are not available so far, the variety of experiments of HeLa cells in-

fected with Salmonella Typhimurium allows to gather valuable insights into
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mechanisms involved in bacterial infections.

The presented PN provides a holistic, mathematical representation of

the xenophagic recognition of Salmonella inside epithelial cells. In future

work, new and undiscovered interactions can be extended to the PN. For

example, in our model, we assumed the existence of further E3 ubiquitin

ligases, in addition to LRSAM1. Recently, two further E3 ubiquitin ligases,

ARIH1 [179] and HOIP [180], have been identified to play a role in the

ubiquitination of Salmonella. Other interesting points to extend the PN in

the future will be, e.g., the detection of further eat-me signals, in addition

to galectin-8 and ubiquitin, and the identification of further autophagy re-

ceptors, in addition to p62, NDP52, and OPTN. Furthermore, the PN can

be expanded by modeling the processes of phagophore formation or by the

inclusion of other pathways that interconnect with the proteins involved in

the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella, like the nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB)

signaling pathway, which is connected with TBK1 [199, 200]. In this con-

text, it has recently been reported that the ubiquitin coat around cytosolic

Salmonella serves as a platform, which triggers NF-κB signaling [180, 181].

If quantitative data in form of kinetic parameters and concentrations be-

come available, the PN or parts of the PN can be extended to model the

quantitative system’s behavior.

The second contribution was the SPN of an infected epithelial cell with

Salmonella, which was manually compiled and parameterized by a set of ex-

perimental data derived from different literature sources. The SPN predicts

the time evolution of an epithelial cell infected with Salmonella at differ-

ent stages of the infection and thereby captures the stochastic variation and

heterogeneity of the cytosolic and vacuolar Salmonella population. The sim-

ulations indicate that intracellular, vacuolar bacteria in the first period of the

infection become outnumbered by fast-replicating, cytosolic bacteria at later

time points of the infection. In the SPN, it is assumed that the late onset

of bacterial proliferation inside the cytosol is caused by xenophagic degra-

dation and not by a long lag phase of cytosolic Salmonella. This suggestion

is encouraged, by the detection of bacterial growth of cytosolic bacteria as

early as 4 h p.i. in NDP52-depleted cells [31]. In some of the simulated cells,

xenophagy succeed by recognizing all cytosolic Salmonella and in other cells,
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xenophagy was predicted to fail. The simulation of the SPN indicates that

at late time points of the infection, i.e., 16 h p.i., Salmonella inside the

SCV can also result in more than 50-100 bacteria per cell. Per definition,

these cells would be termed as hyper-replicative [14,17], which would imply

the presence of cytosolic Salmonella in these cells. We demonstrated that

the term hyper-replication defined by the number of intracellular bacteria

to describe cells with cytosolic Salmonella is valid at 8 h p.i., but not at

2 h p.i. and 16 h p.i. Furthermore, the SPN can be applied to improve

experimental design, e.g., we predicted the infection efficiency of epithelial

cells with Salmonella, depending on the factors incubation time and MOI.

The parameterization of the SPN is based on experiments with the com-

monly used human epithelial cell line of HeLa cells. The question arises

whether in vitro studies using this cell line as a model system can elucidate

the processes that occur under in vivo conditions. Some of the processes have

been observed to occur in polarized epithelial cells and in vivo in a similar

way. For example, the cooperative invasion has also been detected in polari-

zed epithelial cells [183] and in the intestinal epithelium of guinea pigs [201].

The clustering of multiple bacteria on a single ruffle has been observed in

cultured IEC [187]. The behavior of swimming close to the cell surface, has

been shown by in vivo live microscopy in the cecum of infected mice [202].

A further study in polarized human IEC presented that Salmonella in the

cytosol proliferate with higher rates than in the SCV [14]. The extrusion of

these cells from the monolayer is associated with pyroptosis, an inflamma-

tory form of programmed cell death, and results in dissemination of bacteria

into neighboring cells. In vivo imaging of IEC is still an experimental chal-

lenge. When in vivo data from Salmonella-infected cells become available,

the adaption of the model parameters will be an interesting objective for

future research. Likewise, the adaption of the SPN to model the infection

by other pathogens, such as Shigella flexneri [203], which shows a similar

behavior as Salmonella inside epithelial cells, will be an important issue for

future studies.

The SPN is in agreement with real experimental outcomes and allows

for the examination and prediction of the dynamics of Salmonella infec-

tions in epithelial cells. First estimations for the kinetic parameters of a
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Salmonella infection were provided. In future work, in an iterative way

of model predictions and experimental validation, the parameters can be

further adjusted. The optimal choice would be quantitative single cell ex-

periments in combination with live-cell imaging and computational image

analysis to precisely monitor when a bacterium invades, proliferates, and is

destroyed by xenophagy. Here, the use of markers for the bacterium’s in-

tracellular localization will be essential, e.g., lysosome-associated membrane

protein 1 (LAMP1) [204] or dextran [193] to visualize the SCV. In particular,

for the open question of the effect of xenophagy on the Salmonella popu-

lation inside the cytosol, it is essential to shift away from population-based

studies towards single-cell analysis or even single-bacterium analysis [205].

The third contribution of this work was the development of novel com-

putational methods that allow to reveal the entire dependencies between

the components of a signaling pathway. The state-of-the-art methods for in

silico knockout analyses detect dependencies between T-invariants, EFM, or

extreme pathways, but the knockout effects are not comparable to those of

experimental perturbations. We established a novel computational method

that facilitates in silico knockouts considering the biological dependencies for

mathematical models in the PN formalism. The proposed in silico knockout

analysis ensures the maintenance of the turnover of pathway components un-

der knockout conditions, thus predicts knockout behavior that is comparable

with experimental perturbation data. In this context, we developed and ap-

plied the concept of Manatee invariants. We demonstrated the suitability of

Manatee invariants for the knockout analysis by revealing all possible ways

of signal flow in pathways.

In signaling pathways, which are in the most cases densely and highly

interconnected, even for experts of the particular area, it is challenging to

forecast the effects of knockouts on the pathway components. Here, the com-

putational predictions by the presented knockout analysis provide valuable

hints, which enable to address important issues. The biological functional

dependencies of signaling pathways can be uncovered. The PN model can

be verified by the comparison of the knockout predictions with experimental

perturbation studies. Errors in PN model or inconsistencies in the present

knowledge of the pathway can be detected. In silico knockouts can also be
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used for network validation by predicting knockout behavior that can be

tested in future experiments. Furthermore, components can be identified to

which the pathway is particularly sensitive or insensitive. These predictions

can improve the knowledge of the pathway and give worthwhile hints, e.g.,

for the development of potential therapeutic treatments. While we focus

on signaling pathways, the method may also be applied to other biologi-

cal systems. The future application of in silico knockouts to, e.g., models

of metabolic pathways will confirm the usefulness of the method for other

biological systems.

To generate knockout predictions that can be compared with experimen-

tal data, the PN of a signaling pathway has to be modeled at a high level of

detail. Here, it is often necessary, e.g., to model all orders of binding events

in which protein complexes form. The modeling of all possible combinations

leads to huge networks due to combinatorial complexity [174]. The construc-

tion of PN for signaling pathways at such a high level of detail requires a lot

of information about these processes. The iterative process of model devel-

opment of such detailed networks can be elaborating and time-consuming.

Moreover, the determination of T-invariants for such huge PN can become

computationally hard [132,133]. The development of efficient algorithms for

the computation of T-invariants or Manatee invariants was out of scope of

this work but is an important issue for future research and will facilitate the

application of in silico knockouts for huge networks with large number of

T-invariants.

The knockout analysis provides qualitative information about whether

pathway components are affected by a knockout and which parts of the path-

way are not functional. No information can be given about the quantitative

amount of pathway components after the knockout. An idea for future work

would be to quantify the number of unaffected Manatee invariants that still

produce a specific pathway component after the knockout. However, this

would only give an impression about the redundancy by which the pathway

component is generated and how this redundancy is affected by the knock-

out. Only a kinetic model with the knowledge of a sufficiently large set of

kinetic constants and concentrations can predict such quantitative knockout

effects.
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The presented knockout analysis represents a new method to predict

the effects of experimental perturbations. The examination of the model

behavior to perturbations enables to address important issues, such as de-

pendencies of biological pathways, identification of potential targets for drug

treatment, and predictions of unknown effects of perturbations. The knock-

out matrix summarizes the global dependencies of pathways and elucidates

a multiplicity of predictions about the effects of in silico knockouts. As a

proof of principle, we demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed concept

of in silico knockout by its application to the PN of the xenophagic captur-

ing of Salmonella. The application of knockout analysis to other biological

pathways represents a possible way to further validate the novel method.

The last contribution was the development of the software isiKnock to

automatically and systematically explore the knockout behavior of signaling

pathways expressed as PN models and to enable the application of the new

theoretical method for researchers. The software isiKnock visualizes the

knockout predictions in form of the in silico knockout matrix and provides

a user-friendly GUI.

Taken together, we studied bacterial infections at different levels of ab-

straction with approaches from computational systems biology. The knock-

out analysis uncovers the biological functional dependencies of the xenopha-

gic capturing of Salmonella, and the SPN simulates the quantitative behav-

ior of a Salmonella-infected cell. Both approaches contribute to a better un-

derstanding of bacterial infections and support the research on antimicrobial-

resistance of bacteria. Moreover, the presented methods of in silico knockout

and Manatee invariants, including the software isiKnock, provide valuable

verification and validation techniques in computational systems biology.
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Chapter 6

Appendix

Table A1

Places of the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella

Place Description

SCV Salmonella inside the SCV

SdamagedSCV Salmonella inside a damaged SCV

Scyt Salmonella inside the cytosol

Gal8 Galectin-8

LRSAM1 Ubiquitin ligase LRSAM1

E3ligase Unknown E3 ligase or E3 ligases

NDP52 Autophagy receptor NDP52

SigNDP52 Signal of NDP52 binding to galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

SigNDP52i Signal of NDP52 binding to ubiquitin-positive Sal-

monella

OPTN Autophagy receptor OPTN

SigOPTN Signal of OPTN binding to galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

SigOPTNi Signal of OPTN binding to ubiquitin-positive Salmo-

nella

p62 Autophagy receptor p62

Sigp62 Signal of p62 binding to galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

Sigp62i Signal of p62 binding to ubiquitin-positive Salmo-

nella

diTBK1 Dimeric TBK1

SigdiTBK1 Signal of TBK1 dimer binding to galectin-8-positive

and ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

SigdiTBK1i Signal of another TBK1 dimer binding to galectin-8-

positive and ubiquitin-positive Salmonella
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Place Description

SigdiTBK1ii Signal of TBK1 dimer binding to ubiquitin-positive

Salmonella

SigdiTBK1iii Signal of another TBK1 dimer binding to ubiquitin-

positive Salmonella

NS NAP1 or SINTBAD

SigNS Signal of NAP1/SINTBAD binding to galectin-8-

positive and ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

SigNSi Signal of NAP1/SINTBAD binding to ubiquitin-

positive Salmonella

S:Gal8 Complex of Salmonella and galectin-8

S:Gal8:NDP52 Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, and NDP52

S:Gal8:Ub Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, and ubiquitin

S:Gal8:Ub:p62 Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin, and

p62

S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin, and

OPTN

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52 Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin, and

NDP52

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin,

NDP52, and NAP1/SINTBAD

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62 Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin,

NDP52, OPTN, and p62

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin,

NDP52, OPTN, p62, and NAP1/SINTBAD

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:-

diTBK1

Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin,

NDP52, OPTN, p62, NAP1/SINTBAD, and dimeric

TBK1

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:-

diTBK1i

Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiquitin,

NDP52, OPTN, p62, NAP1/SINTBAD, and another

dimeric TBK1

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:-

OligoTBK1

Complex of Salmonella, galectin-8, ubiqui-

tin, NDP52, phosphorylated OPTN, p62,

NAP1/SINTBAD, and oligomerized TBK1 dimers

S:Ub Complex of Salmonella and ubiquitin

S:Ub:p62 Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, and p62

S:Ub:OPTN Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, and OPTN

S:Ub:NDP52 Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, and NDP52

S:Ub:NDP52:NS Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, NDP52, and

NAP1/SINTBAD

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62 Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, NDP52, OPTN,

and p62

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, NDP52, OPTN,

p62, and NAP1/SINTBAD

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1 Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, NDP52, OPTN,

p62, NAP1/SINTBAD, and dimeric TBK1
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Place Description

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, NDP52, OPTN,

p62, NAP1/SINTBAD, and another dimeric TBK1

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:-

OligoTBK1

Complex of Salmonella, ubiquitin, NDP52, phos-

phorylated OPTN, p62, NAP1/SINTBAD, and

oligomerized TBK1 dimers

LC3/GABARAP:AM LC3/GABARAP-positive autophagosomal mem-

brane

SCVdamage Signal of the SCV damage

AA Normal AA level in the cell

AAstarvation AA starvation in the cell

mTORC1:ULK1c Complex of activated mTORC1 and the inactivated

ULK1 complex

mTORC1:ULK1c:SCV Complex of activated mTORC1 on the SCV and the

inactivated ULK1 complex

mTORC1inactive Inactivated mTORC1 (formed by mTOR, Raptor,

and mLST8)

ULK1c Activated ULK1 complex (formed by ULK1, FIP200,

ATG13, and ATG101)

SigAAstarvation Signal of AA starvation

SigAA Signal of normalized AA level

SigAutophagyInduction Signal of the autophagy induction

Ap:S:Gal8:NDP52 Salmonella trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, including

galectin-8, and NDP52

Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62 Salmonella trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, including

galectin-8, ubiquitin, NDP52, OPTN, and p62

Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS Salmonella trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, including

galectin-8, ubiquitin, NDP52, OPTN, p62, and

NAP1/SINTBAD

Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:-

NS:TBK1

Salmonella trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, including

galectin-8, ubiquitin, NDP52, phosphorylated

OPTN, p62, NAP1/SINTBAD, and TBK1 dimers

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62 Salmonella trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, including ubiq-

uitin, NDP52, OPTN, and p62

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS Salmonella trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, including ubiq-

uitin, NDP52, OPTN, p62, and NAP1/SINTBAD

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1 Salmonella trapped by the LC3/GABARAP-

positive autophagosomal membrane, including

ubiquitin, NDP52, phosphorylated OPTN, p62,

NAP1/SINTBAD, and TBK1 dimers
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Table A2

Transitions of the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella

Transition Description Reference

Inv Invasion of Salmonella into the epithelial cell [23, 26]

SCVdamage Disruption of the SCV [11,15]

U1 Binding of LRSAM1 and other unknown E3 ligases

to galectin-8-positive Salmonella and ubiquitination

of Salmonella

[12, 150,151]

U2 Binding of LRSAM1 and other unknown E3 ligases

to galectin-8-positive and NDP52-positive Salmonella

and ubiquitination of Salmonella

[12, 150,151]

U3 Binding of LRSAM1 to cytosolic Salmonella and ubiq-

uitination of Salmonella

[12, 150,151]

R1 Recruitment of galectin-8 to host glycans exposed on

SCV

[36]

R2 Recruitment of NDP52 to galectin-8 [36,149]

R3 Recruitment of NDP52 to galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

[31, 36,149]

R4 Recruitment of OPTN to ubiquitin-positive and

galectin-8-positive Salmonella

[30]

R5 Recruitment of p62 to ubiquitin-positive and galectin-

8-positive Salmonella

[29]

R6 Recruitment of p62 to ubiquitin-positive Salmonella [29]

R7 Recruitment of OPTN to ubiquitin-positive Salmo-

nella

[30]

R8 Recruitment of NDP52 to ubiquitin-positive Salmo-

nella

[31]

R9 Recruitment of NAP1/SINTBAD to galectin-8-

positive, ubiquitin-positive, and NDP52-positive Sal-

monella

[31]

R10 Recruitment of NAP1/SINTBAD to ubiquitin-

positive and NDP52-positive Salmonella

[31]

R11 Recruitment of NAP1/SINTBAD to galectin-8-

positive, ubiquitin-positive, NDP52-positive, p62-

positive, and OPTN-positive Salmonella

[31]

R12 Recruitment of NAP1/SINTBAD to ubiquitin-

positive, NDP52-positive, p62-positive, and OPTN-

positive Salmonella

[31]

R13 Recruitment of dimeric TBK1 to OPTN and NDP52

via NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]

R14 Recruitment of another dimeric TBK1 to OPTN and

NDP52 via NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]

R15 Recruitment of dimeric TBK1 to OPTN-positive

and NDP52-positive cytosolic Salmonella via

NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]
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Transition Description Reference

R16 Recruitment of another dimeric TBK1 to OPTN-

positive and NDP52-positive cytosolic Salmonella via

NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]

R17 Recruitment of LC3/GABARAP proteins to the au-

tophagosomal membrane to galectin-8-positive and

NDP52-positive Salmonella, leading to autophago-

some formation

[34,36,149]

R18 Recruitment of LC3/GABARAP proteins to the

autophagosomal membrane to galectin-8-positive,

ubiquitin-positive, NDP52-positive, p62-positive,

phosphorylated OPTN-positive, NAP1/SINTBAD-

positive, and TBK1-positive Salmonella, leading to

autophagosome formation

[30,34,158,159]

R19 Recruitment of LC3/GABARAP proteins to the

autophagosomal membrane to galectin-8-positive,

ubiquitin-positive, NDP52-positive, p62-positive,

OPTN-positive, NAP1/SINTBAD-positive Salmo-

nella, leading to autophagosome formation

[34]

R20 Recruitment of LC3/GABARAP proteins to the

autophagosomal membrane to galectin-8-positive,

ubiquitin-positive, NDP52-positive, p62-positive, and

OPTN-positive Salmonella, leading to autophagosome

formation

[34]

R21 Recruitment of LC3/GABARAP proteins to the

autophagosomal membrane to ubiquitin-positive,

NDP52-positive, p62-positive, and OPTN-positive

Salmonella, leading to autophagosome formation

[34]

R22 Recruitment of LC3/GABARAP proteins to the

autophagosomal membrane to ubiquitin-positive,

NDP52-positive, p62-positive, OPTN-positive, and

NAP1/SINTBAD-positive Salmonella, leading to au-

tophagosome formation

[34]

R23 Recruitment of LC3/GABARAP proteins to the

autophagosomal membrane to ubiquitin-positive,

NDP52-positive, p62-positive, phosphorylated OPTN-

positive, NAP1/SINTBAD-positive, and TBK1-

positive Salmonella, leading to autophagosome forma-

tion

[30,158,159]

S1 Signal of NDP52 binding to galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

[31, 36,149]

S2 Signal of OPTN binding to galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

[30]

S3 Signal of p62 binding to galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

[29]

S4 Signal of p62 binding to ubiquitin-positive Salmonella [29]
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Transition Description Reference

S5 Signal of OPTN binding to ubiquitin-positive Salmo-

nella

[30]

S6 Signal of NDP52 binding to ubiquitin-positive Salmo-

nella

[31]

S7 Signal of NAP1/SINTBAD binding to galectin-8-

positive, ubiquitin-positive, and NDP52-positive Sal-

monella

[31]

S8 Signal of NAP1/SINTBAD binding to ubiquitin-

positive and NDP52-positive cytosolic Salmonella

[31]

S9 Signal of dimeric TBK1 binding to OPTN and NDP52

via NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]

S10 Signal of another dimeric TBK1 binding to OPTN and

NDP52 via NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]

S11 Signal of dimeric TBK1 binding to OPTN-positive

and NDP52-positive cytosolic Salmonella via

NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]

S12 Signal of another dimeric TBK1 binding to OPTN-

positive and NDP52-positive cytosolic Salmonella via

NAP1/SINTBAD

[31,161,163,207]

S13 Signal of SCV damage triggers AA starvation [171,172]

S14 Activated ULK1 complex induces autophagy [173]

S15 Activated ULK1 complex induces formation of

phagophores

[173]

S16 Signal of AA starvation triggers mTORC1 inactivation [171–173]

S17 Signal of normalized AA level triggers mTORC1 reac-

tivation

[171–173]

F1 Complex formation of the three autophagy receptors,

p62, OPTN, and NDP52, with galectin-8-positive and

ubiquitin-positive Salmonella

[29–31,36,149]

F2 Complex formation of the three autophagy receptors,

p62, OPTN, and NDP52, with ubiquitin-positive Sal-

monella

[29–31,36,149]

F3 Complex formation of the autophagy receptors, p62

and OPTN, with galectin-8-positive and ubiquitin-

positive Salmonella complex, including the NDP52-

NAP1/SINTBAD complex

[29,30]

F4 Complex formation of the autophagy receptors, p62

and OPTN, with ubiquitin-positive Salmonella com-

plex, including the NDP52-NAP1/SINTBAD complex

[29,30]

F5 Oligomerization of TBK1 leads to autoactivation and

phosphorylation of OPTN at cytosolic Salmonella in-

side the damaged SCV

[155,162–164,166]

F6 Oligomerization of TBK1 leads to autoactivation and

phosphorylation of OPTN at cytosolic Salmonella

[155,162–164,166]

Cyt Salmonella escape from the damaged SCV and get

cytosolic access

[34,188]
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Transition Description Reference

A1 Normalization of the AA level leads to mTORC1 reac-

tivation and mTORC1 localizes to the surface of the

SCV, resulting in inactivation of the ULK1 complex

[171–173]

I1 AA starvation leads to the inactivation of mTORC1

and its dissociation of the ULK1 complex

[171–173]

Deg1 Degradation of the autophagosome through fusion

with the lysosome

[23,26]

Deg2 Degradation of the autophagosome through fusion

with the lysosome

[23,26]

Deg2i Degradation of the autophagosome through fusion

with the lysosome

[23,26]

Deg2ii Degradation of the autophagosome through fusion

with the lysosome

[23,26]

Deg3 Degradation of the autophagosome through fusion

with the lysosome

[23,26]

Deg3i Degradation of the autophagosome through fusion

with the lysosome

[23,26]

Deg3ii Degradation of the autophagosome through fusion

with the lysosome

[23,26]

DegAA AA degradation

Out Removal of the complex between mTORC1 and the

ULK1 complex

Norm Normalization of the AA level [171,172]

SynAA AA generation

SynGal8 Synthesis of galectin-8

SynLRSAM1 Synthesis of LRSAM1

SynE3ligase Synthesis of other E3-ligases

Synp62 Synthesis of p62

SynNDP52 Synthesis of NDP52

SynOPTN Synthesis of OPTN

SynNS Synthesis of NAP1/SINTBAD

SynTBK1 Synthesis of TBK1 and its dimerization

FmTORC1:-

ULK1c

Formation of active mTORC1 and the inactivated

ULK1 complex

[173]

Esc Escape of Salmonella from the damaged SCV
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Table A3

P-invariants of the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella

Places Biological
Meaning

pi1

SigAutophagyInduction, mTORC1:ULK1c:SCV, mTORC1:ULK1c, ULK1c Conservation

of the ULK1

complex

pi2

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:-

OligoTBK1, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:-

p62:NS:diTBK1, SigOPTNi, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:OligoTBK1, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:-

p62:NS:TBK1, SigOPTN, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN, OPTN, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i,

Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62

Conservation

of OPTN

pi3

AA, AAstarvation, SigAA, SigAAstarvation Conservation

of the AA

signal

pi4

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, S:-

Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, SigNDP52, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:-

diTBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1, Ap:S:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:NDP52, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62,

Ap:Gal8:NDP52, S:Ub:NDP52, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:OligoTBK1, S:Ub:NDP52:NS, SigNSi,

NDP52, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, SigNDP52i, S:Gal8:-

Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,

Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS, SigNS

Conservation

of NDP52
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Places Biological
Meaning

pi5

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, S:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, S:Gal8:-

Ub:NDP52, LRSAM1, S:Gal8:Ub:p62, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1,

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:-

Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:p62, S:Ub:NDP52, Ap:S:-

Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:-

OligoTBK1, S:Ub:NDP52:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, S:-

Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,

Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS, S:Ub

Conservation

of LRSAM1

pi6

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:-

diTBK1i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:-

p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:OligoTBK1,

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,

S:Ub:NDP52:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, SigNSi, S:-

Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, NS, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:-

Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS, SigNS

Conservation

of NAP1/-

SINTBAD

pi7

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, Sdam-

agedSCV, Scyt, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:-

p62:NS:diTBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52, S:Gal8, S:Gal8:Ub:p62, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:-

OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:NDP52,

S:Gal8:Ub, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,

S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62,

S:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:p62, S:Ub:NDP52, Ap:Gal8:NDP52, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:OligoTBK1,

S:Ub:NDP52:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Ap:S:-

Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS, SCV, S:Ub

Conservation

of Salmonella

pi8

mTORC1:ULK1c:SCV, mTORC1:ULK1c, mTORC1inactive Conservation

of mTORC1
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Places Biological
Meaning

pi9

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, S:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, E3ligase,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52, S:Gal8:Ub:p62, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1,

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:-

p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:OPTN, S:Ub:p62, S:Ub:NDP52,

Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:-

NS:OligoTBK1, S:Ub:NDP52:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1,

S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:-

NS, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS, S:Ub

Conservation

of E3ligase

pi10

Ap:Gal8:NDP52, Gal8, S:Gal8, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:-

p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:-

NS:OligoTBK1, S:Gal8:NDP52, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1,

S:Gal8:Ub, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:Gal8:Ub:OPTN, S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:NS

Conservation

of galectin-8

pi11

Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, S:-

Ub:p62, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:-

NS:diTBK1, p62, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1, S:Gal8:-

Ub:p62, Sigp62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:OligoTBK1, Ap:-

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1, Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, S:-

Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS,

S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Sigp62i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS, Ap:S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62

Conservation

of p62

pi12

2*S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:OligoTBK1, SigdiTBK1iii, SigdiTBK1ii, S:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i, S:Ub:NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, 2*Ap:S:-

Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:TBK1, 2*S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:p62:OPTNp:NS:-

OligoTBK1, 2*Ap:S:Ub:NDP52:OPTNp:p62:NS:TBK1, diTBK1, S:Gal8:Ub:-

NDP52:OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1, SigdiTBK1, SigdiTBK1i, S:Gal8:Ub:NDP52:-

OPTN:p62:NS:diTBK1i

Conservation

of the TBK1

dimer
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Table A4

T-invariants of the PN of the xenophagic capturing of Salmonella

Transitions Biological Meaning

ti1

Disr, Deg3, S13, S6, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52,

R15, R12, SynOPTN, F2, R23, S12, F6, R16, S11, R7,

R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, Cyt, SynE3ligase, S15,

2*SynTBK1, Norm

Ubiquitin-dependent

xenophagy of cytosolic Sal-

monella, including phosphory-

lation of OPTN

ti2

Disr, Deg3i, S13, S6, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52,

R12, SynOPTN, F2, R22, R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLR-

SAM1, Cyt, SynE3ligase, S15, Norm

Ubiquitin-dependent

xenophagy of cytoso-

lic Salmonella, including

NAP1/SINTBAD

ti3

Disr, R1, SynGal8, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52,

SynOPTN, U1, R3, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1,

SynE3ligase, S15, R9, S7, R19, Deg2i, F3, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing NAP1/SINTBAD

ti4

Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, Syn-

NDP52, SynOPTN, U1, R3, R5, R4, R11, Synp62, Inv,

SynLRSAM1, SynE3ligase, S15, R19, Deg2i, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing NAP1/SINTBAD

ti5

Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNDP52,

SynOPTN, U1, R3, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S15,

SynE3ligase, R20, Deg2ii, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella

ti6

Disr, R1, SynGal8, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, Syn-

OPTN, U1, R3, R5, R4, R13, Deg2, R18, Synp62, Inv, SynLR-

SAM1, S9, R14, SynE3ligase, S15, S10, F5, 2*SynTBK1, R9,

S7, F3, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing phosphorylation of OPTN

ti7

Disr, Deg3, S13, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, R15, SynNDP52,

SynOPTN, R23, S12, F6, R16, S11, R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv,

SynLRSAM1, Cyt, R10, SynE3ligase, S15, S8, 2*SynTBK1,

F4, Norm

Ubiquitin-dependent

xenophagy of cytosolic Sal-

monella, including phosphory-

lation of OPTN
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Transitions Biological Meaning

ti8

Disr, R1, SynGal8, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, Syn-

NDP52, SynOPTN, U2, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1,

SynE3ligase, S15, R9, S7, R19, Deg2i, F3, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing NAP1/SINTBAD

ti9

Disr, S13, S6, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNDP52, SynOPTN, F2,

Deg3ii, R21, R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, Cyt,

SynE3ligase, S15, Norm

Ubiquitin-dependent

xenophagy of cytosolic Sal-

monella

ti10

Disr, Deg3i, S13, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, Syn-

OPTN, R22, R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, R10,

Cyt, SynE3ligase, S15, S8, F4, Norm

Ubiquitin-dependent

xenophagy of cytoso-

lic Salmonella, including

NAP1/SINTBAD

ti11

Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, Syn-

NDP52, SynOPTN, U2, R5, R4, R11, Synp62, Inv, SynLR-

SAM1, SynE3ligase, S15, R19, Deg2i, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing NAP1/SINTBAD

ti12

Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNDP52,

SynOPTN, U2, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S15,

SynE3ligase, R20, Deg2ii, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella

ti13

Disr, R17, R1, Deg1, SynGal8, R2, S13, S14, Inv, SynNDP52,

S15, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent xeno-

phagy of vacuolar Salmonella

ti14

Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS,

SynNDP52, SynOPTN, U2, R5, R4, R11, R13, Deg2, R18,

Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S9, SynE3ligase, R14, S15, S10,

F5, 2*SynTBK1, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing phosphorylation of OPTN

ti15

Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, Syn-

NDP52, SynOPTN, U1, R3, R5, R4, R11, R13, Deg2, R18,

Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S9, SynE3ligase, R14, S15, S10,

F5, 2*SynTBK1, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing phosphorylation of OPTN
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Transitions Biological Meaning

ti16

Disr, R1, SynGal8, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52,

SynOPTN, U2, R5, R4, R13, Deg2, R18, Synp62, Inv, SynLR-

SAM1, S9, R14, SynE3ligase, S15, S10, F5, 2*SynTBK1, R9,

S7, F3, Norm

Galectin-8-dependent and

ubiquitin-dependent xenophagy

of vacuolar Salmonella, includ-

ing phosphorylation of OPTN

ti17

Inv, Disr, S13, Norm, Esc Escape of Salmonella from

the damaged SCV without the

recognition to the xenophagy

pathway

ti18

S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out Regulation of mTORC1 by AA

level

ti19

SynAA, DegAA Regulation of the AA level in-

side the cytosol

Table A5

Manatee invariants of the PN of the xenophagic capturing of
Salmonella

Composition Transitions

mi1

ti1 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, Deg3, S13, S6, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, R15, R12, Syn-

OPTN, F2, R23, S12, F6, R16, S11, R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLR-

SAM1, Cyt, SynE3ligase, S15, 2*SynTBK1, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, Fm-

TORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi2

ti2 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, Deg3i, S13, S6, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, R12, SynOPTN,

F2, R22, R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, Cyt, SynE3ligase, S15,

Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi3

ti3 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, SynGal8, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, SynOPTN, U1,

R3, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, SynE3ligase, S15, R9, S7, R19,

Deg2i, F3, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA,

DegAA
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Composition Transitions

mi4

ti4 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, Syn-

OPTN, U1, R3, R5, R4, R11, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, SynE3ligase,

S15, R19, Deg2i, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA,

DegAA

mi5

ti5 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNDP52, SynOPTN, U1,

R3, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S15, SynE3ligase, R20, Deg2ii,

Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi6

ti6 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, SynGal8, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, SynOPTN,

U1, R3, R5, R4, R13, Deg2, R18, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S9, R14,

SynE3ligase, S15, S10, F5, 2*SynTBK1, R9, S7, F3, Norm, S16, S17, I1,

A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi7

ti7 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, Deg3, S13, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, R15, SynNDP52, SynOPTN,

R23, S12, F6, R16, S11, R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, Cyt,

R10, SynE3ligase, S15, S8, 2*SynTBK1, F4, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1,

FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi8

ti8 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, SynGal8, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, SynOPTN,

U2, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, SynE3ligase, S15, R9, S7, R19,

Deg2i, F3, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA,

DegAA

mi9

ti9 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, S13, S6, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNDP52, SynOPTN, F2, Deg3ii, R21,

R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, Cyt, SynE3ligase, S15, Norm,

S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi10

ti10 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, Deg3i, S13, S5, S4, U3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, SynOPTN, R22,

R7, R8, R6, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, R10, Cyt, SynE3ligase, S15, S8,

F4, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi11

ti11 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52,

SynOPTN, U2, R5, R4, R11, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, SynE3ligase,

S15, R19, Deg2i, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA,

DegAA
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Composition Transitions

mi12

ti12 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNDP52, SynOPTN,

U2, R5, R4, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S15, SynE3ligase, R20, Deg2ii,

Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi13

ti13 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R17, R1, Deg1, SynGal8, R2, S13, S14, Inv, SynNDP52, S15, Norm,

S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi14

ti14 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52,

SynOPTN, U2, R5, R4, R11, R13, Deg2, R18, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1,

S9, SynE3ligase, R14, S15, S10, F5, 2*SynTBK1, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1,

FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi15

ti15 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, F1, SynGal8, S1, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, Syn-

OPTN, U1, R3, R5, R4, R11, R13, Deg2, R18, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1,

S9, SynE3ligase, R14, S15, S10, F5, 2*SynTBK1, Norm, S16, S17, I1, A1,

FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi16

ti16 + ti18 + ti19 Disr, R1, SynGal8, R2, S13, S2, S3, S14, SynNS, SynNDP52, Syn-

OPTN, U2, R5, R4, R13, Deg2, R18, Synp62, Inv, SynLRSAM1, S9, R14,

SynE3ligase, S15, S10, F5, 2*SynTBK1, R9, S7, F3, Norm, S16, S17, I1,

A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out, SynAA, DegAA

mi17

ti17 + ti18 + ti19 Inv, Disr, S13, Norm, Esc, S16, S17, I1, A1, FmTORC1:ULK1c, Out,

SynAA, DegAA

mi18

ti17 + ti19 Inv, Disr, S13, Norm, Esc, SynAA, DegAA

mi19

ti19 SynAA, DegAA

Table A6

Places of the SPN of a Salmonella-infected cell

Place Description M0

MediumGen Maximal possible number of bacteria to infect an individual cell 2000

SalMediumStart Actual number of Salmonella in the medium to infect an individual

cell

0

SalMedium Adapted bacteria in the medium 0
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Place Description M0

WashIni Signal for the one-time initiation of the washing process 1

WashCounter Time counter of the washing process 0

WashSig Signal for the onset of the washing process 0

SalSurface Number of bacteria swimming on the cell surface 0

SalRuffle Total number of bacteria located in ruffles 0

SalCyt Total number of Salmonella with cytosolic access 0

SalVac Total number of Salmonella inside SCV 0

DeathSigCyt Signal that the cell undergoes cell death due to a high number of

cytosolic Salmonella

0

DeathSigVac Signal that the cell undergoes cell death due to a high number of

vacuolar Salmonella

0

NrRuffle Counter for the number of ruffle on the cell surface 0

CapSurface Signal for the capability of the cell surface to accept additional Sal-

monella

1

SigCyt1 Signal for the presence of Salmonella in the cytosol 1

SigVac Signal for the presence of Salmonella in the vacuole 1

AdaIniCyt Signal for the initiation of the adaptability process of Salmonella in

the cytosol

0

AdaIniVac Signal for the initiation of the adaptability process of Salmonella in

the SCV

0

CapCyt Capacity of the cytosol 700

AdaCyt Adaptability to the cytosol 0

DiviCyt Divisibility of Salmonella in the cytosol 0

CapVac Capacity of the SCV 150

AdaVac Adaptability to the SCV 0

DiviVac Divisibility of Salmonella in the SCV 0

Decision Cell before the decision to become a cytosolic-capable or cytosolic-

incapable cell

1

CellCyt Cytosolic-capable cell 0

CellVac Cytosolic-incapable cell 0

SigCyt2 Signal for the presence of Salmonella in the cytosol to initiate and

terminate xenophagy

1

XenoIni Signal for the initiation of xenophagy 0

XenoIniCounter Time counter for the initiation of xenophagy 0

XenoEnd Signal for the termination of xenophagy 0

XenoEndCounter Time counter for the termination of xenophagy 0

XenoSig Signal for xenophagic capturing and degradation 0
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Table A7

Transitions of the SPN of a Salmonella-infected cell

Transition Description c [1/sec]

remove Removes one Salmonella from the infection medium Depending on

the MOI, see

Table 4.3

add Adds one Salmonella to the infection medium Depending on

the MOI, see

Table 4.3

wash count Increases the time counter of the washing process, i.e., place

WashCounter

Depending on

the incubation

time, see Table

4.4

wash start Generates the signal for the onset of the washing process 1000

washing1 Washing to remove non-invasive Salmonella in the medium 1000

washing2 Washing to remove non-invasive Salmonella in the medium 1000

washing3 Washing to remove non-invasive Salmonella on the cell sur-

face

1000

firstlanding First landing of Salmonella on the cell surface 0.0019

landing Landing of adapted Salmonella on the cell surface 0.00384

take off Take off of Salmonella from the cell surface 0.67

initiation formation of a new ruffle on the cell surface 0.0005

joining Salmonella swims and docks to a preexisting ruffle 0.005

cap reached Capacity of the surface is reached, no further ruffle can be

initiated or bacteria can join

1000

enter cyt Salmonella enters the cytosol 0.004

stay vac Salmonella stays in the SCV 0.006

adasig cyt Signal that Salmonella is inside the cytosol to induce the

adaptability to the cytosol

1000

adasig vac Signal that Salmonella is inside the vacuole to induce the

adaptability to the vacuole

1000

ada cyt Increases the adaptability of Salmonella to the cytosol 0.167

ada vac Increases the adaptability of Salmonella to the SCV 0.036

pro cyt Proliferation of Salmonella inside the cytosol 0.000000595

pro vac Proliferation of Salmonella inside the vacuole 0.000000411

divi cyt Increases the divisibility of Salmonella in the cytosol 1000

divi vac Increases the divisibility of Salmonella inside the SCV 1000

death cyt1 Cell undergoes cell death due to a high number of cytosolic

Salmonella

1000

death cyt2 Removal of cytosolic Salmonella in cells that undergo cell

death

1000

death vac1 Cell undergoes cell death due to a high number of vacuolar

Salmonella

1000

death vac2 Removes vacuolar Salmonella in cells that undergo cell death 1000

death1 Removes vacuolar Salmonella in cells that undergo cell

death, due to a high number of cytosolic bacteria

1000
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Transition Description c [1/sec]

death2 Removes cytosolic Salmonella in cells that undergo cell

death, due to a high number of vacuolar bacteria

1000

cell cyt Cell gets cytosolic-capable 350

cell vac Cell gets cytosolic-incapable 650

xeno sig Induces signals for the initiation and termination of

xenophagy

1000

xeno ini count Increases the time counter of the initiation of xenophagy,

i.e., place XenoIniCounter

0.56

xeno ini Initiation of xenophagy 1000

xeno end count Increases the time counter of the termination of xenophagy,

i.e., place XenoEndCounter

0.069

xeno end Termination of xenophagy 1000

xeno deg Removes one bacterium from the cytosol via xenophagy 0.00037
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